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' Colour CCTV camera, 8mm lens, 
n" ip 12vdc200m a 582X628 Res 380 lines 

. 
Automatic aperture lens Mirror functior 
PAL Back Light Comp MLR, 
100x40x4Omm ref EE2 £7590 

Built in Audio . 15Iux CCD camera 12vdc 
200ma 480 lines s/n ratio >48 db 1v P-P 
output 110x60x5Omm ref EE1 £108.90 

Metal CCTV camera housings for internal or 
external use. Made from aluminium and 
plastic they are suitable for mounting body 
cameras in.Available in two sizes 1-
100x70x170mm and 2- 100x70x28Ornm Ref 
EE6 £22 EE7 £26 Multi position brackets Ref 
EE8 £8.80 

Excellent quality multi purposeTV/ 
TFT screen, works as just a LCD 
colriurmonitorwith any of ourCCTV 
cameras or as a conventional TV 
ideal for use in boats and caravans 
49:75mhz-91.75mhz VHFchannels 
1-5. 168.25mhz-222.75mhz VHF 
channels 6-12, 471.25mhz-
869.75mhz. Cable channels 
112.325mhz-166.75mhz Z1-Z7, 
Cable channels 224.25mhz-
4411.75mhz Z8-Z35 5' colour 
screen .Aud io output 
150mW.Connections, external 
aenal, earphone jack, audio/video 
input,12vdc or mains. Accessories 
supplied Power supply Remote 
control Cigar lead power supply 
Headphone Stand/bracket. 5" 
model £ 139 Ref EE9. 
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.1111b‘1. 
Colour CCTV Camera measures 
60x45mm and has a built in light 
level detector and 121R leds .2 lux 
12 IR leds 12vdc Bracket Easy 
connect leads £75.90 Ref EE15 

1111 1 

%le 
A hign qualityextemal colourCCTV 
camera with built in Infra red LEDs 
measuring 60x60x6Omm Easy 
connect leads colour Waterproof 
PAL 1/4" CCD542x588 pixels 420 
lines .05 lux 3.6mm F2 78 deg lens 
12vdc 400ma Built in light level 
sensor. £108.90 Ref EE13 

A small colour CCTV camera 
just 35x28x3Omm Supplied with 
bracket, easy connect leads. 
Built in audio. Colour 380 line 
res. PA_ 0.2 lux + 18db sensitivity 
Effective pixels628x582 6-12vdc 
Powe, 200mw £39.60 Ref EE16 

Peltier module. Each module is 
supplied with a comprehensive 
18 page Peltier design manual 
featuring circuit designs, design 
information etc etc. The Peltier 
manual is also available 
separately Maximum watts 56.2 
40x4Omm 'max 5.5A Vmax 
16.7 Tmax (c- thy N2)72 £32.95 
(Mc manual) REF PELT1, just 
manual £4.40 ref PELT2 

COMPAQ 1000mA 12vdc power 
supplies, new and boxed. 2 metre 
lead DC powerplug2.4mmx1Omm 
£5.25 each. 25+ £3.50 100+£2.50 

Self cocking pistol plcr002 
crossbow with metal body.. 
Selfcocking for precise string 
alignment Aluminium alloy 
construction High tec fibre 
glass limbs Automatic safety 
catch Supplied with three 
bolts Track style for greater 
accuracy Adjustable rear 
sight 50Ib draw weight 150ft 
sec velocity Break action 17' 
string 30m range £23.84 Ref 
PLCR002 

Fully cased IR light source 
suitable for CCTV applications. 
The unit measures 
10x10x150mm, is mains 
operated and contains 54 infra 
red LEDs. Designed to mount 
on a standard CCTV camera 
bracket. The unit also contains 
a daylight sensor that will only 
activate the infra red lamp when 
the light level drops below a 
preset level. The infrared lamp 
is suitable for indoor or exterior 
use, typical useage would be to 
provide additional IR 
illumination for CCTV cameras. 
£53 90 ref FF11 

miuriamai 
3km Long range video 

and audio link complete with 
transmitter, receiver, 12.5m 

cables with pre fitted 

connectors and aerials. 

Acheive upto 3km. Cameras 

notinduded Idealfor stables, 
remote buildings etc, Mains 

power required £299 

Complete wireless CCTV sytem 
with video. Kit comprises 
pinhole colour camera with 
simple battery connection and 
a receiverwith video output. 380 
linescolour2.4ghz 3 lux 6-12vdc 
manual tuning Available in two 
versions, pinhole and 
standard.£79 (pinhole) Ref 
EE17, £86.90 (standard) Ref 
EE18 

GASTON SEALED LEAD 
ACID BATTERIES 

1.3AH12V 0 £5.50GT1213 
3.4AM 12V 0 £8.80 GT1234 
710112V £8.80 GT127 
17AH 12V 0 £19.80 GT1217 

All new and boxed. barga, 
prices. Good quality sealed leac 
acid batteries 

1.2ghz wireless receiver Full 
cased audio and video 1.2gh 
wirelessreceiver190x140x3Omm 
metal case, 4 channel. 12vdc 
Adjustable time delay. 4s. 8s. 12s 
16s. £49.50 Ref EE20 

The smallest PMR446 radios currently available 
(54x87x37mm). These tiny handheld PMR radios look 
great, user friendly & packed with features including VOX, 
Scan & Dual Watch. Priced at £59.99 PER PAIR they are 
excellent value for money. Our new favourite PMR radios! 
Standby: - 35 hcurs Includes:- 2 x Radios, 2x Belt Clips & 
2 x Carry Strap £59.95 Ref ALAN1 Or supplied with 2 sets 
of rechargeable batteries and two mains chargers £93.49 
Ref Alan2 The TENS mini Microprocessors offer six 

• • - types of automatic programme for shoulder 
pain, back/neck pain, aching joints. 

eumatic pain, migraines headaches, 
orts injuries, period pain. In fact all over 

4110 body treatment. Will not interfere with 
existing medication. Not suitable for anyone 
with a heart pacemaker. Batteries supplied. 
£21.95Ref TEN327 Spare pack of 
electrodes £6.59 Ref TEN327X 

Dummy CCTV cameras These motorised 
cameras will work either on 2 AA batteries or 
with a standara DC adapter (not supplied) 
They have a built in movement detector that 
will activate the camera if movement is 
detected causing the camera to 'pan' Good 
deterrent. Camera measures 20cm high, 
supplied with fixing screws. Camera also has 
a flashing red led. £ 10.95 Ref CAMERAB 

INFRA RED FILM 6' square piece of flexible 
infra red film that will only allow IR light through 
Perfect for converting ordinary torches. lights 
headlights etc to infrared output using standarc 
light bulbs Easily cut to shape. 6' square 
£16.50 ref IRF2 or a 12' sq for £34.07 IRF2A 

THE TIDE CLOCK These clocks indicate 
the state of the tide.Most areas in the world 
have two high tides and two low tides a day, 
so the tide clock sas been specially designed 
to rotate twice each lunar day (every 12 hours 
and 25 minutes) giving you a quick and easy 
indication of high and low water. The Quartz 
tide clock will always stay calibrated to the 
moon. £23.10 REF TIDEC 

LINEAR ACCTUATORS 12-36VDC BUILT IN 
ADJUSTABLE LIMIT SWITCHES POWDER 
COATED 18' THROW UP T01.000 LB THRUST 
(400LB RECOMMENDED LOAD)SUPPLIEDWITH 
MOUNTING BRACKETS DESIGNED FOR 
OUTDOOR USE These bracketsoriginally made for 
moving very large satellite dishes are possibly more 
suitable for closing gates, mechanical machinery, 
robot wars etc. Our first sale was to a company 
building solar panels that track the sun! Two sizes 
available, 12" and 18' throw. £32.95 REF ACT12. 

Samarium magnets are 57mm x 20mm and 
have a hole (5/16th UNF) in the centre and a 
magnetic strength of 2.2 gauss. We have tested 
these on a steel beam running through the 
offices and found that they will take more than 
170Ibs (77kgs) in weight before being pulled off. 
With keeper. £2' .95 REF MAG77 

New transmitter, receiver and camera 
kit. £89.00 
Kit contains four channel switchable 
camera with built in audio. six IR leds 
and transmitter. four channel switchable 
receiver, 2 power supplies. cables. 
connectors and mounting bracket. 
£69.00 Wireless Transmitter Black and 
white camera (75x50x55mm) Builtin 4 

channel transmitter (switchable) Audio built in 6 IR Lads Bracket/ 
stand Power supply 30 m range Wireless Receiver 4 channel 
(switchable) Audio/video leads and scarf adapter Power supply 
and Manual £69.00 ref COP24 

. This miniature Stirling Cycle Engine 
iiiiit iee measures 7' x 4-1/4" and comes complete 

with built-in alcohol burner. Red flywheels 
and chassis mounted on a green base, these 
all-metal beauties silently running at speeds 
in excess of 1,000 RPM attract attention and 
create awe wherever displayed. This mode 
comes completely assembled and ready to 
run. £106.70 REF SOL1 

High-power modules using 125mm square multi 
crystal silicon solar cells with bypass diode Ant 
reflection coating and BSF structure to improve 
cell conversion efficiency: 14%. Using white 
tempered glass, EVA resin, and a weatherproo 
film along with an aluminum frame for extended 
outdoor use. system Lead wire with waterproo 
connector. 80 watt 12v 500x1200 £315.17. 123w 
12vdc1499x662x46 £482.90 
165 w 24v 1575x826x46mm £652 30 

BULL GROUP LTD 
UNIT D HENFIELD BUSINESS PARK 

HENFIELD SUSSEX BN5 9SL 

TERMS: CASH, PO, CHEQUE PRICES+VAT 

WITH ORDER PLUS £5.50 P&P (UK) PLUS VAT. 

24 HOUR SERVICE £7.50 (UK) PLUS VAT. 

OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS £3.50 

Tel: 0870 7707520 Fax 01273491813 
Sales@bullnet.co.uk 

www.bullnet.co.uk 

Ultra-compact, lightweight, easy to use and comfortable to hold. 
the new NVMT is unique for a night scope in offering a tactile. 
suregrip plastic bodyshell and. forest ru protection/grip. partialrubber 
armouring. Currently the top of the range model. the NVMT G2+ 
features a 'commercial' grade' Gen 2+ Image Intensifier Tube ( IIT). 
The NVMT has a built-in, powerful Infrared ( IR) Illuminator for use 
in very low light/total darkness. Power for the scope and IR is 
provided by 1 x 3V Lithium CR123A battery ( not supplied). A green 
LED next to the viewfinder indicates when the Image Intensifier 
Tube is switched on while a red LED indicates when the IR 
Illuminator is switched on.Type Gen Weight Size Lens Mag 2x, 
Weight 400g, 125x82x35mm angle of view 30 deg, built in infra red. 
rang 3 - 400m, supplied with batteries £849 ref COB24023. 

55 - 200 WATT INFRA RED TORCHS 
Search guard 1 infrared torch Plastic 
bodied waterproof infrared 
rechargeable lamp. 100mm diameter 
lens. 200mm body length. 55 watt 
bulb. 1.000.000 candle power (used 
as an indication of relative power) 
Supplied complete with a 12v car 
lightersocket lead/charger and a 240v 
mains plug in charger. £49 REF 
sguard 1. Also available, 70watt @ 
£59.100 watt @ £79, 200watt 91 £99 

AIR RIFLES FROM £24.70 

B2 AIR RIFLE Available In.177 and . 22• 19' Tapered Rifled Barrel. 
Adjustable Rear Sight. Full Length Wooden Stock. Overall Length 
43" approxBarrel Locking Lever • Also available in CARBINE 
Grooved for Telescopic Sight model with 14' barrel- no front sight 
for use with scope. Weight approximately Sibs Extremely Powerful 
.22 £28.90, . 177 £24.70, pellets ( 500) £2.55, sights 4x20 £6.80, 
4x28 £15.320ther models available up to £250 w.vw.airpistol.co.uk 

12V SOLAR PANELS AND 
REGULATORS 
9WAT7£58.75 
15 WATT £84.25 
22 WATT £126.70 

Regulator up to 60 watt £21.25 
Regulators up to 135 watt £38.25 

The combination of multi-crystal cells and a high-reliability module 
structure make this series of solar panels the ideal solar module. 
For large-scale power generation hundreds or even thousands of 
modules can be connected in series to meet the desired electric 
power requirements. They have a high output, and highly efficient, 
extremely reliable and designed for ease of maintenance. Separate 
positive negative junction boxes and dual by-pass diodes area few 
examples of some of its outstanding features. Supplied with an 8 
metre cable. Perfect for caravans. boats, etc. Toughened glass. 

LOCK PICK SETS 16,32 AND 60 PIECE SETS 
This set is deluxe in every way! It includes a nice assortment of 
balls, rakes, hooks, diamonds, two double ended picks, a broken 
key extractor, and three tension wrenches. And just how do you top 
off a set like this? Package it in a top grain leather zippered case. 
Part: LP005 - Price £45.00 
This 32 piece set includes a variety of hooks, rakes. diamonds. 
balls, extractors, tension tools ... and comes housed in a zippered 
top grain leather case. If you like choices, go for this one! 
Part: LP006 - Price £65.00 
If your wants run toward the biggest pick set you can find, here it is 
This sixty piece set includes an array of hooks, rakes, diamonds, 
balls, broken key extractors, tension wrenches. and even includes 
a warded pick set! And the zippered case is made. of course. of the 
finest top grain leather. First Class! 
Part: LP007 - Price £99.00 

Maraud steam roller, supplied with fuel and 

everything you need (apart f rom water and a 

match!) £85 REF 1312 more models at 

www.mamodspares.co.uk 

Marnod steam roller, supphedwith 

fuelandeveiythingyou need (apart 

from water and a match!) £ 130 

REF 1318 more models at 

www.mamodspares.co.uk 9111 PEANUT RIDER STIRLING ENGINE This all metal, black and brass engine with red 
flywheel is mounted on a solid hardwood 
platform comes complete with an alcohol 
fuel cell, extra wick. alien wrenches. and 
Owner's Manual.Specifications: Base is 
5-1/4" x 5-1/4'. 4' width x 9' height, 3/4' 
stroke. 3-1/2" flywheel £ 141.90 

SHOP ONLINE 
WWW.BULLNET.CO.UK 
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?elect.; an3 Chtcalis 
SUPER-EAR AUDIO TELESCOPE by Tom Merryfield 
Listen more clearly to those distant sounds 

RADIO CONTROL MODEL SWITCHER by Ken Ginn 
A radio controlled power switch for models and other devices 

INGENUITY UNLIMITED - Sharing your Ideas with others 
GPS/Audio Selector; Virtual Bomb 

PIC ULTRASONIC RADAR by John Becker 
Let your mobile robot listen to the landscape with this experimental system 

BACK TO BASICS - 3 Scarecrow and Digital Lock by Bart Trepak 
Simple, easy-to-build circuits based on one or two CMOS logic chips 

Semi an 9gagaptes 
CIRCUIT SURGERY by Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell 
Continuing the CompactFlash primer and outlining how to use the interface 

CATCH THE WAVE by Mark Williamson 
Can technology help to reduce tsunami life- loss? 

TECHNO TALK by Mark Nelson 
Playing tag - more applications for r.f. ID tags 

DIGITAL TV SWITCHOVER by Barry Fox 
Updating us on the plans, and problems, for switching off UK analogue TV 

PROGRAMMING PIC 18F INTERRUPTS by Malcolm Wiles 
Clarifying the datasheet for the PIC 18F family 

NET WORK - THE INTERNET PAGE surfed by Alan Winstanley 
File download blues; broadband choices; 30Mbps - why are we waiting? 

INTERFACE by Robert Penfold 
Computer-controlled PWM power supply 

Regalmes anDSmices 
BACK ISSUE CD-ROMS single-source shopping for issues you've missed 

BACK ISSUES Did you miss these? 

EDITORIAL 

NEWS - Barry Fox highlights technology's leading edge 
Plus everyday news from the world of electronics 

READOUT John Becker addresses general points arising 

CD-ROMS FOR ELECTRONICS 
A wide range of CD-ROMs for hobbyists, students and engineers 

PIC N' MIX by John Becker 
Data tables and the DE directive, and a "D"ebatable VB problem 

SHOPTALK with David Barrington 
The essential guide to component buying for EPE projects 

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE 
A wide range of technical books available by mail order, plus more CD-ROMs 

ELECTRONICS MANUALS 
CD-ROM reference works for hobbyists, students and service engineers 

PIC PROJECTS VOL 1 CD-ROM 
A plethora of 20 "hand-PICked" EPE past projects 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD AND SOFTWARE SERVICE 
PCBs for EPE projects. Plus EPE project software 
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Learn About Microcontrollers 

PIC Training & Development System 
The best place to start leaning about microcontrollers is the PIC16F84. This is 
easy to understand and very popular with construction projects Then continue on 
using the more sophisticated PIC16F877 family. 

The heart of our system is two real books which lie open on your desk while 
you use your computer to type in the programme and control the hardware. Start 
with four very simple programmes. Run the simulator '.o see how they work. Test 
them with real hardware. Follow on with a little theory 

Our complete PIC training and development system consists of our universal 
mid range PIC programmer, a 306 page book covering the PIC16F84, a 262 page 
book introducing the PIC16F877 family, and a suite of programmes to run on a 
PC. The module is an advanced design using a 28 pir. PIC16F870 to handle the 
timing, programming and voltage switching requirements. The module has two 
ZIF sockets and an 8 pin socket which between them allow most mid range 8, 18, 
28 and 40 pin PICs to be programmed. The plugboard is wired with a 5 volt supply. 
The software is an integrated system comprising a text editor, assembler 
disassembler, simulator and programming software. The programming is 
performed at 5 volts, verified with 2 volts or 3 volts applied and verified again with 
5.5 volts applied to ensure that the PIC is programmed correctly over its full 
operating voltage. DC version for UK, battery version for overseas. UK orders 
include a plugtop power supply. 

Universal mid range PIC programmer module 
+ Book Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers 
+ Book Experimenting with the PIC16F877 (2nd edition) 
+ Universal mid range PIC software suite 
+ PIC16F84 and PIC16F870 test PICs £159.00 

(Postage & insurance UK £10, Europe £15, Rest of world £25) 

Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers 
This book introduces the PIC16F84 and PIC16C711, and is the easy way 
to get started for anyone who is new to PIC programming. We begin with 
four simple experiments, the first of which is explained over ten and half 
a pages assuming no starting knowledge except the ability to operate a 
PC. Then having gained some practical experience we study the basic 
principles of PIC programming, learn about the 8 bit timer, how to drive 
the liquid crystal display, create a real time clock, experiment with the 
watchdog timer, sleep mode. beeps and music, including a rendition of 
Beethoven's Für Elise. Finally there are two projects to work through, 
using the PIC16F84 to create a sinewave generator and investigating the 
power taken by domestic app'iances. In the space of 24 experiments, two 
projects and 56 exercises the book works through from absolute 
beginner to experienced engineer level. 

Hardware & Ordering Information 
The programmer module for noth systems connects to the serial port of 
your PC (COM1 or COM2). All our software referred to in this advelisement 
will operate within Windows 98, XP, NT, 2000 etc. 

Telephone with Visa, Mastercard or Switch, or send cheque/PO. All 
prices include VAT if applicable. 

Web site:- www.brunningsoftware.co.uk 

PIC16F88 Project Modules 
If you have our PIC Training & Development System or 
you are thinking of buying it you will find our Project 
Modules for the PIC16F88 a very useful extension. 
The new system consists of five modules, a new book 

featuring one of the latest PIC microcontrollers, software 
to run on your PC with ready made library routines, inter-
connecting cables and plugtop power supply (UK only). 
You only need the programmer module if you purchased 
our PIC training system before January 2004. 

Module 1 - Programmer Module 
with PIC programming software £50.00 

Module 2 - Display Driver Module. ..  £40.00 
Module 3 - Motor Control Module £20.00 
Module 4 - General I/O Module £20.00 
Module 5 RS 232 Module  £10.00 
Book PIC Project Modules £20.00 
PC programming software £25.00 

Plugtop PSU for UK  £ 4.00 
PC serial lead (9 way D)  £ 3.80 
Two 10 way interconnecting leads  £ 6.00 

Total price for the complete system.. £135.00 
(plus carriage same as PIC training system.) 

The Motor Control Module although only 70mm by 42mm 
has two outputs which can each control a DC motor up to 
12 volts at 4 amps continuous (or be used to switch up to 
4 amps of DC for any other use such as mains switching 
relays). The speed of the two motors can be remotely 
controlled using the onboard serial port to connect direct-
ly to the Display Driver Module with its 16 character by 2 
line display and keypad, or connected to your PC via the 
RS-232 module (40mm x 45mm). If you want to remote-
ly control more motors or switch more relays that is no 
problem — daisy chain modules into the serial link and 
programme each of them with a unique code. The book 
explains how to do it. 
The General I/O Module also has a serial port for daisy 

chaining into the same system. It has 3 CMOS or analogue 
inputs (connecting to the 10 bit analogue to digital convert-
er), and two open drain outputs which can switch up to 2 
amps at 100 volts DC for switching relays or motors, or 
which can be linked to on board inductors for generating 
step up voltages or TENS or muscle exercise waveforms. 

Modules 1, 2 and 3 have a DC input socket and 
regulator. One input will run the whole chain. 

For the latest information and pictures see our web site. 

Expenmenting with the PIC16F877 
The second PIC book starts with the simplest of experiments to 
give us a basic understanding of the PIC16F877 family. Then we 
look at the 16 bit timer, efficient storage and display of text 
messages, simple frequency counter, use a keypad for numbers, 
letters and security codes, and examine the 10 bit A/D converter. 
The PIC16F627 is then introduced as a low cost PIC16F84. We 

use the PIC16F627 as a step up switching regulator, and to 
control the speed of a DC motor with maximum torque still 
available. We study how to use a PIC to switch mains power using 
an optoisolated triac driving a high current triac. Finally we study 
how to use the PICs USART for serial communication to a PC. 

Mail order address: 

Brunning Software 138 The Street, Little Clacton, Clacton-on-sea, 
Essex, C016 9LS. Tel 01255 862308 
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NEXT MONTH 

EPE CYBERVOX 
So The Doctor's back! Dr Who's exploits are once 
more being told on BBC TV, during which he is 
again challenged by the Daleks, whose one aim in 
all of eternity is to "ExTeRmInAtE!" everything in 
sight of their lethal sink plungers! 
And what better way to commemorate the return of 
these Great Sagas than to provide you with the 
vocal armament to challenge the dastardly Daleks 
in their own language. Suspend your disbelief — next 
month we equip you with a Dalek voice emulator on 
behalf of humanity in these apocalyptic adventures. 
Here then is the EPE Cybervox, a linguistic cyborg 
challenger that is tunable to many Dalekesque 
dialects, all selectable at the twist of a few knobs. To 
this end, it has been furnished with the essential 
undulating vocal modulator, and a variable cav-
ernous multi-spacial timeline echo delay such as 
befits a Time Lord's confrontation with the evil crea-
tures inhabiting the asynchronastic parafundibulum. 

LF and VLF CONVERTER 
Britain, Ireland, France, Germany and Russia operate 
high-power broadcast transmitters in what is known as 
the longwave band covering 150kHz to 350kHz, an 
amateur band is centred on 136kHz and various other 
transmissions exist from 150kHz to below 10kHz where 
submarine communications are located. In the 1 kHz to 
20kHz region whistlers or howlers can be found — these 
are a natural electromagnetic phenomena caused by 
lightning around the world. 
This simple converter will allow a high performance 
receiver to tune in to transmissions from zero to 350kHz. 
Previously published receivers from the Practical Radio 
Circuits series in the June '03 to Jan '04 issues are suit-
able, as are most communications receivers. A suitable 
aerial system is also detailed. 

BACK TO BASICS - 4 
• Doorchime • Electronic Dice 

MULTI-CLAP SWITCH 
Consider that an estimated 5% of all car drivers lock their 
keys in their cars every year. Add to this the (unknown) 
number of people who find themselves without their 
house keys, or various other keys or access codes. Then 
imagine what a secret knock-knock code switch could 
achieve. 
Tap a code on your car window, and the door locks open 
— or knock on your front door in a predetermined 
sequence, and you regain access to your home. All this 
the Multi-Clap Switch can do, albeit more basically. 
In brief, the Multi-Clap Switch may be activated with one 
to nine claps, as preferred. The same number of claps is 
required to switch it off again. This it does with more than 
the usual sensitivity. The precise "speed" of the claps 
may also be set so that clapping either too fast or too 
slow will reset the switch. 

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER 

ELECTRO ICS 

DON'T MISS AN 

ISSUE - PLACE YOUR 

ORDER NOW! 
see page 434 

Or take out a subscription and save money. 

See page 448 

JULY 2005 ISSUE ON SALE THURSDAY, JUNE 9 
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Quasar Electronics Limited 
PO Box 6935, Bishops Stortford, 
CM23 4WP 
Tel: 0870 246 1826 
Fax: 0870 460 1045 
E-mail: sales@quasarelectronics.com 

Postage & Packing Options (Up to 2kg gross weight): UK standard 3-7 Day 
Delivery - £3.95; UK Mainland Next Day Delivery - £8.95; Europe (EU) - 
£6.95; Rest of World - £9.95 ! Order online for reduced price UK Postage! 
We accept all major credit/debit cards. Make cheques/POs 
payable to Quasar Electronics Limited. 
Prices include 17.5% VAT. MAIL ORDER ONLY. 
Call now for our FREE CATALOGUE with details of over 300 
high quality kits, projects, modules and publications. 

VISA 

1.1.11110.1411:1 

Wei 

lecteon 

QUASAR 087 1 CREDIT CARD 7 1 7 7 1 68 
electronics SALES 
Helping you make the right connections! 

PIC & ATMEL Programmers 
We have a wide range of low cost PIC and 
ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and 
documentation available from our web site. 

Programmer Accessories: 
40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF4OW) £15.00 
18VDC Power supply (PSU010) £19.95 
Leads: Parallel (LOCI 36) £4.95 / Serial 
(LDC441) £4.95 / USB (LDC644) £2.95 

NEW! USB 'All-Flash' PIC Programmer 
USB PIC programmer for all 
'Flash' devices. No external 
power supply making it truly 
portable. Supplied with box 
and Windows Software. ZIF 
Socket and USB Plug A-B lead 
not incl. 
Kit Order Code: 3128KT - £34.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 - £44.95 

Enhanced "PICALL" ISP PIC Programmer 
Will program virtually ALL 8 
to 40 pin PICs plus certain 
ATMEL AVR, SCENIX SX 
and EEPROM 24C devices. 
Also supports In System 
Programming ( ISP) for PIC 

and ATMEL AVRs. Free software. Blank chip 
auto detect for super fast bulk programming. 
Requires a 40-pin wide ZIF socket (not 
included) 
Assembled Order Code: AS3144 - £54.95 

ATMEL 89xxx Programmer 
Uses serial port and any 
standard terminal comms 
program. 4 LEDs display 
the status. ZIF sockets 
not included. Supply: 
16VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3123KT - £29.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 - £34.95 

NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer 
USB/Serial connection. 
Header cable for ICSP. Free 
Windows software. See web-
site for PICs supported. ZIF 
Socket and USB Plug A-B 

--- lead extra. 18VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3149KT - £34.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3149 - £49.95 

Introduction to PIC Programming 
Go from a complete PIC 
beginner to burning your 
first PIC and writing your 
own code in no time! 
Includes a 49-page step-
by-step Tutorial Manual, 
Programming Hardware (with LED bench 
testing section), Win 3.11-XP Programming 
Software (will Program, Read, Verify & 
Erase), and a rewritable PIC16F84A that 
you can use with different code (4 detailed 
examples provided for you to learn from). 
Connects to PC parallel port. 
Kit Order Code: 3081KT - £14.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3081 - £24.95 

ABC Maxi AVR Development Board 
The ABC Maxi board 
has an open architec-
ture design based on 
Atmel's AVR 
AT90S8535 RISC 
microcontroller and is 
ideal for developing new designs. 
Features: 
8Kb of In-System Programmable Flash 
(1000 write/erase cycles) • 512 bytes 
internal SRAM • 512 bytes EEPROM 
• 8 analogue inputs (range 0-5V) 
• 4 Opto-isolated Inputs ( I/0s are 
bi-directional with internal pull-up resistors) 
• Output buffers can sink 20mA current 
(direct led. drive) • 4 x 12A open drain 
MOSFET outputs • RS485 network 
connector • 2-16 LCD Connector 
• 3.5mm Speaker Phone Jack 
• Supply: 9-12VDC. 
The ABC Maxi STARTER PACK includes 
one assembled Maxi Board, parallel and 
serial cables, and Windows software 
CD-ROM featuring an Assembler, 
BASIC compiler and in-system 
programmer. 
Order Code ABCMAXISP - £99.95 
The ABC Maxi boards only can also be 
purchased separately at £79.95 each. 

Controllers & Loggers 
Here are just a few of the controller and data 
acquisition and control units we have. 

See website for full details. Suitable PSU for 

all units: Order Code PSU445 - £8.95 

Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote 
State-of-the-Art. High security. 
4 channels. Momentary or 
latching relay output. Range 
up to 40m. Up to 15 TXs can 
be learned by one Rx (kit 
includes one Tx but more 
available separately). 
4 indicator LEDs. 
Ax: PCB 77x85mm, 12VDC/6mA (standby). 
Two & Ten Channel versions also available. 
Kit Order Code: 3180KIT - £41.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3180 - £49.95 

Computer Temperature Data Logger 
Serial port 4-channel tem-

, perature logger. °C or ° F. 
Continuously logs up to 4 
separate sensors located 
200m+ from board. Wide 

cm range of free software appli-
cations for storing/using data. 
PCB just 38x38mm. Powered 

by PC. Includes one DS1820 sensor and 
four header cables. 
Kit Order Code: 3145KT - £19.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3145 - £26.95 
Additional DS1820 Sensors - £3.95 each 

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) 
or pre-assembled and ready for use (AS prefix). 

NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher 
Call your phone number 
using a DTMF phone from 
anywhere in the world 
and remotely turn on/off 
any of the 4 relays as 
desired. User settable 
Security Password, Anti-Tamper, Rings to 
Answer, Auto Hang-up and Lockout. 
Includes plastic case. 130 x 110 x 30mm. 
Power: 12VDC. 
Kit Order Code: 3140KT - £39.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3140 - £49.95 

Serial Port Isolated I/O Module 
Computer controlled 
8-channel relay 
board. 5A mains 
rated relay outputs 
and 4 opto-isolated 
digital inputs (for 
monitoring switch 

states, etc). Useful in a variety of control 
and sensing applications. Programmed via 
serial port (use our new Windows interface, 
terminal emulator or batch files). Serial 
cable can be up to 35m long. Includes 
plastic case 130 x 100 x 30mm. Power: 
12VDC/500mA. 
Kit Order Code: 3108KT - £54.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3108 - £64.95 

Infra-red RC 12-Channel Relay Board 
Control 12 on-board relays 
with included infra-red 
remote control unit. Toggle 
or momentary. 15m+ range. 
112 x 122mm. 
Supply: 12VDC/0.5A. 

Kit Order Code: 3142KT - £41.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3142 - £51.95 

PC Data Acquisition & Control Unit 
Monitor and log a 
mixture of analogue 
and digital inputs 
and control external 
devices via the ana-
logue and digital 
outputs. Monitor 
pressure, tempera-
ture, light intensity, weight, switch state, 
movement, relays, etc. with the apropriate 
sensors (not supplied). Data can be 
processed, stored and the results used to 
control devices such as motors, sirens, 
relays, servo motors (up to 11) and two 
stepper motors. 

Features 
• 11 Analogue Inputs - 0.5V, 10 bit (5mV/step) 
• 16 Digital Inputs - 20V max. Protection 1K in 

series, 5.1V Zener 
• 1 Analogue Output - 0-2.5V or 0-10V. 8 bit 

(20mV/step) 
• 8 Digital Outputs - Open collector, 500mA, 33V 

max 
• Custom box ( 140 x 110 x 35mm) with printed 

front & rear panels 

• Windows software utilities (3.1 to XP) and 
programming examples 

• Supply: 12V DC (Order Code PSU203) 

Kit Order Code: 3093KT - £69.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3093 - £99.95 



Hot New Kits This Summer! 
Here are a few of the most recent kits 
added to our range. See website or join our 
email Newsletter for all the latest news. 

NEW EPE Ultrasonic Wind Speed Meter 
Solid-state design 
wind speed meter 
(anemometer) that 
uses ultrasonic 
techniques and has 
no moving parts 
and does not need 

calibrating. It is intended for sports-type 
activities, such as track events, sailing, 
hang-gliding, kites and model aircraft flying, 
to name but a few. It can even be used to 
monitor conditions in your garden. The probe 
is pointed in the direction from which the 
wind is blowing and the speed is displayed 
on an LCD display. 

Specifications 
• Units of display: metres per second, feet per 
second, kilometres per hour and miles per hour 
• Resolution: Nearest tenth of a metre 
• Range: Zero to 50mph approx. 

Based on the project published in Everyday 
Practical Electronics, Jan 2003. We have 
made a few minor design changes (see web 
site for full details). Power: 9VDC (PP3 bat-
tery or Order Code PSJ345). 
Main PCB: 50 x 83mm 
Kit Order Code: 3168KT - £34.95 

NEW! Audio DTMF Decoder and Display 
Detects DTMF 
tones via an 
on-board electret 
microphone or 
direct from the 
phone lines through 
the onboard audio 
transformer. The 

numbers are displayed on a 16-character, 
single line display as they are received. Up 
to 32 numbers can be displayed by scrolling 
the display left and right. There is also a 
serial output for sending the detected tones 
to a PC via the serial port. The unit will not 
detect numbers dialled using pulse dialling. 
Circuit is microcontroller based. 
Supply: 9-12V DC (Order Code PSU345). 
Main PCB: 55 x 95mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3153KT - £17.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3153 - £29.95 

NEW! EPE PIC Controlled LED Flasher 

I
'This versatile 
• oP rl C  -b a filamentsed bLuElDb It" 

e flasher can be 
used to flash 
from 1 to 160 

LEDs. The user arranges the LEDs in any 
pattern they wish. The kit comes with 8 
superbright red LEDs and 8 green LEDs. 
Based on the Versatile PIC Flasher by Steve 
Challinor, EPE Magazine Dec '02. See web-
site for full details. Board Supply: 9-12V DC. 
LED supply: 9-45V DC (depending on 
number of LED used) PCB: 43 x 54mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3169KT - £10.95 

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix 

or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix) 

FM Bugs & Transmitters 
Our extensive range goes from discreet 
surveillance bugs to powerful FM broadcast 
transmitters. Here are a few examples. All 
can be received on a standard FM radio 
and have adjustable transmitting frequency. 

MMTX' Micro-Miniature 9V FM Room Bug 
Our best selling bug! Good 
performance. Just 25 x 15mm. 
Sold to detective agencies 
worldwide. Small enough to 
hide just about anywhere. 
Operates at the ' less busy' top 

end of the commercial FM waveband and 
also up into the more private Air band. 
Range: 500m. Supply: PP3 battery. 
Kit Order Code: 3051 KT - £8.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3051 - £14.95 

HPTX' High Power FM Room Bug 
Our most power-
ful room bug. 
Very Impressive 
performance. Clear and stable output signal 
thanks to the extra circuitry employed. 
Range: 1000m @ 9V. Supply: 6-12V DC (9V 
PP3 battery clip suppied). 70 x 15mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3032KT - £9.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3032 - £17.95 

MTTX' Miniature Telephone Transmitter 
Attach anywhere 
along phone line. 
Tune a radio into the 
signal and hear 

exactly what both parties are saying. 
Transmits only when phone is used. Clear, 
stable signal. Powered from phone line so 
completely maintenance free once installed. 
Requires no aerial wire - uses phone line as 
antenna. Suitable for any phone system 
worldwide. Range: 300m. 20 x 45mm. 
Kit Order Code: 3016KT - £7.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS3016 - £13.95 

3 Watt FM Transmitter 
Small, powerful FM 
transmitter. Audio 
preamp stage and 
three RF stages 
deliver 3 watts of RF 
power. Can be used 
with the electret 

microphone supplied or any line level audio 
source (e.g. CD or tape OUT, mixer, sound 
card, etc). Aerial can be an open dipole or 
Ground Plane. Ideal project for the novice 
wishing to get started in the fascinating 
world of FM broadcasting. 45 x 145mm. 
Kit Order Code: 1028KT - £22.95 
Assembled Order Code: AS1028 - £34.95 

25 Watt FM Transmitter 
Four transistor based stages with a Philips 
BLY89 (or equivalent) in the final stage. 
Delivers a mighty 25 Watts of RF power. 
Accepts any line level audio source (input 
sensitivity is adjustable). Antenna can be an 
open dipole, ground plane, 5/8, J, or YAGI 
configuration. Supply 12-14V DC, 5A. 
Supplied fully assembled and aligned - just 
connect the aerial, power and audio input. 
70 x 220mm. 
Order Code: 1031M - £124.95 

QUASAR 
electronics 
Helping you make the right connections! 

CREDIT 

CARD 

SALES 

0871 

717 

7168 

Electronic Project Labs 
Great introduction to the world of electron-
ics. Ideal gift for budding electronics expert! 

500-in-1 Electronic Project Lab 
This is the top of the range 
and is a complete electronics 
course taking you from 
beginner to 'A' level standard 
and beyond! It contains all 
the parts and instruc-
tions to assemble 500 
projects. You get three 
comprehensive course books 
(total 368 pages) - Hardware Entry Course, 
Hardware Advanced Course and a micro-
computer based Software Programming 
Course. Each book has individual circuit 
explanations, schematic and assembly dia-
grams. Suitable for age 12 and above. 
Order Code EPL500 - £149.95 
30, 130, 200 and 300-in-1 project labs also 
available - see website for details. 

Number 1 for Kits! 
With over 300 projects in our range we are 
the UK's nuriber 1 electronic kit specialist. 
Here are a few other kits from our range. 

1046KT - 25W Stereo Car Booster £29.95 
3087KT - 1W Stereo Amplifier £4.95 
3105KT - 18W BTL mono Amplifier £9.95 
3106KT - 50W Mono Hi-fi Amplifier £ 19.95 
3143KT - 10W Stereo Amplifier £10.95 
1011-12KT - Motorbike Alarm £ 12.95 
1019KT - Car Alarm System £ 11.95 
1048KT - Electronic Thermostat £9.95 
1080KT - Liquid Level Sensor £6.95 
3003KT - LED Dice with Box £7.95 
3006KT - LED Roulette Wheel £8.95 
3074KT - 8-Ch PC Relay Board £29.95 
3082KT - 2-Ch UHF Relay £26.95 
3126KT - Sound-Activated Relay £7.95 
3063KT - One Chip AM Radio £ 10.95 
3102KT - 4-Ch Servo Motor Driver £ 15.95 
3155KT - Stereo Tone Controls £8.95 
1096KT - 3-30V, 5A Stabilised PSU £32.95 
3029KT - Combination Lock £6.95 
3049KT - Ultrasonic Detector £ 13.95 
3130KT - Infra-red Security Beam £12.95 
SGO1MKT - Train Sounds £6.95 
SG10 MKT - Animal Sounds £5.95 
1131 KT - Robot Voice Effect £9.95 
3007KT - 3V FM Room Bug £6.95 
3028KT - Voice-Activated FM Bi..g £ 12.95 
3033KT - Telephone Recording Adpt £9.95 
1'12KT - PC Data Logger/Sampler £ 18.95 

3118KT - 12-bit Data Acguon Unit £52.95 
01 KT - 20MHz Function Generator £69.95 

www.quasarelectronics.com 
Secure Online Ordering Facilities • Full Product Listing. Descriptions & Photos • Kit Documentation & Software Downloads 



STORE YOUR BACK ISSUES ON MINI CD-ROMS 

A great way to buy EPE Back Issues - our mini CD-ROMs conta n 

back issues from our EPE Online website plus bonus articles, all the 
relevant PIC software and web links. Note: no free gifts are included. 

All this for just £ 14.45 each including postage and packing. 

VOL 1: BACK ISSUES - January 1999 to June 1999 
Plus some bonus material frorn Nov and Dec 1998 

VOL 2: BACK ISSUES - July 1999 to December 1999 

VOL 3: BACK ISSUES - uanuary 2000 to June 2000 

VOL 4: BACK ISSUES- July 2000 to December 2000 

VOL 5: BACK ISSUES - January 2001 to June 2001 

VOL 6: BACK ISSUES - July 2001 to December 2001 

VOL 7: BACK ISSUES - January 2002 to June 2002 

VOL 8: BACK ISSUES - July 2002 to December 2002 

VOL 9: BACK ISSUES - January 2003 to June 2003 

VOL 10: BACK ISSUES - July 2003 to December 2003 

VOL 11: BACK ISSUES - January 2004 to June 2004 

NOTE: These mini CD-ROMs are suitable for use on any PC with a 
CD-ROM drive. They require Adobe Acrobat Reader (available free 

from the Internet - www.adobe.com/acrobat) 

WHAT IS INC;..UDED 
All volumes include the EPE Online editorial content of every listed 
isste, plus all the available PIC Project Codes for the PIC projects 
pJblished in those issues. 

ONLY 

£14.45 each 
including VAT 

and p&p 

Order on-line from 
www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/ 

shopcioor.htm 
or www.epemag.com (USA S prices) 
or by phone, Fax, E-mail or Post 

Note: Some supplements etc. can be downloaded free from the 
Library on the EPE Online website at www.epemag.com. 
No advertisements are included in Volumes 1 and 2; from Volume 5 
onwards the available relevant software for Interface articles is 
alsc included. 

EXTRA ARTICLES - ON ALL VOLUMES 
BASIC SOLDERING GUIDE - Alan Winstanley's internationally 
acclaimed fully illustrated guide. UNDERSTANDING PASSIVE COMPO-
NENTS - introduction to the basic principies of passive components. 
HOW TO USE INTELLIGENT L.C.Ds, by Julyan Ilett - An utterly practi-
cal guide to interfacing and programming ntelligent liquid crystal dilay 
modules. PhyzzyB COMPUTERS BONUS ARTICLE 1 - Signed and 
Unsigned Binary Numbers. By Clive "Max" Maxfield and Alvin Brown. 
PhyzzyB COMPUTERS BONUS ARTICLE 2 - Creating an Event 
Counter. By Clive "Max" Maxfield and Alvin Brown. INTERGRAPH 
COMPUTER SYSTEMS 3D GRAPHICS - A chapter from lntergrapn's 
bock that explains computer graphics technology. FROM RUSSIA WITH 
LOVE, by Barry Fox - Russian rockets launching American Satellites. 
PC ENGINES, by Ernest Flint - The evolution of Intel's microprocessors. 
THE END TO ALL DISEASE, by Aubrey Scoon - The original work of 
Rife. COLLECTING AND RESTORING VINTAGE RADIOS, by Paul 
Stenning. THE LIFE & WORKS OF KONRAD ZUSE - a brilliant pioneer 
in the evolution of computers. A bonus article on his life and work written 
by his eldest son, including many previously unpublished photographs. 

Note: Some of the EXTRA ARTICLES require WinZip to unzip them. 

BACK ISSUES MINI CD-ROM ORDER FORM 
Please send me   (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 1 

Please send me   (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 2 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 3 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 4 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 5 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 6 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 7 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 8 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 9 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 10 

Please send me (quantity) BACK ISSUES CD-ROM VOL 11 

Price £14.45 each - includes postage to anywhere in the world. 

Name   

Address   

  Post Code   

EJ I enclose cheque/P.O./bank draft to the value of £   

rA Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Diners 

Club/Maestro 

Card No.   

Card Security Code (The last 3 digits on or ¡ List under 

the signature strip) 

Valid From  Expiry Da:e   

Maestro Issue No.   

SEND TO: Everyday Practical Electronics, 
Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 

408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. 
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562. 
E-mail: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

Payments must be by card or in £ Sterling - cheque or bank 
draft drawn on a UK bank. 

Normally supplied within seven days of receipt of order. 
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 go BACK ISSUES 
We can supply back issues of EPE by post, most issues from the past three years are available. An EPE index for the last five years is also available at 
www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk or see order form below. Alternatively, indexes are published in the December issue for that year. Where we are unable to 
provide a back issue a photocopy of any one article (or one part of a series) can be purchased for the same price. Issues from Nov. 98 are available on CD-
ROM - see next page - and issues from the last six months are also available to download from www.epemag.com. Please make sure all components are 
still available before commencing any project from a back-dated issue. 

FEB '04 
PROJECTS • PIC LCF Meter • Sonic Ice Warning 
• Jazzy Necklace • PIC Tug-of-War. 
FEATURES • Surface Mount Devices • Circuit 
Surgery • Teach-In 2004 - Part 4 • Interface • 
Ingenuity Unlimited • Techno Talk • Net Work - The 
Internet Page. 

MAR '04 
PROJECTS • Bat-Band Convertor • Emergency 
Stand-by Light • MIDI Health Check • PIC Mixer for 
RC Planes. 
FEATURES • Teach-In 2004 - Part 5 • New 
Scientist CD-Rom Review • Circuit Surgery • 
Techno Talk • Ingenuity Unlimited • Practically 
Speaking • Net Work - The Internet Page. 

APRIL '04 
PROJECTS • EPE Experimental Seismograph 
Logger 1 • Infra-Guard Monitor • Loft Light Alarm 
• PIC Moon Clock. 
FEATURES • USB To PIC Interface • Ingenuity 
Unlimited • Teach-In 2004 Part 6 • Interface • 
Techno Talk • Circuit Surgery • New Technology 
Update • Net Work - The Internet Page • Pull-Out - 
Semiconductor Classffication Data. 

•1••••••••101111111•IIIIIIMMI•ows 

MAY '04 
PROJECTS. Beat Balance Metal Detector • In-Car 
Laptop PSU • Low-Frequency Wien Oscillator • 
EPE Experimental Seismograph Logger-2. 
FEATURES • Coping With Lead-Free Solder 
• Teach-In 2004 - Part 7 • Ingenuity Unlimited 
• Techno Talk • Circuit Surgery • Practically 
Speaking • Pic-N'-Mix • Net Work - The Internet 
Page. 

JUNE '04 
PROJECTS • PIC Quickstep • Crafty Cooling • 
MIDI Synchronome • Body Detector Mk2. 
FEATURES • Clinical Electrotherapy • Ingenuity 
Unlimited • Teach-In 2004 - Part 8 • Interface 
• Circuit Surgery • Techno Talk • PIC-N'-Mix • Net 
Work - The Internet Page. 

JULY '04 
PROJECTS • Portable Mini Alarm • Bongo Box • 
Hard Drive Warbler • EPE PIC Magnetometry 
Logger-1. 
FEATURES • Making Front Panel Overlays • 
Practically Speaking • Teach-In 2004 - Part 9 • 
Ingenuity Unlimited • Circuit Surgery • Techno Talk 
• PIC-Nil-Mix • Net Work - The Internet Page. 

AUG '04 
PROJECTS • EPE Scorer • Keyring LED. Torch • 
Simple F.M. Radio • EPE PIC Magnetometry 
Logger - 2. 
FEATURES • PIC To PS/2 Mouse and Keyboard 
Interfacing • Techno Talk • Circuit Sugery • Teach-
In 2004 - Part 10 • Interface • Ingenuity Unlimited 
• PIC-f\f-Mix • Net Wok - The Internet Page. 

SEPT '04 
PROJECTS • EPE Wart Zapper • Radio Control 
Failsafe • Rainbow Lighting Control • Alphamouse 
Game. 
FEATURES• Light Emitting Diodes - Part 1 • High 
Speed Binary-To-Decimal For PICs • Practically 
Speaking • Ingenuity Unlimited • Techno-Talk • 
Circuit Surgery • PIC-N'-Mix • Network - The 
Internet Page 

DID YOU MISS THESE? 

OCT '04 

32.BIT MANS FOP PIC.  

PROJECTS • EPE Theremin • Smart Karts - Par: 
1 • Volts Checker • Moon and Tide Clock Calendar 
FEATURES • Light Emitting Diodes - 2 • Circuit 
Surgery • Interface • Ingenuity Unlimited • Techno 
Talk • PIC-IV-Mix • Network - The Interne Page • 
ROBOTS - Special Supplement 

NOV '04 
PROJECTS • Thunderstorm Monitor • M.W. 
Amplitude Modulator • Logic Probe • Smart Karts - 
FEATURES • Light Emitting Diodes-3 • Floating 
Point Ma7hs for PICs • Ingenuity Unlimited • PE 
40th Anniversary • Circuit Surgery • Techno Talk • 
PIC-N'-Mix • Net Work - The Internet Page. 

DEC '04 Photoco•ies onl 
PROJECTS • Super Vibration Switch • Versatile 
PIC Flasher • Wind Direction Indicator • Smart 
Karts - 3. 
FEATURES • Light Emitting Diodes-4 • ngenuity 
Unlimited • Circuit Surgery • Interface • PIC ' N' Mix 
• Techno Talk • Net Work - The Internet Page • 
INDEX Vol. 33. 

JAN '05 
PROJECTS • Speed Camera Watch • Gate Alarm 
• Light Detector • Smart Karts - 4. 
FEATURES • Practially Speaking • 32-Bit Signed 
Integer Maths for PICs • Ingenuity Unlimited • 
Circuit Surgery • Techo Talk • PIC N' fvfx • 
Picoscope 3205 Review • Net Work - The Internet 
Page 

FEB '05 
PROJECTS • PIC Electric MK2 Pt1 • Sneaky • 
Sound Card M xer • Smart Karts - 5. 
FEATURES. Interface • Circuit Surgery • Ingenuity 
Unlimited • Techno Talk • PIC N' Mix • E-Blocks and 
Flowcode V2.0 Reviews • Net Work - The Internet 
Page 

MAR '05 
PROJECTS. Cat Flap • Stereo Headphone Monitor 
• PIC Electric Mk2 Pt2 • Smart Karts - 6 Bingo Box. 
FEATURES • TK3 Simulator and PIC18F Upgrade 
• Circuit Surgery • Ingenuity Unlimited • Techno 
Talk • PIC ' N' Mix • Practically Speaking • Net Work 
- The Internet Page 

tLECTRONICS 

souso cARD Mil , . 

PIC•PLECTRIC 
Ili 2 

APR '05 

, • , 1 

LECTRONICS 

CROSSWOPLI SOL,ER 

20W AMPT.MIMA MODULE 

DAB AER ,AL 

BACK TO L BASICS un 

PROJECTS • Spontaflex Radio Receiver • 
Safety Interlace • Fridge/Freezer Door Alarm • 
Smart Karts - 7. 
FEATURES • Back To Logic Basics - 1 • Circuit 
Surgery • Ingenuity Unlimited • Interface • PIC18F 
Microcontroller Family Introduction • Techno Talk • 
Net Work - The Internet Page 

MAY '05 
PROJECTS • Crossword Solver • DAB Radio 
Aerial • 20W Amplifier Module • Smart Karts - 8 
• Water Level Detector • Burglar Alarm 
FEATURES • Back To Logic Basics - 2 • Circuit 
Surgery • Ingenuity Unlimited • Passive Component 
Testing • Practically Speaking • Techno Talk • Net 
Work - The Internet Page 

BACK ISSUES ONLY £3.50 each inc. UK p&p. 
Overseas prices £4 each surface mail, £5.50 each airmail. 

We can also supply issues from earlier years: 2000 lexcept Feb., Mar., July, Oct.), 2001 (except Feb., May, Aug., to 
Nov.), 2002 (except Feb., June, Aug. to Nov.), 2003 (except June), 2004 (except Dec). Where we do not have an 
issue a photocopy of any one article or one part of a series can be provided at the same price. 

ORDER FORM - BACK ISSUES - PHOTOCOPIES- INDEXES 

Ell Send back issues dated   
111 Send photocopies of (article title and issue date)   
111 Send copies of last five years indexes (13.50 for five inc. p&p - Overseas £4 surface, £5.50 airmail) 

Name   

Address   

 Tel:   

Et enclose cheque/P.O./bank draft to the value of £   
El Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Diners Club/Switch £   

Switch Issue No 

Card No.   

Valid From  Card Expiry Date  Card Security Code  
(The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip) 

SEND TO: Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing Lid, 408 Wimbome Road East, Ferndovm, Dorset BH22 9ND. 
Tel 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562. 

E-mall: ordersfâepemag.wimborne.co.wr On-line Shop: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm 

Payments must be in £ sterling - cheque or bane draft drawn on a UK bank Normally supplied within seven days of receipt of order 

Send a copy of this form, or order by letter if you do not wish to cut your issue. 
MOL 05 
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ELECTRONICS 

EE274 135 Hunter Street, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST 
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932 
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk 
E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk 

L T D  All Prices include V.A.T. ADD £3.00 PER ORDER P&P. £6.99 next day 

masteal 

VISA 
se,1, 511.1.7. 

MAIL ORDER ONLY • CALLERS BY APPOINTMENT 

EPE PROJECT PICS 
Programmed PICs for 'EPE Projects 
12C508/9 - £3.90; 16F627/8 - £4.90 

16C84/16F84/16C71 - £5.90 
16F876/877 - £10.00 

All inc. VAT and Postage 

(*Some projects are copyright) 

 • 

EPE MICROCONTROLLER 
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER 

The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly 
stable & sensitive - with I.C. control of all 
timing functions and advanced pulse 
separation techniques. 
• High stability 

drift cancelling 
• Easy to build 
& use 

• No ground 
effect, works 
in seawater 

• Detects gold, 
silver, ferrous & 
non-ferrous 
metals 

• Efficient quartz controlled 
microcontroller pulse generation. 

• Full kit with headphones & all 
hardware 

KIT 847  £63.95 

68000 DEVELOPMENT TRAINING KIT 

• NEW PCB DESIGN 
• 8MHz 68000 16-BIT BUS 
• MANUAL AND SOFTWARE 
• 2 SERIAL PORTS 
• PIT AND I/O PORT OPTIONS 
• 12C PORT OPTIONS 

KIT 621 
, £99.95 
• ON BOARD 

5V REGULATOR 
• PSU £6.99 

• SERIAL LEAD £3.99 

Based on our Mk1 design and 
preserving all the features, but 
now with switching pre-
regulator for much higher effi-
ciency. Panel meters indicate 
Volts and Amps. Fully variable 
down to zero. Toroidal mains 
transformer. Kit includes 
punched and printed case and 
all parts. As featured in April 
1994 EPE. An essential piece 
of equipment. 

PIC PIPE DESCALER 
• SIMPLE TO BUILD • SWEPT 
• HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY 
• AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING 
An affordable circuit which sweeps 
the incoming water supply with 
variable frequency electromagnetic 
signals. May reduce scale formation, 
dissolve existing scale and improve 
lathering ability by altering the way 
salts in the water behave. 
Kit includes case, P.C.B., coupling 
coil and all components. 
High coil current ensures maximum 
effect. L.E.D. monitor. 

KIT 868 £22.95 POWER UNIT £3.99 

MICRO PEsT 
SCARER 
Our latest design - The ultimate 
scarer for the garden. Uses 
special microchip to give random 
delay and pulse time. Easy to 
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/ 
pests away from newly sown areas, 
play areas, etc. uses power source 
from 9 to 24 volts. 
• RANDOM PULSES 
• HIGH POWER 
• DUAL OPTION Plug-in power supply £4.99 

KIT 867 £19.99 

KIT + SLAVE UNIT £32.50 

WINDICATOR 
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes 
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing head. 
Mains power unit £5.99 extra. 

KIT 856 £28.00 

* TENS UNIT * 
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT 
As featured in March '97 issue. 
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this. 
excellent new project. All components, PCB, 
hardware and electrodes are included. 
Designed for simple assembly and testing and 
providing high level dual output drive. 

KIT 866.. Full kit including four electrodes £32.90 

Se: of 
4 spare 

electgodes 
£8.50 

MOSFET MkIIVARIABLE BENCH 
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2.5A 

Kit No. 845  £64.95 

1000V & 500V INSULATION 
TESTER 

Superb new design. Regulated 
output, efficient ci-cuit. Dual-scale 
meter, compact case. Reads up to 
200 Megohms. 
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out 
case, meter scale, PCB & ALL 
components. 
KIT 848 £32.95 

EPE 
TEACH-IN 
2000 
Full set of top quality NEW 
components for this educa-
tional series. All parts as 
specified by EPE. Kit includes 
breadboard, wire, croc clips, 
pins and all components for 
experiments, as listed in 
introduction to Part 1. 
'Batteries and tools not included. 

TEACH-IN 2000 - 

KIT 879 £44.95 
MULTIMETER £14.45 

SPACEWRITER 
i)9416 An innovative and exciting project. 

Wave the wand through the air and 
your message appears. Programmable e 
to hold any message up to 16 digits long. 
Comes pre-loaded with "MERRY XMAS". Kit 
Includes PCB. all components & tube plus ", 
instructions for message loading. 

KIT 849 £16.99 

12V EPROM ERASER 
A sate low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a 
time in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 
12V supply (400mA). Used extensively for mobile 
work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in 
educational situations where mains supplies are 
not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact 
with UV. 

KIT 790 £29.90 

SUPER BAT 
DETECTOR 

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN 
SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE 

20kHz-140kHz 
NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC. 
A new circuit using a 
lull-bridge' audio 
amplifier i.c., internal 
speaker, and 
headphone/tape socket. 
The latest sensitive 
transducer, and 'double 
balanced mixer' give a 
stable, high perfor-
mance superheterodyne design. 

KIT 861  £34.99 
ALSO AVAILABLE Built & Tested... £48.99 

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER 

Keep pets/pests away from newly 
sown areas, fruit, vegetable and 
flower beds, children's play areas, 
patios etc. This project produces 
intense pulses of ultrasound which 
deter visiting animals. 

• KIT INCLUDES ALL 
COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE 
• EFFICIENT 100V 
TRANSDUCER OU-RUT 
• COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE 
TO HUMANS 

KIT 812  

• UP TO 4 METRES 
RANGE 
• LOW CURRENT 
DRAIN 

£15.00 

SIMPLE PIC 
PROGRAMMER 

KIT 857... £12.99 

Includes PIC16F84 chip 
disk, lead, plug, p.c.b., 
all components and 

instructions 

Extra 16F84 chips £3.84 
Power Supply £3.99 



PIC LCD DISPLAY DRIVER 
16 Character x 2 Une display, pcb, pro-
grammed PIC16F84, software disk and 
all components to experiment with stand-
ard intelligent alphanumerc displays. 
Includes full PIC source code which can 
be changed to match your application 

KIT 860 £19.99 

• Learn how to drive the display and write 
your own code. 

• Ideal development base for meters, calcu-
lators, counters, timers --- just waiting for 
your application! 

• Top quality display with industry stand-
ard driver, data and instructions 

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER 
PCB with components and PIC16F84 
programmed with demonstration software 
to drive any 4 phase unipotar motor up to 
24 Volts at 1 Amp. Kit includes 100  
ateo Hybrid SU/polar' Motor Full soft-
ware source code supplied on disc. 

Use this project to develop your own ap-
plications. PCB allows 'simple PIC pro-
grammer' SEND' software to be used to 
reprogram chip. 

KIT 863 £18.99 

8 CHANNEL DATA LOGGER 
From Aug/Sept.'99 EPE. Featuring 8 analogue inputs and serial data transfer to PC. 
Magenta redesigned PCB - LCD plugs directly onto board. Use as Data Logger or as a 
test bed for developing other PIC16F877 projects. Kit includes lcd. progd. chip. PCB, 
Case, all parts and 8 x 256k EEPROMs 

KIT 877 £49.95 

PIC16F84 MAINS POWER CONTROLLER 
& 4 CHANNEL LIGHT CHASER / DIMMER 

• Zero Volt Switching • With program source code disk. 
• Opto-Isolated 5 Amp HARD FIRED • Chase Speed and dimming potentiom-
TRIACS eter controls. 

• 12 Way keypad Control • Reprogram for other applications 

KIT 855 £39.95 

PIC TUTOR 1 EPE MARCH APRIL MAY '98 
PIC16F84 STARTER SERIES 

The original PIC16F84 series by John Becker. Magenta's Tutor board has individual 
switches and leds on all por1A and PortB lines, plus connectors for optional 4 digit seven 
segment led display, and 15 x 2 intelligent lcd. Written for newcomers to PICs this series. 
Disk has over 20 tutorial programs. Connect to a PC parallel port, send, run, and 
experiment by modifying test programs - Then Write and Proaram sour Own 

KIT 870... £27.95, Built...£42.95 
16x2 LCD £7.99. LED display..£6.99. 12VPSU..£3.99 

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER 
Magenta's original parallel port programmer. Runs with down-
loaded WINDOWS 95 - XP software. Use standard Microchip 
.HEX files. Read/ProgNerify wide range of 18,28,and 40 pin PICs. 
Including 16F84/876/877, 627/8, ( Inc. 'A' versions) + 16xx OTPs. 

KIT 862... £29.99 Power Supply £3.99 

ICEBREAKER 
000000000 

PIC Real Time 
In-Circuit Emulator 

• ICEbreaker uses PIC16F877 in-circuit 
debugger. 

• Links to standard PC Serial port (lead 
supplied). 

• Windows (95 to XP) Software included 
• Works with MPASM assembler 
16 x 2 LCD display. BreaCboard, Relay, 
I/O devices and patch leads. 

Featured in EPE Mar'00 Ideal for begin-
ners & experienced users 

Programs can be written, downloaded, 
and then tested by single-stepping, run-
ning to breakpoints, or free run at up to 
20Mhz. 
Full emulation means that all ports re-
spond immediately - reading and driv-
ing external hardware. 
Features include: Run; set Breakpoint; 
View & change registers, EEPROM, and 
program memory; load program; 'watch 
window' registers. 

KIT 900...£34. 87 
99 With 6rserial7c leadLp& components 

PCB, Breadboard, 
d 

leas. 

alt come.;ts d p POWER SUPPLY - £3.99 STEPPING MOTOR 100 Step £9.99 

20W Amp. Module 
EPE May '05 -- Superb Magenta Stereo/Mono Module 

Wide bandwidth Low distor-
tion 11W/channel Stereo 20W 
Mono True (rms) Real Power 

Short Circuit & Overheat Pro-
tected. Needs 8 to 18V supply. 

Stable Reliable design 

Latest Technology IC with lo-
cal feedback gives very high 
performance. 

KIT 914 (all parts & heatsink for stereo or mono) £1 1.90 

BrainiBorg 
A super walking programmable robot with eyes that sense obstacles and daylight: 
BrainiBorg comes with superb PC software CD (WIN95+ & XP) and car be pro-
grammed to walk and respond to light and obstacles on any smooth surface. 

CD contains illustrated constructional 
details, operating principles, circuits 
and a superb Educational Program-
ming Tutorial. 

Test routines give real-time 'scope 
traces of sensor and motor signals. 
Connects to PC via SERIAL port with 
the lead supplied. 

Kit includes all hardware, components, 3 motor/gearboxes. 
Uses 4 AA batteries (not supplied). An Ideal Present! 

KIT 912 Complete Kit with CD rom & serial lead £49.99 
KIT 913 As 912 but built & tested circuit board £58.95 

EPE PIC Tutorial 
EPE Apr/May/Jun '03 and PIC Resources CD 

• Follow John Becker's excellent PIC toolkit 3 series. 
• Magenta Designed Toolkit 3 board with printed component 

layout, green solder mask, places for 8,18, 28 (wide and slim), 
and 40 pin PICs. and Magenta extras. 

• 16 x 2 LCD, PIC chip all components and sockets included 

KIT 880 (with 16F84) £34.99, built & tested £49.99 
KIT 880 (with 16F877) £39.99, built & tested £55.99 

EPE TEACH-IN 2004 
THE LATEST NOV 03 SERIES 
All parts to follow this new Edu-
cational Electronics Course, 
Inc. Breadboard, and wire, as 
I sted on p752 Nov. Issue. 

KIT 920 £29.99 

All prices include VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next day £6.99 

Full kit with ALL hardware and 
electronics. 

As featured in EPE Feb '03 (KIT 
910) 

Seeks light, beeps, and avoids 
obstacles 

Spins and reverses when 
'cornered" 

Uses 8 pin PIC chip 

ALSO KIT 911 - As 910 PLUS 
programmable from PC serial port 
leads and software CD included. 

KIT 910...116.99 KIT 911....£24.99 

Additional Parts as listed in 
'misc.' Section (less RF mod-
ules, Lock, and Motor/g.box) 

Reprints: £1.00 per part. 

KIT921 £12.99 

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932 email: salesemagenta2000.co.uk 



042005 

NIC COMPONENTS 

Station Road, Cullercoats, 
Tyne & Wear, NE30 4PQ 

Prices Exclude Vat @I 7V/1.. 
UK Carriage £2.50 ( less than lkg) 

£5.510 greater than lkg 
Cheques / Postal orders payable to 

ESR Electronic Components. 
PLEASE ADD CARRIAGE & VAT TO ALL ORDERS 

VISA 

4000 Series 
40008 
4001B 
4002B 
4008B 
4009UB 
4010B 
4011B 
4012E1 
40138 
401413 
4015B 
401613 
40178 
40188 
40198 
402013 
4021E1 
4022B 
4023B 
4024B 
4025E1 
402613 
40278 
4028B 
40298 
40308 
4035B 
40408 
4041B 
4042B 
40438 
404413 
404613 
404713 
40488 
4049B 
4049UB 
40508 
405113 
40528 
405313 
405413 
4055E1 
4060B 
4063B 
406613 
406713 
406813 
4069UB 
40708 
4071B 
4072B 
407313 
40758 
4076B 
40778 
4078B 
408113 
408211 
40858 
40868 
40938 
40948 
40988 
40998 
45028 
4503B 
45088 
451013 
45118 
45128 
4514B 

£/27 
£0.16 
£0.19 
£0.23 
£0.23 
£0.23 
£0.16 
£0.16 
£0.18 
£0.30 
£0.27 
£0.20 
£0.18 
£0.26 
£0.25 
£0.25 
£0.31 
£0.32 
£0.23 
£0.22 
£0.20 
£0.67 
£0.22 
£0.21 
£0.38 
£0.17 
£0.31 
£0.23 
£0.31 
£0.22 
£0.35 
£0.35 
£0.35 
£0.30 
£0.34 
£0.29 
£0.24 
£0.20 
£023 
£0.32 
0.22 74HC299 
£0.56 74HC365 
£0.34 74HC367 
£0.22 74HC368 
£0.41 74HC373 
£0.17 74HC374 
£2.20 741-IC390 
£0.16 74HC393 
£0.17 74HC54I 
£0.16 74HC563 
£0.20 74HC573 
£0.18 74HC574 
£0.17 741-10595 
£0.17 74HC688 
£0.30 74HC4002 
£0.28 74HC4017 
£0.30 74HC4020 
£0.16 74HC4040 
£0.21 74HC4049 
£0.28 74HC4051 
£0.33 74HC4052 
£0.1,6,/ 74HC4053 
£0.2Y/ 74HC4060 
£0.22/ 74HC4075 

74HC4078 
£0.3,2 74HC4511 
£.4U 74HC4514 
£.101 74HC4538 

744543 
£0.3 
£0.27 
£0.77 
£0.99 
£0.44 
£0.38 
£0.34 
£0.62 
£040 
£0.4C 
£040 

45298 £0.44 
4532B £0.24 
45368 £1.00 
45388 £0.40 
454113 £0.33 
45438 £0.47 
45558 £0.32 
45568 £0.40 
4584B £0.27 
45858 £0.47/ 741537 
47248 £0.94 
4010613 £0.19 741438 
40109B £0.58 741540 
401748 £ .46 741542 
401758 £0 41 741S47 

741551 
746IC Serles 74LS73 
74HCOO £0.16 741574 
74HCO2 £0.14 741575 
74HCO3 £0.21 741583 
74HCO4 £0.16 741585 
74HCO8 £0.16 74LS86 
74HCIO £021 741590 
74HC1 1 £0.21 741592 
74HCI 4 £0.18 741593 
74HC20 £028 7413107 
74HC27 £0.16 7415109 
74HC30 £0.22 7415112 
74HC32 £0.18 7415113 
74HC42 £0 16 74LS11 

74HC73 
74HC74 
74HC75 
74HC76 
74HC85 
74HC86 
74HC107 
74HCI23 
74HC125 
74HC126 
74HC132 
74HC133 
74HCI37 
74HCI38 
74HCI39 
741-1C151 
741-1C153 
74HCI54 
74HC157 
74HCI58 
74HC160 
74HC161 
74HCI62 
74HCI63 
74HCI64 
74HC165 
74HC173 
74HC174 
74HC175 
74HCI93 
74HC195 
74HC240 
74HC241 
74HC244 
74HC245 
74HC25I 
7411C253 
74HC257 
74HC259 
741-1C273 

£0.40 
£0.19 
£0.31 
£0.20 
£0.23 
£0.22 
£0.40 
£0.33 
£0 26 
£0.46 
£0.26 
£0.34 
£0 30 
£0.26 
£0.31 
£0.33 
£0.30 
£0.85 
£0.40 
£0.23 
£0 64 
£0.28 
£0.45 
£0.26 
£0.23 
£0.35 
£0.38 
£0.27 
£0.35 
£0.40 
£0.32 
£0.32 
£0.37 
£0.40 
£0.34 
£0.30 
£0 25 
£0.25 
£0.29 
£0.32 
£0.61 
£0.28 
£0.38 
£0.29 
£0.35 
£0.34 
£0.52 
£0 36 
£0 25 
£0.56 
£0.27 
£0 38 
£0.27 
£0.46 
£0.31 
£0 36 
£0.36 
£0 29 
£0.31 
£0.50 
£0.43 
£0.38 
£0.23 
£0.27 
£0.32 
£0.64 
£0.84 
£0 41 
£0.90 

74LS122 
7415123 
7415125 
7415126 
7415132 
7415133 
7415136 
7415138 
7413139 
7415145 
7415148 
7415151 
7415153 
7415156 
7415157 
7415158 
7415160 
7415161 
7415162 
7415163 
7415164 
7415165 
7415173 
7415174 
7415175 
741519C 
7415191 
7415192 
7415193 
7415195 
7415221 
7415240 
7415241 
7415243 
7415244 
7415245 
7415247 
7415251 
7415257 
7415258 
7415266 
7415273 
7415279 
7415281 
7415365 
7415367 
7415368 
7415373 
7415374 
7415378 
7415.39C 
7415393 
7415395 

! 74LS Serles AD811N 
/ 741500 £0.22 AD8I2AN 

4515B , 741501 £0.14 AD8I7AN 
45168 741502 £0.22 AD820AN 
4518B / 741503 £0.29 AD822AN 
4520B 741504 £0.22 AD829JN 
45218 , 741505 £0.14 AD830AN 
4526B / 741508 £0.19 AD847JN £5.. 
45278 / 741509 £0.15 AD9696KN £7.73 717705ACP 
4528B / 741510 £0.27 ADEL2020A £5.06 11C271 

741511 £0.17 ADM222AH £3.55 TS272CN 
¡ 741512 £025 ADM232AA £3.55 TS274CN 
/ 741514 £0.33 ADM485.IN £2.97 15555CN 
/ 741515 £0.24 ADM666AN £2.72 TMPO1FP 
1 741520 £0.27 ADM690AN £5.13 UA741CN 
, 741521 £0.20 ADM691AN £6.48 ULN2003A 
. 741526 £017 ADM695AN £6.48 ULN2004A 
j 74LS27 £025 ADM699AN £3.58 ULN2803A 
, 741530 £0.20 CA3046 £0 65 ULN2804A 
/ 74LS32 

LF347N 
• L F351 N 

LF353N 
▪ LF356 
«IX LF411CN 

•.• LM301AN 
%0% LM311 N8 

.0• 0  LM319N14 

OU [mm333254z 
LM339N 
LM348N 
LM35D2 

oZ LM358N 
LM380N 

• LM386 
4›"I° LM392N ▪ LM393N 
• LM748CN8 
Z LM1881 

LM2901N tit 0  u LM2917N8 
gn LM3900N 

LM3914 
LM3915 
LM13700 
LMC660CN 
LMC6032IN 
1P3 11N 
LP324N 
LP339N 
LT1013CN8 
M34-1 
M34-2 
MAX202CPE 
MAX208CN 
MAX220CPE 
MAX222CPE 
MAX232CPE 
MAX483CP 
MAX485CP 
MAX631AC 
MAX635AC 
MAX1232CF 
MC1458N 
MC1488 
MC1489 
MC3302 
MC4558P 
MK484 
NE521N 
NE555N 
NE556N 
NE565N 
NE592 
NE5532N 
NE5534N 

OPO7CN 
NE5539N 

OP27CN 
OP9OGP 
OP97FP 
OP113GP 
OP176GP 
OP177GP 
OP200GP 
OP213FP 
OP275GP 
OP282GP 
OP283GP 
OP290GP 
OP297GP 
OP400GP 
OP495GP 
RC4136 
SG3524N 
SG3543 
SSM2141P 

74 Series SSM2142P 
7407 SSM2143p 
Linear ICs TBA1205 
AD524AD £23.04 TBA800 
AD548JN £2.48 TBA8105 
AD590JH £5.28 TBA820M 
AD592AN £4.48 TDA 11705 
AD595AQ £13.92 TDA2004 
AD620AN £9.88 TDA2030ANd 
AD6251N £16.20 TDA2050V 
AD633.1N £5.92 TDA2611A 
AD648.1N £2.57 TDA2822A 
AD654JN £7.18 TDA2653A 
AD711JN £1.46 TDA7052A 
AD712JN £2.51 TED3718DP 
A0736JN £7.98 TEA5115 

£6.58 TL061CP 
£5.50 TL062CP 
£6.32 TL064CN 
£3.19 TL071CN 
£3.41 71072CN 
£5.20 71074CN 
£6.41 71081 
£5.44 71082CN 
£5 95 T1.0134CN 

£0.31 
£0.31 
£0.28 
£0.25 
£0.26 
£0.36 
£0.23 
£0.33 
£026 
£0.56 
£0.64 
£0.29 
£0.38 
£0.36 
£0.22 
£0.21 
£0.48 
£0.32 
£0.44 
£0.32 
£0.43 
£0.48 
£0.24 
£024 
£0.30 
£0.60 
£0.27 
£0.60 
£0.43 
£0.24 
£0.41 
£0.32 
£0.32 
£0.30 
£0.38 
£0.32 
£0.60 
£0.24 
£0.24 
£0.24 
£0.14 
£0.32 
£0.24 
£0.47 
£0.21 
£0.21 
£0.21 
£0.39 
£038 
£0.62 
£0.34 
£0.33 
£0.26 

£0.46 
£0.44 
£0.40 
£0.52 
£0.98 
£0.40 
£0.25 
£0.90 
£0.20 
£1.12 
£0.19 
£0.36 
£1.46 
£0.16 
£0.90 
£0.45 
£0.79 
£0.21 
£0.37 
£2.90 
£0.15 
£2.34 
£0.72 
£1.97 
£2.24 
£1.04 
£1.26 
£1.55 
£0.74 
£0.72 
£0.75 
£4.64 
£0.30 
£0.30 
£1.97 
£6.99 
E £5.06 
£5.06 
E £1.30 
£3.13 
£2.08 

P £4.99 
F. £4.99 
' £2.80 
£0.27 
£0.40 
£0.35 
£0.56 
£0.33 
£0.66 
£6.39 
£0.17 
£0.29 
£2.30 
£0.62 
£0.48 
£0.54 
£4.35 
£0.80 
£2.33 
£2.91 
£1.84 
£3.44 
£2.09 
£1.86 
£5.60 
£5.20 
£2.57 
£2.27 
£5.20 
£4.28 
£4.64 

£11.81 
£8.69 
£1.00 
£082 
£6.88 
£3.21 
£6.16 
£3.78 
£1.04 
£0.75 
£0.64 
£0.53 
£4.80 
£2.21 
£1.20 
£2.51 
£1.88 
£0.86 
£2.99 
£1.25 
£5.03 
£3.11 
£0.37 
£0.60 
£0.29 
£0.30 
£0.40 
£0.37 
£0.28 
£0.32 
£0.37 
£0.82 
£0.63 
£0.57 
£0.50 
£0.40 
£5.60 
£0.20 
£0.38 
£0.44 
£0.44 
£0.44 

A/D Converters Bridge Itectillers 2N3906 
Data Asquisl- lA 50V £0.35 

A 100V £0.32 2N4403 
AD420AN £25.38 IA 200V £0.39 2N5245 
AD557JN £7.08 IA 600V £0.40 2N5296 
AD7528JN £11.42 lA 800V £0.43 2N5401 
AD7545AK £14.04 1.5A 50V £0.19 2N555I 
AD7828KN £20.33 1.5A 100V £019 2N6491 
DAC0800 £2.40 1.5A 200V £0.19 2N7000 
ICL7109CPL £7.75 1.5A 400V £0.20 258548 

AT89C2051 £6.38 1.5A 800V £0.26 AC128 
£0.24 AC127 oce„fron.r. 1.5A 600V 

PIC Series 1.5A IkV £0.26 AC187 
2A 100V £0.34 AC188 

12C508A04P £0.78 2A 200V £0.34 ACY17 
12C509A04P £0.85 2A 400V £0.35 ADI49 
16C54C04P £1.49 2A 800V £0.36 ADI61 
1 6C54BJW £7.60 2A 1000V £0.45 AD162 
16C56A-04P £1.63 3A 200V £0.34 BC107 
16F84-04P £3.14 3A 400V £0.40 BC107B 

3A 1000V £0.33 BC108 16F84-10P £3.76 3A 6°°V 
4A 100V £0.33 BC108B 16F627-04P £2.25 

16F627-20IP £2.25 £0 .78 BC108C 
17F628-20IP £2.58 4A 200V £0.76 BC109 

4A 400V £0.86 BC109C 
16F867-04SP £5.40 4A 600V £0.90 BCI 14 
16F877-20P £5.79 6A 100V £0.49 BCI 15 

11.19iMers £ 27 6A 600V 

712. 6A 200V £0.64 BC1 1 8 £0.53 BC132 6A 400V 

7806 £0.29 8A 100V £0.67 BC134 
£ .22 8A 400V £0.98 BC135 £1.00 BC140 7808 £ .27 8A 200V 

77881125 £ .27 8A 600V £1.20 BC142 £1.33 BCI43 

78106 £032 25A 200V £1.47 BC159 £1.54 BC160 
78105 £0.22 25A 100V 

78108 £0.22 25A 400V £1.98 BC170B 

78115 £0.26 35A 50V £1.82 BC171B 78112 £016 25A 600V 

78124 £ .39 35A 100V £1.67 BCI77 
78505 £ .55 35A 200V £1.57 BCI 78 £1.80 BCI79 
78512 £ .20 35A 403V £1.62 BC182B 

7905 £0 23 35A 1000V £2.32 BC1831 
£1.90 BC1821. 78515 £ .32 35A 600V 

7912 BC184 £0.28 VArlsters 
7915 £0.23 2N 060 £0.19 .1:1,C-..,,,1"k 
7924 £0.38 2N5061 £0.19 per 
79105 £0.18 BT151-500R £065 e.'sns'ele 
79112 £0.26 C106D1 £0.36 
79115 £0.28 P0102AA £0.30 BC212 
79L24 £0.30 TICIO6D £0.49 8,C,3111. 
ADM666AN £3.44 TICII6D £0.66 
1.200CV £1.67 TIC126D £0.77 8C214 
L296 £6.30 Trims BC2141 
1387A £2.72 13T136-500 £0.58 BC237B 

BC225 
LM2940CT5 £0.75 
I-M31712 £0 ,-9 BT137-500 £0.65 BC250A 

1 13T136-600 £.50 BC238B 

LM31Tr ££2 ,1 EIT137 -600 £0.58 BC26113 
I-M317K ...4,,,8 BT139-500 £1.00 BC262B 
1-M323K £2•V BT139-600 £1.20 BC267B 
I-M334Z £ 1'6 BTA08-600B £0.84 BC3I9C 
I-M337T IT)." BTA08-600sw£0.76 BC327 
I-M338K £5.47 BTA08-600C £0.79 BC327-25 
I-M338T £1•10 BTA08-600sw£0.99 BC328 
I-M723 £0 .40 BTA08-6001w£1.10 BC337-I6 
LP2950CZ5.0 £0.82 BTA12-600sw£0.92 BC337-25 REFO1CP £2.31 
REFI95GP £3.04 BTAI6-600B £1.28 BC3488 

BTA16.600cw£1.45 8038 

TL431CP £0.13 BTA26-600B £2.78 BC357 
Dierks TIC206D £0.70 BC393 
1N914 £0.05 TIC206M £0.75 BC441 
I N9I6 £0.05 TIC226D £0.80 BC461 
1N4001 £0.05 TIC226M £1.00 BC463 
1N4002 £0.05 TIC246D £1.00 BC477 
1N4003 £0.03 TIC246M £1.00 BC478 
I N4004 £0.04 11C2360 £1.12 BC479 
1N4005 £0.04 Z0105DA £0.53 EIC516 
1N4006 £0.04 DIM BC517 
1N4007 £0.05 DB3, 32V £0.14 8C528 
1N4148 £0.03 .. 
1N4149 £0.07 ,',„,eelleleeere.,.„,,,,, ,,,, , BEICC554367A 1 N5,400 £0.08 ‘..‘...,/, ..... u 13c546B 

2N2369A £0.51 1N5401 £0.08 BC546C 
1N5402 £0.08 2N2646 £1.02 Bc547A 
1N5404 £0.09 2N2904A £0.35 Bc547B 
1N5406 £0.10 2N2905A £0.30 Bc5,17c 

2N2907A £0.28 1N5407 £0.10 
72NN33005534 £...5..8.-5 on ii BC548A 

6A05 
1N5408 ££002170 813cC554488c13 
6A1 £ .30 2N3055 £0.58 arcAaa 
6A2 £0.27 2N3439 £0.62 eg-,wé 
6A4 £ .28 2N3440 £0.50 Bc550c 
6A6 0 .32 2N3702 £0.09 Bc556 
6A8 £130 2N3703 £0.10 ac556B 
6A10 0 .35 2N3704 £0.11 Bc552A 
BAI57 cm 2N3705 £0.08 Bc552B 
BA158 £ .08 2N3771 £1.44 Bc552c 
BA159 on 2N3772 £1.72 Eic558A 
BAT4I £0.12 2N3773 £2.30 BC558B 
BAT46 £0.10 2N38I9 £0.29 Bc559 BAT42 

£0.12 2N39°3 £(111 BC560A 
BAT49 £0.27 .,21.1,,,L90e £ 1n5  BC560B BAT85 £ .08 dc,...•ebe, •-•.e. ' so Bc636 

BAw62 £0.07 We carry a large range of capacitors In stock, Including BAV2I £0.07 

gAy/lis £ .05 Ceramic Mini Disc, Dipped Ceramic Multilayer, Dipped & Boxed Polyester,. 

BYI33 
BY127 £0.18 Mylar Film, Polystyrene, Plastic Film, MKT Polyester Tantalum Bead, Sub-min-

on 0 iature Radial, 105 C Rcsdial Low Leakage Radial, Ñon Polarised Radial & Ax-
£0/70 ial, PCB Can Electrolytics, éolypropylene & Ceramic Trimmers and Tuning 0A47 

0A90 £ .33 capacitors. Full technical details available. 
£132 Ilteolders - Please State Value Required w' Utcvd:e 

0A200 £0.56 intW Carbon Film 5% 812 Series 10S1- 1M0 £0.02 Each, £Q.80 per 100 
0A91 

UF4001 £0.08 1/4\41 Carbon,Film 5% El2 Ser¡es 10-10M £0.02 Each, W.60 per 100 

TIP50 
TIPII0 
TIP120 
TIPI21 
TIPI22 
TIPI25 
TIPI26 
TIP127 
TIP132 
T1P137 
TIP141 
TIPI42 
TIP 1 47 
TIP2955 
TIP3055 
ZVN2106A 
ZVN3306A 
ZVN4206A 
ZVN4210A 
ZVN4306A 
ZVN4310A 
ZVP2I06A 
ZVP2110A 
ZVP3306A 
ZTX300 
ZTX302 
ZTX450 
ZTX451 
ZTX453 
ZTX500 
ZTX502 
ZD(550 
ZTX551 
ZTX600 
ZTX600B 
ITX605 
ZTX651 
ZTX653 
ITX689B 
ZTX690B 
ZTX705 
ITX750 
ZTX751 
ZTX753 
ZTX789A 
ZTX790A 
ZTX851 
ZTX853 
ZTX951 
ZTXI 048A 
ZTX105IA 
ZTXI 053A 

£0.31 
£0.28 
£0.32 
£0.34 
£0.34 
£0.31 
£0.31 
£0.36 
£0 68 
£0.64 
£0.93 
£0.93 
£1.07 
£0.67 
£0.63 
£0.40 
£0.28 
£0.46 
£0.45 
£0.74 
£0.88 
£0.53 
£0.42 
£0 32 
£0.15 
£0.17 
£0.19 
£0.19 
£0.26 
£0 16 
£0.17 
£0.22 
£0.22 
£0.33 
£0.35 
£0.36 
£0.33 
£0.37 
£0 36 
£0.37 
£0.39 
£0.25 
£0.34 
£0.34 
£0.41 
£0 41 
£0.50 
£0.50 
£0.54 
£0.48 
£0.46 
£0.45 

Quality 
Components 
No surplus or re-
dundant stock. All 

from leading 
manufactures. 

Clealley 
lorries 

Someday des-
patch on all stock 
items. Friendly 
helpful staff. 

Past Delivery 
Nextday service 
for all small 

(<1kg) orders at 
no extra charge. 
3 day service -for 

orders >I kg 

No Minimum 
Order 

Order what you 
need, .no pack 
quantities or min 

order value. 

ES a 
We offer dis-
counts for all 
items subject to 

quantity required, 
phone, fax or 

email for a quote. 

iô 
£0.31 CA3130E £0.87 241C0813P £0.73 UF4002 UF4003 £0.09 ',5W Carbon Film 5% El 2 Series In-ionit £0.02 Each, £0.95 per 100 

• A ea i in . È;  , . £per 0.23 CA3080E £0.71 gpitœws BEMS 

UF4004 £0.08 2...5.Vi.W,i,re _QU. d596 812 Series £on1-220n 0 18 CA3140E £0.63 241C16BP £0.69 uF4005 £3.10 1w, ,N, 5W 20W 25w g 50W also . stock - selected values:4i, contad sales£90.1.2n3t. 
£0.14 CA3240E £0.91 24LC32AP £1.14 
£0.42 DG2110 £1.25 27128-200 £3.99 UF4006 £0.10 Preset Resisters - Please State Valise Rectal Each 
£0.48 DG411DJ £2.00 97954 ?no sn 99 UF4007 £0.14 Enclosed, lOmm Square Horz / Vert. loon - 1 MO 0.15W 
£0.24 ICL7106CPL £2.21 2-7' C-64--A---15F £-5.'1"30" 58Ze8 rner 2.7 t 33V Skeleton, 1 Omm Dia. Horizontal. loon - i mo o.pe £0.12 Each 
£0.36 ICL7107CPL £2.06 27C256B-15F£2.60 1.3W E3 2000-1M0 0.1W £0.09 Each £0.12 Each 
£0.18 ICL7109CLP £5.76 27C512- 15F1 nin o0.06 Sub-min, 6mm Dia, Horizontal £0.10 Multiturn, lOmm Square Top Adjust. E3 100n-m1M0ê.w5W £0 .81 Each 
£0.30 ICL7611DCP £1.00 27C1001RA -15. £3.17 ultitur , 19mm Lo.n E'rid A ust. E3 5041-1 . VINO, efflt £0.59 Each £0 38 C £0 

Single Gana W' Shaft, 25mm Dia. 4700-2M2 Linear £0.56 Each 
Single Gan 'A" Shaft 25mm Dia. 4k7,10k 47k,100k,1M,2M2 Log £0.56 Each 
Dual Gone" Shaft, /Omm Dia. 114-2M2 Linear £1.54 Each 

• - . • 
£0.48 ICL7660SCP £0.80 27C4001-120£5.84 
£0.25 ICM7555 £0.41 g3C46N £0.33 
£0.42 ICM7556 £0.88 "Am 
£045 Dual Gang% Shaft, 20mm Duo. 10k-470k Loganthmic £1.54 Each 

Switched yle Shaft, 20mm Dia. 1k0-2M2 Linear £1.92 Each £0.58 L272M £1:21 GM76C88 £3.60   

4 £0.36 16219 

£0.24 L298N 
£0.23 14960 £6.67 

£4.20 
£5.12 

£2.81 

£4.48 Switched Shaft, 20mm Dia. PCB Mount, Splined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 4700-1M0 Linear 
PCB Mount Splined Shaft 16mm Dia. 4700 4k7 100k IMO Log £0.56 Each 
Dual PCB, Spfined Shaft, 16mm Dia. 10k,5131(160k,5150k Lin £1.05 Each 
Dual PCB, Spl.ned Shaft, 16mm Dia. 10k,50k,100k,500k Log £1.013 Each 

4k7-2M2 Logarithmic £1.92 Each 
£0.48 Each £0W :2n 11229973E 

New Catalogue 
Out Now 

Free with all orders 
or via the internet. 

£0.05 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.80 
£0.57 
£0.12 
£0.11 
£1.58 
£018 
£030 
£0.50 
£0.76 
£0.68 
£0.97 
£4.84 
£1.29 
£0.73 
£0.95 
£0.15 
£0.14 
£0.14 
£014 
£0.18 
£0.17 
£0.15 
£0.19 
£0.41 
£0.41 
£036 
£0.36 
£0.36 
£0.75 
£0.34 
£0.38 
£0.17 
£0.28 
£0.16 
£0.16 
£0.15 
£0.18 
£0.15 
£0.09 
£0.08 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.12 
£0.72 
£0.72 
£0.72 
£0.10 
£0.09 
£0.12 
£0.08 
£0.10 
£0.15 
£0.11 
£0.11 
£0.15 
£030 
£024 
£0.30 
£0.13 
£0.07 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.10 
£0.08 
£0.10 
£0.14 
£0.25 
£0.73 
£0.40 
£0.41 
£0.29 
£0.52 
£0.45 
£0.32 
£021 
£0.12 
£0.20 
£0.20 
£0.06 
£0.07 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.09 
£0.09 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.09 
£0.11 
£0.08 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.09 
£0.11 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.08 
£0.09 
£0.08 
£0.10 

BC637 
BC638 
BC639 
BC640 
BCY70 
BCY71 
BCY72 
BD124P 
80131 
BDI32 
130135 
BDI36 
80137 
BD138 
BD139 
BD140 
BD150C 
B0201 
80202 
BD232 
80237 
BD238 
BD240C 
BD245C 
BD246C 
BD283 
80284 
BD400 
BD437 
B0438 
80442 
BD534 
80535 
80581 
80597 
80646 
80648 
80650 
BDX32 
BDX34C 
BDX53C 
BDX54C 
BFI80 
BFI82 
BF245C 
BF257 
BF259 
BF337 
BF422 
BF423 
BF459 
8F469 
BFX29 
BFX84 
8FX85 
BFX88 
BFY50 
BFY51 
BFY52 
BS107 
BS170 
BU208A 
BU326A 
BU500 
BU508A 
BU508D 
BU806 
BUTI1A 
BUTI1AF 
BUX84 
BUZI IA 
BUZ900P 
BUZ905P 
RF530 
RF540 
RF630 
RF640 
RF740 
RF830 
RF840 
MJ2501 
MJ300I 
MJ11015 
M111016 
MJE340 
MJE350 
MPSA05 
MPSA06 
MPSAI 3 
MPSA42 
STV/80NE-1 
TIP29A 
TIP29C 
TIP30A 
TIP30C 
TIP3IA 
TIP31C 
TIP32A 
TIP32C 
TIP33C 
TIP4IA 
TIP41C 
TIP42A 
TIP42C 

£0.19 
£0.21 
£0.11 
£0.13 
£0.22 
£0.29 
£0.20 
£6.86 
£0.48 
£0.46 
£0.22 
£0.21 
£0.23 
£0.19 
£0.23 
£0.25 
£0.82 
£0.40 
£0.70 
£0.50 
£0.32 
£0.44 
£0.37 
£1.10 
£1.18 
£0.61 
£0.61 
£0.79 
£0.38 
£0.27 
£0.37 
£0.47 
£0.50 
£0.62 
£0.92 
£0.52 
£0.52 
£0.53 
£1.78 
£0.45 
£0.53 
£0.50 
£0.31 
£0.31 
£0.43 
£0.33 
£0.33 
£0.40 
£0.15 
£0.15 
£0.33 
£0.36 
£0.29 
£0.31 
£0.33 
£0.27 
£0.30 
£0.22 
£024 
£0.21 
£0.20 
£1.53 
£1.40 
£1.54 
£1.40 
£0.98 
£1.06 
£0.57 
£1.14 
£0.78 
£0.88 
£5.60 
£5.60 
£0.45 
£0.75 
£0.42 
£0.63 
£0.91 
£0.68 
£0.78 
£1.60 
£1.84 
£2.45 
£2.78 
£0.33 
£0.32 
£0.14 
£0.11 
£0.09 
£0.15 

0£3.80 
£0.32 
£0.33 
£0.47 
£0.37 
£0.28 
£0.35 
£0.29 
£0.26 
£0.74 
£0.32 
£0.32 
£0.47 
£0.43 
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Technology to The Rescue 
The dreadful news late last year of the Asian tsunami and the devastation caused made the 

world realize just how vunerable we are to natural disasters. Millions are spent, quite right-
ly, protecting us from terrorists and other extremists but it appears that, up till now, little has 
been done to warn of disasters of this type. 

Following the Asian tsunami we heard news of a warning system in the Pacific ocean but, 
as the article by Mark Williamson in this issue shows, this system is far from comprehensive 
at present with over 30 sensor buoys still to be commissioned. The good news is that the 
United Nations have agreed to develop art early warning system for the Indian Ocean which 
could be ready within 18 months. 

The loss of life warrants whatever the cost might be, with the lives of more than 250,000 peo-
ple lost. How many lives could have been saved by an early warning is impossible to tell, but 
with two hours elapsing from the earthquake until the wave hit the coasts of India and Sri Lanka 
the number of lives saved would surely have been substantial. On an economic front the cost of 
rebuilding the infrastructure, of feeding, housing and caring for the injured etc., far outweighs 
the cost of implementing a warning system, which could be in the region of $50m. 

In the last 50 years there have been three major tsunamis. With the highly developed satel-
lite systems now available, plus the terrestial communications systems in place to warn of 
hurricanes etc., we do have the ability to use technology to potentially save hundreds of 
thousands of lives, and thankfully that should now be implemented in the devastated area. 

Out of This World 
On a lighter note this issue contains a very wide range of projects and features and we have 

similar plans for next month when you will find a Dalek "voice box" - PIC-based of course; no 
self-respecting alien would be complete without the odd microcontroller! We will also feature a 
very low frequency radio converter which will enable anyone to listen in on various long-wave 
transmissions, plus the whistlers or howlers generated by lightning around the world. 

Don't miss out, place an order with your newsagent now (see page 434) or take out a 
subscription ( see page 448) to make sure of getting your copy each month. 

AVAILABILITY 
Copies of EPE are available on subscription 
anywhere in the world (see opposite), from all 
UK newsagents (distributed by COMAG) and 
from the following electronic component retail-
ers: Omni Electronics and Yebo Electronics 
(S. Africa). EPE can also be purchased frorn 
retail magazine outlets around the world. An 
Internet on-line version can be purchased and 
downloaded for just $14.99US (approx £8) per 
year available from www.epemag.com 
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SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Subscriptions for delivery direct to any address in the 
UK: 6 months £16.50, 12 months £31, two years £57; 
Overseas: 6 months £19.50 standard air service or 
£28.50 express airmail, 12 months £37 standard air ser-
vice or £55 express airmail, 24 months £69 standard air 
service or £105 express airmail. To subscribe from the 
USA or Canada see the last magazine page. 
Online subscriptions, for downloading the magazine via 
the Internet, $ 14.99US (approx £8) for one year avail-
able from www.epemag.com. 
Cheques or bank drafts (in £ sterling only) payable to 
Everyday Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Subs. 
Dept., Wimborne Publishing Ltd. 408 Wimborne Road 
East, Ferndown, Dorset BI-122 9ND. Tel: 01202 873872. 
Fax: 01202874562. Email: subs@ epemagswimborne.co.uk. 
Also via the Web at: httpdhwow.epetnag.wimbome.co.uk. 
Subscriptions start with the next available issue. We accept 
MasterCard, Amex, Diners Club, Maestro or Visa. (For past 
issues see the Back Issues page.) 

BINDERS 
Binders to hold one volume ( 12 issues) are available 
from the above address. These are finished in blue 
p.v.c., printed with the magazine logo in gold on the 
spine. Price £6.95 plus £3.50 p84) (for overseas readers 
the postage is £6.00 to everywhere except Australia 
and Papua New Guinea which cost £10.50). Normally 
sent within seven days but please allow 28 days for 
delivery - more for overseas. 
Payment in £ sterling only please. Visa, Amex, Diners 
Club, Maestro and MasterCard accepted. Send, fax or 
phone your card number, card expiry date and card 
security code (the last 3 digits on or just under the sig-
nature strip), with your name, address etc. Or order on 
our secure server via our UK web site. Overseas cus-
tomers - your credit card will be charged by the card 
provider in your local currency at the existing 
exchange rate. 
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READERS' TECHNICAL ENQUIRIES 
E-mail: techdept@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 
We are unable to offer any advice on the use, 
purchase, repair or modification of commercial 
equipment or the incorporation or modification 
of designs published in the magazine. We 
regret that we cannot provide data or answer 
queries on articles or projects that are more 
than five years old. Letters requiring a personal 
reply must be accompanied by a stamped 
self-addressed envelope or a self-
addressed envelope and international reply 
coupons. 

PROJECTS AND CIRCUITS 
All reasonable precautions are taken to ensure 
that the advice and data given to readers is 
reliable. We cannot, however, guarantee it and 
we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. 
A number of projects and circuits published in 
EPE employ voltages than can be lethal. You 
should not build, test, modify or renovate 
any item of mains powered equipment 
unless you fully understand the safety 
aspects involved and you use an RCD 
adaptor. 

COMPONENT SUPPLIES 
We do not supply electronic components or 
kits for building the projects featured, these 
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk). 
We advise readers to check that all parts 
are still available before commencing any 
project in a back-dated issue. 

ADVERTISEMENTS 
Although the proprietors and staff of 
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS take 
reasonable precautions to protect the interests 
of readers by ensuring as far as practicable 
that advertisements are bona fide, the maga-
zine and its Publishers cannot give any under-
takings in respect of statements or claims 
made by advertisers, whether these advertise-
ments are printed as part of the magazine, or 
in inserts. 
The Publishers regret that under no circum-
stances will the magazine accept liability for 
non-receipt of goods ordered, or for late 
delivery, or for faults in manufacture. 

TRANSMITTERS/BUGS/TELEPHONE 
EQUIPMENT 
We advise readers that certain items of radio 
transmitting and telephone equipment which 
may be advertised in our pages cannot be 
legally used in the UK. Readers should check 
the law before buying any transmitting or 
telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of 
equipment and/or imprisonment can result 
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary 
from country to country; readers should check 
local laws. 
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Constructional Project 

Super-Ear 
Audio Telescope 
Tom Merryfield 

Listen more clearly to those distant sounds 

SUPER-EAR has been designed to 
incorporate a home-constructed par-
abolic element which boosts the 

sensitivity of an electret microphone for 
picking up sound at a distance. For exam-
ple, as utilised in wildlife studies and, dare 
it be said, for eavesdropping on conversa-
tions from afar! 

Because the microphone is securely held 
in copper tubing, impact and vibrational 
sounds through a barrier can also be 
detected to a certain extent. It was found 
with the prototype, that so long as a few 
precautions are followed, the results are 
comparable to those from a commercially 
produced device. 

Parabolic Theory 
Most readers will be familiar with 

satellite dish antennas in the shape of a 
parabola. Whereas a true parabola has a 
precise mathematical definition, most 
items approximating to this shape and 
with a reflective surface can be used to 
"catch" sound. 
As shown in Fig.1, sound waves travel-

ling more or less parallel from a distant 
source strike or "illuminate" the parabolic 
element. These in turn are re-directed to a 
focal point, X, at which the microphone is 
placed. In effect, this captures the targeted 
audio. 

Fig.2. Complete circuit diargam for the Super-Ear Audio Telescope. This circuit is built on two circuit boards: preamplifier 
and audio amplifier 

Although the focal point varies with dif-
ferent parabolas, the pick-up power of the 
microphone is considerably boosted since 
more sound waves are available from a 
particular source. The received input signal 
is then amplified as smoothly as possible 
by a sensitive circuit. 

Fig. 1. Properties of a true parabola 

Circuit Description 
In order to adequately amplify the input 

signal, the circuit consists of both pre-
amplifier and audio amplifier stages. 
Referring to the full circuit diagram for the 
Super-Ear Audio Telescope in Fig.2, the 
electret microphone, MIC1, is powered 

via resistor RI, which behaves as its load. 
The signal produced by MICI is a.c. cou-
pled via capacitor C 1 to the base of npn 
transistor TR 1 . 
The network around TR 1 forms the pre-

amplifier stage. Resistors R2 to R5 bias it 
for linear amplification. The BC109C cho-
sen is ideal for low noise audio applica-
tions such as this, offering more than ade-
quate gain, although other general purpose 
high gain npn transistors will work in this 
design. 
Any instability at this stage could distort 

signal processing throughout, hence the 
inclusion of capacitors C2 and C4. 
Capacitor C6 provides thermal compensa-
tion in the emitter circuit. Capacitor C3 
and resistor R6 decouple the stage from 
disruptive power supply variations. 

Audio Amplifier 
Capacitor C5 couples the preamplified 

signal to level (Volume) control VR I, from 
where it is fed via C7 to ICI input pin 3. 
The circuit around ICI forms the audio 
amplifier stage. Capacitor C8 acts as an 
audio filter and the value quoted can be 
varied up to several nanofarads. 
The LM386N audio amplifier i.c. has 

been chosen for ICI because it is relative-
ly easy to use and provides a smooth gain 
of over 200 (set by capacitor C9). 
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Table 1: Perception of Sound Intensity 

Source 

Rustling Leaves 

Soft Whisper 

Conversation 

Factory 

Construction Noise 

Rock Concert 

Decibels* Perception 

o 

10 

20 

60 

80 

110 

120 

Silence 

Barely Audible 

Quiet 

Audible 

Fairly Loud 

Very Loud 

Pain Threshold 

* Decibels, perceived levei varies with frequency 

Note that the human ear tends to perceive 
higher frequencies more easily 

The two prototype circuit boards, with 
the tape-insulated Mic. between them. 
Differs slightly from the final unit 

Most of the external components for 
IC1 are needed for stability. Capacitor 
C13 caters for variations in the supply 
voltage and is used on the main amplifier 
board, as opposed to the preamplifier 
board. 

With ICI's output impedance being 64 
ohms, Walkman-type headphones are 
preferable to speakers. This also avoids the 
problem of "telephony" which can hamper 
performance. 

Construction 
The prototype was built on two separate 

stripboards for several reasons. Firstly, 
both stages are isolated, which helps min-
imise problems with spurious feedback, 
whilst making fault-finding easier. 
Secondly, because the project is handheld, 
compactness is an issue. Two smaller cir-
cuit boards can be used to make the most 
of the available space. 
The component layouts and track cut-

ting details for the two stripboard 
assemblies are shown in Fig.3. Assemble 
the boards in the usual order of ascend-
ing component size, having first 
correctly cut the tracks where required. 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
R1 3k6 
R2 470k See 
R3 4k7 
R4 leek 
R5 1k 
R6 10k 
R7 180 
R8 22≤2 

All 0.25W 5% carbon film or bette". 

TALK 
page 

Potentiometer 
VR1 10k rotary 

carbon, log 

Capacitors 
Cl 
C2, C7 
C3 
C4 
C5 
C6 
C8 
C9 

C10, C11, 
C13 

1µ radial elect. 25V 
10n polyester (2 off) 
47,u axial elect. 25V 
10n ceramic disc 
220n radial elect. 25V 
47/4 radial elect. 25V 
20p ceramic disc 
1Cfµ radial 
elect. 25V 

100n ceramic 
disc (3 off) 

Ensure that the electrolytic capacitors 
and the semiconductors are inserted the 
correct way round as shown. Use a socket 
for ICI, but do not insert the i.c. until the 
assembly has been completed and checked 
for accuracy. 

Note that the electret microphone insert 
is also a polarised device. Its case is inter-
nally connected to one of its pins, to which 
the OV connection should be made. The 
wiring to the microphone should not 
exceed about 140mm in length. 

Testing 
The circuit should be fully tested before 

housing it in a metal case. It is suggested 
that the main amplifier is tested first, with-
out it being connected to the preamplifier. 
When the amplifier is powered, touch-

ing the middle lug (wiper) of VR1 (or pin 
3 of ICI) should produce a coarse buzz at 

C12 100p radial elect. 25V 
C14 100p axial elect. 25V 

Semiconductors 
TR1 BC109C npn 

transistor 
I C1 LM386N audio 

amplifier i.c. 

Miscellaneous 
MIC1 electret microphone 

insert 
Si min s.p.s.t. toggle 

switch 
SKI 3.5mm jack socket 
B1 9V battery (PP3 

type), with clips 

Stripboard 25 holes x 9 strips; strip-
board 30 holes x 14 strips; control 
knob; parabolic dish (see text); metal 
case (110mm x 75mm x 60mm); cop-
per tubing, standard type, approx. 
15mm diameter x 100mm; mounting 
clip for tubing (see text); nuts and bolts 
as required; connecting wire; solder 
pins, solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £10 

excl batt & 
hardware 
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the output. There should also be a low level 
hum at the output, confirming that the 
amplifier is working. Once the amplifier 
has been proved, the preamplifier can be 
connected to it. 
Key test voltages are shown in Table 2 

and can be measured with a multimeter. 
Initially check if the microphone is picking 
anything up by gently tapping it and hear-
ing the output. The prototype easily picked 
up ambient sound with VR I set to less than 
a quarter of a turn. 

Casing It 
One problem encountered with circuits 

such as this is that they can easily pick up 
electrical interference, including odd (but 
strangely untraceable!) vibrations. 

This was remedied by housing the circuit 
in a metal case, with the microphone situat-
ed in a copper tube (see later). 
Alternatively, plastic tubing with metal 
tape wrapped around it will suffice. 

Before mounting the boards in the case, 
first drill the necessary holes in it and 
secure the copper tubing. As Fig.5 shows, 
the latter can be attached fairly robustly to 
the case with the help of a mounting clip as 
used in plumbing installations. 

Table 2. Key Test Voltages 

Pre-amp supply line 

Voltage across microphone 

TR1 base 

TR1 collector 

Cl pin 5 

38V 

31V 

0.2V 

3-1V 

45V 

Assuming a 9V supply (error ±0.1V) 

A 

+VE TO R6 
(AMP -2A) VR1 

3 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 24 

2 4 6 8 10 1 3 5 7 1 3 14 15 1 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 24 25 

25 

OV TO C8 
(AMP -7N) 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 22 10 12 14 16 16 20 22 24 25 

A 

D 

E 

o 

I  0 • 0 00000•00•000•0•00000 0•( 

H  00000 00000000000000000000H 

Ci  0000000000000000000000000G 

F  0000 000000000• • 0•0 00000 OF 

E  O• •• 110•0••0•0•0 0000000000E 
0000 000000000000000 0000D 

C  00000000000•00•0•0•11••00C 

B  00000000000000000000 000013 

A  00 • 00 0000•0•0000•0•00000•A 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 13 15 17 19 21 22 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 25 

+VE TO R3/C4 
(PREAMP -12A) 

A 

-05 
(PREAMP 23C) 

N 

H 

G 

E 

D 

A 

ON OFF 

11 

BATTERY +9V «1,--1 

6 8 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
21 I 

11 12 13 14 i5 6 18 17  

OV TO R4./R5 
(.REAMP 121) 

,  VOLUME] BATTERY -VE 

A 

D 

E 

G 

H 

HEADPHONES 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 11 12 13 141316171819 21 23 23 27 23 202224262830 31 

0 0 0•0•••0••0 0 0 0 0 0••0••C OC 0 0 0 0•0 

0000000000 000000000000000000000 

000000000 0000000000000000000000 
00 0 • 0 • 0 00 00000 0 0 • • O• • 0000 0 00 000 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000 00 0 00 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 

0 C 00000000000000000000000000000 
00 00 00 00•0• 0•0000•000000• 0000 

• • 0••00000• 0•000•0000000000• 0 

0 1 0 0000000• • 0•010000000 000 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0000 0 0•0• O• • 000 0 0 0 0 0 O• • 000 

000000000000 0 00 000000 0 0 0 0 00000 

0000 0 00 • • 00000 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 000000000 

0 00000000000000000000 0 0 0 0 0 00000 

c oo00000000 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3 10 11 12 13 14 13 16 17 13 21 23 23 27 18 20 22 24 26 28 23 30 31 

N 

H 

G 

E 

D 

A 

Fig.3. Super-Ear Audio Telescope stripboard component layouts, interwiring and details of breaks required in the copper tracks 
of the preamplifier and amplifier boards. The wiring and positioning of the two boards within the two-piece aluminium case is 
shown in the above photograph 
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65 

a) 10 

1  

FRONT PLANE OF CASE 

MOUNTING CLIP 

M6 NUT (4 OFF) 

II II WOOD SUPPORT 
I I 

M6 BOLT 

SSU SOS 

MM 
BASE OF/ i 
CASE  71. 

b) 

COPPER 
TUBING 

ALL DIMENSIONS IN mm 

15 

Fig.4. Securing the copper tubing, housing the mic. insert, 
inside the metal case (a) and (b) position of off-board com-
ponents on one side panel 

Electret Mounting 
Because the circuit is extremely sensi-

tive, anything picked up by the micro-
phone can result in an ear-splitting whine 
dominating the output. This can be 
resolved by thoroughly insulating the 
microphone's bare metal surface using 
insulating tape. Handle the microphone 

INSULATE POINTS 1,2.3 
THOROUGHLY 

MIC 
4 

2 

OVERALL 
LENGTH 
INSULATED 

COPPER 
TUNBING 

COPPER TUBING 

INSULATION WRAP 

b) p.itc 

3 TO 5mm 

COPPER TUBING 
— r ,  

c) 
INSULATED MIC 

MIC 
WIRING 

Fig. 5. Insulating and wiring the microphone insert (a), end 
view showing insert "plugged" into the copper pipe (b) and 
the Mic. insert recessed in the copper tubing (c) 

carefully to avoid damaging its pins. 
Solder the connecting cable to the pins 
and, as shown in Fig.5, wrap tape around 
each of them. 

Push the cable through the copper tub-
ing until it emerges from the other end. 
Now apply further rounds of tape over the 
microphone's case, leaving the pick-up 

SJPPORY 
D.SH 

10mm HOLE THROWN BOTH 
ITEMS FROM CENT4 

NUT AND BOLT 
(AVOID CONTACT 
WITH PARABOLIC 
ELEMENT) 

L-SHAPED 
BRACKET 
(2 OFF) 

PARABOLIC 
ELEMENT 

DEVICE PLACED AT A FOCAL LENGTH 

FROM CENTRE OF ELEMENT 

STRONG ADHESIVE PADS ATTACH 
DISH TO DISH SUPPORT. 

NO OTHER PARTS SHOULD COME INTO 
CONTACT WITH THE PARABOLIC ELEMENT. 

WOODEN BATTEN 

Fig. 6. Suggested method for constructing a cradle/support for mounting a bigger 
more robust parabolic element (dish) 

surface free. The microphone can then be 
eased into the tubing to around 3mm to 
5mm short of the rim. For a snug fit and to 
prevent loosening, apply further rounds of 
tape. 

Parabolic Matters 
As mentioned earlier, almost anything 

concave and reflective to sound will boost 
the pick-up power of the microphone, it 
does not have to be a true parabola. The 
shape includes items such as aluminium 
bowls, old style car hub caps, and disused 
satellite dishes. 
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476, 

4De.'63er, "S'e/,o 
Of 0,-* 0 er..e 

.s>5 
weh /6' C)//cy 

Drill a hole at the centre of the element 
equivalent to the diameter of the microphone, 
in this case lOmm. In terms of picking up 
sound this helps redirect the sound "illumina-
tion" relative to the size of microphone. 

/b/- ° • 
6.' 

In Use 
In use, some degree of experimenting is 

required providing ambient noise does not 
block out the targeted audio. 

Point the reflector dish in the general 
direction of interest. As shown in Fig.6, 
hold the Super-Ear unit in front of the 
reflector. For optimum pick-up deter-
mine the focal length for the chosen 
"dish", i.e. the distance at which the 
microphone is held from the centre of the 
reflector. 
A trial and error method sufficed for the 

prototype, with interesting results. Using 
this method, low level sounds (only just 

audible but unintelli-
gable) 

aY </sx, 
e/5 Ce 00, 

"ye, °roe 
an f0c,2; 

aluminium 
bowl of diame-
ter 200mm as the par-
abolic element, and having 
a focal point of 9Ormn. 
Of course, the larger the dish 

diameter (typically up to 800mm) and 
the more parabolic the shape, the 
stronger the illumination. The gain of a 

were 
amplified 

using 

satellite dish antenna, for example, 
increases six decibels simply by dou-
bling its size. 

Because holding the parabolic element 
can muffle sound pick-up, it is worthwhile 
mounting it on a simple support via strong 
adhesive pads or glue such as Araldite. 

Avoid using fixtures which involve 
drilling holes, except for the lOmm centre 
hole mentioned earlier. For bigger and 
heavier parabolic elements, the suggested 
method of home assembly as shown in 
Fig.6 can be used rather effectively. 
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2375 
2175 

SPECIAL OFFERS 
OSCILLOSCOPES 
LECROY 9400A dual nee 1701,1H, 5G S 
Lecroy 9400 dual trace. 125MHz 
TEKTRONIX 466 dual trace. 100MHz, digibul stoje 
TEKTRONIX 475 dual trace. 200MHz. delay sweep ... 
TEKTRONIX 4658 dual trace 160MHz, delay swop .. 
TEKTRONIX 465 dual trace, 1001.111z, delay weep  
PHILIPS P143217 dual trace, 501.1Hz. delay 
THURLBY P13200M0 0-30V 42A Woe le.SU  
H.P. 66312A 0-20V 0-2A Carrnariceeons PSU  
H.P. 6626A Precown 1O Resclution PSU. 4 outputs  
0-7V 0-15A or 450V 0.05A Woe 0-16V 042A 
a 0-50V 42A Wee  0500 
CRRUS CRL264 Sound Level Meter rat calibrator 
80-120± LED  £95 
WAYNE KERR 8424 Component 13ndge £50 
RACAL 9300 True RALS Voltmeter 514z-20MHz usable lo 
601Aliz, 100-316V   £50 
RACAL 93008 True R1AS Voltmeter, 5Hz2CINNz used@ lo 
60MHz. 101/-316V   [75 
AVO DAII6 rMI Ammeter valh battery and leads.... £20 
FARRELL LP* Sine/So Chatterer. 10Hz.11.IHz, 
IOW distortion Tn. ailput amplitude meter  £75 
FARRELL J38 SineS0 Osollator. 10Hz-1031,Nz, be dist [SO 
HEME 1000 LCD Clamp Meter. 0-10004 in carrying awe £35 
FLUKE 77 Mulemeter clod handheld rat battery IS lest £45 
KENWOOD VT176 2-Channel Mulleoleneter   LSO 
KENW000 FL140 Wow and Flutter Meter C50 
KENWOOD FL180A Wow and Flutter Meter £75 
KENWOOD FLI80 Wow and Flutter Meter. unused £125 
MARCONI 6960B Power Meter wei 6920 head. 10MHz-2010-V0450 
SOLARTRON 7150 OMM 64-dial True MIS IEEE . 075 
SOLARTRON 7150 Plus As 7150 • rem measurement £100 
IEEE C,abtes  £5 

H.P. 33126 Functlon Gen, 0-11-1,13MHz, AWF/A 
Sweep/SolnSurst etc   £200 

H.P. 3310A Function Gen 0006/11-61.11-O. SineiSolTri/ 
  £40 

RACAL 90018 Autanahc Modulation Meter, 1-541Hz-2GHz £60 
ISOLATING Translormer. npul 250V output 5005A, uresed £0 
RACAL 1792 Recent  [525 

£54:K1 
0400 
£300 
1250 
£250 
0175 
[150 
[160 
0200 

Used Equipment — GUARANTEED. Manuals supplied 
This is a VERY SMALL SAMPLE OF STOCK. SAE or Telephone for lists. 

Please check availability before ordering. 

CARRIAGE all units £ 16. VAT to be added to Total of Goods and Carriage 
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Very Interesting! 

The entire range of the 2005 Skytronic catalogue 
available from Cricklewood Electronics 

This, Dutch Wholesaler's Catalogue, is now available to UK retail customers via 
Cricklewood Electronics and includes thousands of electronic items and components 
at bargain prices. The 432 page catalogue includes: 
Plugs, Sockets Cables Switches, Speakers, Microphones, Components, Car Audio, 
Disco & PA & 1-1/Fi Equioment, CCTV Cameras & Recorders, Tools, Test Equipment, 
Inverters, Power Supplies, Electrical, Multimedia, Computer accessories, etc etc 

4 4*. ) eillelh 
11111111 I •  hid ie 

4*1e etee 

"f,," di a 
e4P7* * fig!. (I Worig 

Catalogue & Price List free to shop-callers. To have it posted - please send £2.00 towards 
postage costs. ( UK only). 

Cricklewood Electronics Ltd 
40-42 Crick:ewood Broacway, London NVV2 3ET. Tel: 020 8452 0161 Fax: 020 8208 1441 
email: sales@cricklewoodelectronics.com 
Visit our website c www cricklewoodelectronics.com 



Constructional Project 

Radio Control Model 
Switcher 
Ken Ginn 

A radio controlled power switch for models and other devices 

THIS radio controlled (RC) switcher 
has been designed for use on a spare 
RC transceiver channel to effect on/off 

power switching to an RC model or other 
device. The maximum switching current is set 
to about MIA, at a safe maximum supply 
voltage of 24V d.c. A larger current could be 
controlled with the additional use of a relay. 

The point at which the unit's output 
switches state is known as the trigger point. 
Once the incoming pulse width exceeds a 
preset value, the switcher's output is 
switched on. If the pulse width is below this 
threshold, the output is switched off. 
The author's previous designs for RC 

switchers included a number of monosta-
bles to control the circuit trigger tim-
ing. These circuits had no hysteresis 
and were prone to jitter at the trigger 
point. 
The circuit presented here is PIC con-

trolled and has been designed to avoid this 
problem, and to generally improve per-
formance and reliability. 

Circuit Description 
The complete circuit diagram for the RC 

Switcher is shown in Fig. I. A PIC I 6F84A, 

ICI, is the workhorse of the circuit, basi-
cally replacing the monostables used in 
previous designs. 
The circuit's input, at PIC pin RB3, is 

normally biased low by resistor RI and 
connected to the output of an existing RC 
servo control receiver. The output from 
such units is generally in the form 

Fig. 1. Complete circuit diagram for the Radio Control Model Switcher 

of a positive pulse whose duration varies 
between 1.0ms to 2.0ms, repeating about 
50 times a second. 

In this switcher, the PIC compares 
the received pulse 

width with a timing 

factor determined 
by the network on its 

pin RB5, comprising pre-
set VR1, capacitor Cl and 

resistor R2. Preset VR1 allows the 
timing factor to be adjusted to that 

required. 
Light emitting diode D1 gives a visual 

indication of the circuit's trigger state. It is 
controlled by pin RB7 and illuminates 
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when the trigger point has been exceeded 
by the incoming pulse width. 

At the same time as 1.e.d. D1 is turned 
on, the output at pin RAI is taken high, 
turning on transistor TRI via buffer resis-
tor R6. Diode D2 inhibits back-e.m.f. gen-
eration when TRI 's output is connected to 
an inductive load. 
The circuit is powered by the existing RC 

receiver, which should provide approximate-
ly 4-8V if its supply is from a set of NiCad 
batteries. Resistor R3 and Zener diode D3 
ensure that the voltage supplied to the PIC 
cannot exceed 5-1V, (a little below the 5-5V 
maximum that the PIC can accept safely). 
Capacitors C4 and C5 provide decoupling. 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
R1 100k 
R2, R4 4k7 (2 off) 
R3 22Q 
R5 470Q 
R6 100Q 

An 0.25W 5% carbon film 

See 
emcDP 
TALK 

Page 

Potentiometer 
VR1 5k min. round preset 

Capacitors 
Cl 

02, 03 

04 

C5 

22n polyester or 
ceramic, 5mm pitch 

22p ceramic disc, 
5mm pitch (2 off) 

100n polyester or 
ceramic, 5mm pitch 

10µ radial elect, 
35V 

Semiconductors 
D1 3mm I.e.d., 

colour of choice 
D2 1N4002 rectifier 

diode 
03 5V1 Zener diode, 

1.3W 
TR1 IRF530 n-channel 

f.e.t. 
IC1 PIC16F84A-04 

microcontroller, 
pre-programmed 
(see text) 

Miscellaneous 
PL1 3-pin header plug, 

plus socket, 
2.5mm pitch 

PL2 2-pin header plug, 
plus socket, 
2.5mm pitch 

X1 4MHz crystal 

Printed circuit board, available 
from the EPE PCB Service, code 
504; 18-pin di'. socket, TO220 tran-
sistor mounting kit; p.c.b. supports (4 
off); connecting wire; solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £11 

excl case & 
baits 

The PIC is operated at 4MHz, as set by 
crystal XI and capacitors C2 and C3. 
Connections to and from the circuit are 
made by two p.c.b.-mounted connectors, 
PLI and PL2. 

Construction 
Component and track layout details for 

the printed circuit board (p.c.b.) are shown 
in Fig.2. This board is available from the 
EPE PCB Service, code 504. 

Assemble in the usual order of ascend-
ing component size. Use a socket for ICI, 
but do not insert the PIC until the circuit 
has been thoroughly checked for correct-
ness. Ensure that transistor TR1, diodes DI 
to D3, and capacitor C5 are correctly ori-
entated. Since the circuit may be subject to 
a considerable amount of vibration in use, 
ensure components are mounted snug to 
the board. 

Note that the tab of TR 1 is connected 
internally to its drain (d). If the transistor is 
laid down and bolted to the board via the 
M3 mounting hole provided ensure the tab 
is electrically isolated from the rest of the 
circuit. Use a TO220 insulating kit, then 
check the insulation between the earth plane 
on the p.c.b. and the metal tab with a multi-
meter. This should read as open circuit. 

Completed 
Switcher board. 
You must use a 
TO220 insulating 
kit when mount-
ing the transistor 
on the p.c.b. 

1511, 
(38.3enm) 

Following assembly completion and 
visual checking, check the supply con-
nections. Connect a multimeter, set to a 
medium resistance range, across the 
power supply connections to the board. 
This can be accomplished at pins I and 
2 of connector PLI. The reading should 
be high in value. A reading of 22Q (the 
value of resistor R2) will indicate a 
short circuit from one of the power 
tracks/pads to the earth plane on the 
p.c.b. 

Setting up 
Connect the circuit to a current-limited 

variable d.c. power supply, set to 5V and 
with a 20mA limit. If you do not have 
such a supply, temporarily use a one watt 
100Q resistor in series with the positive 
power lead from the 4-8V battery to limit 
the current. Check that when the unit is 
powered the current drawn is no greater 
than 10mA. 

Adjust the wiper of preset VR I to about 
the "two o'clock" position, to set the trig-
ger response for a pulse width of about 
1-5ms. 
Connect the unit to your RC receiver 

servo output, and the unit's output to a load, 
such as a torch bulb for instance (see Fig.3). 

'.1W md .W 

3-07in (78rnrn) 

Fig.2. Printed circuit board topside component layout and full-size underside cop-
per track master pattern for the Radio Control Model Switcher 
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R/C 
RECEIVER 

711 
o 

TO OTHER  
CIRCUITS 

LOAD 

TO FVC RECEIVER 
 o 

 o 

- 44 

 o 

ON/OFFI 

2 SWITCHER 
CIRCUIT 

PL2 

3 2 0  

  TO OTHER  
ciRcurrs 

NICAD RATTER'? 
PACK (4.8V) 

ON/OFF 

Fig.3. Test set-up showing connection of switcher unit to RC Receiver and switched 
load (bulb) 

Connect the other side of the load to a sepa-
rate power supply, preferably current limited 
to about 200mA. Switch on the transmitter, 
receiver plus switcher, and the load supply. 

If the transmitter's control is a toggle 
switch, switch it back and forth and observe 
the torch bulb switching on and off. The 
led., DI, should respond in sympathy with 
the bulb switching. If the bulb does not 
respond, adjust preset VR I until it does. 
The unit has been designed to switch a 

maximum current of 1.0A. Should a larger 
switched current be needed, the output 
from TRI could be connected to a relay and 
cause it to switch the required load. 

Source Code 
The PIC program measures the timing 

value of the positive pulses of the incoming 
signal from the receiver This is compared 
to a value generated from the timing com-
ponents VR I, R2 and CI. Should the pulse 
width be less than the trigger value set, then 
RA I output is held low. and TRI remains 
unswitched. If the pulse width is greater 
than the set trigger value, RA I goes high 
and turns on TR 1 and its load. 
Once a change in pulse width value has 

been detected, there is a built in delay of 
200ms. Only following that delay does out-

put RAI change state. This provides a 
degree of hysteresis. so avoiding the equiv-
alent of switch bounce. 

The program also takes account not only 
of a signal not being received, but also of it 
remaining high, due in either case to a fault 
in the receiver. In these situations the 
Switcher will switch off. The circuit only 
sees a valid pulse width of between 700,us 
and 3-0ms. Anything outside this window is 

regarded as an invalid pulse 
and the unit will not 

switch on. 

Resources 
Software, including source code files, 

for the PIC microcontroller is available on 
3-5inch disk from the Editorial office (a 
small handling charge applies - see the 
EPE PCB Service page) or it can be down-
loadedfree from the EPE Downloads page, 
accessible via the home page at 
www.epemag.co.uk. It is held in the PICs 
folder, under RC Switcher. This month's 
Shoptalk provides information about 
obtaining pre-programmed PICs. E 

Professional Security Products 
Colour Night Vision Camera - Fully 41) I weatherproof with 10m IR range. 

i 1/4" CCD with automatic IR switching, 
380 TV lines Resolution & 12v 
operation. 

Only £69.00 

Colour Pinhole Bullet Camera 
Fully weatherproof with Pinhole 
lens. 1/4" CCD, 380 TV lines 
Resolution, 12v operation & only 
21.5 x 62.5mm. 

Only £69.00 

Colour Bullet Camera - Fully 
weatherproof with standard lens. 
1/4" CCD, 420 TV lines 
Resolution, 12v operation & only 
20 x 74mm. 

Only £65.00 

Miniature Colour Camera - 
\Nth wide angle lens & audio 
1/3" C-Mos, 330 TV lines 
Resolution, 6-12v operation 
& only 20 x 31mm. 

Only £35.00 

Colour Pinhole PCB 
Camera. W CCD, 380 TV 
lines Resoluton, 12v 
operation & only 22 x 
26mm. 

Only £59.00 

Hi-Power Video 
Transmitter - Mini 2.4Ghz 
A/V transmitter with built 
on microphone. 
4 Channel selection & 12v 
operation. 

Only £35.00 

Video Receiver - Mini 
2.4Ghz AN receiver with 
antenna. 4 Channel 
selection, RCA output & 
12v operation. 

Only £69.00 

GSM Alarm - Alerts you by SMS 
when an alarm has been triggered. 
2 inputs & 2 outputs, up to 5 mobile 
numbers can be stored and operates 
between 6-15v. 

Only 199.00 

More Products Available on 

WWW.SPYSTOREUK.COM 

****** ALL PRICES EXCLUDE P&P and VAT  

• Bitz Technology Ltd • 
• 344 Kilburn Lane • London W9 3EF • 

• Tel: +44 (0) 208 968 0227 • Fax: +44 (0) 208 968 0194 • 

• E-Mail: info@spystoreuk.com • Web: www.spystoreuk.com • 
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• Scope and spectrum analyser functions 
• A fraction the cost of benchtop scope 
• Save multiple setups, for ease of use 
• Save, print and e-nleail you 
• FREE technical 
• FREE 
• AutOma 

e 
For more information on our scopes 

www.picotech eormiscope266 

Tel: 01480 396395 Fax: 01480 396296 E-mail: sales@picotech.com 



News A roundup of the latest Everyday 

News from the world of 
III electronics 

CLEVER DIY CD AND DVD 
LABELLING 

Barry Fox suggests that 

BURNING CDs and DVDs is now 
extremely easy, as the music and movie 

industries are quick to complain. Labelling 
the burned discs has become the tricky part. 
But that too is about to change. The new 
LightScribe system from Verbatim, 
Mitsubishi Chemical and Hewlett Packard 
lets the recording laser in a disc drive print a 
label direct onto the disc surface. 
Most people label their burned discs by 

marking the surface with a felt tip pen. The 
result is only as neat as their handwriting. 
Circular paper labels can be printed with 
an ink jet or laser printer and then stuck to 
the disc, but the label can come unstuck 
and jam in a player. An ink-jet can print 
direct to the label area of the disc but a 
completely new printer is needed, with a 
disc tray instead of paper feed. 

you can forget about felt tips to label those 

LightScribe uses a modified disc drive 
which prints onto the label side of a new 
LightScribe blank CD or DVD. This has 
been factory-coated with a light sensitive 
dye that darkens when exposed to the 
drive's laser. 
Music or video is first burned to the 

data recording side of the blank disc in 
the usual way. Text or pictures are then 
entered into LightScribe graphics soft-
ware on the PC. The recorded blank is 
taken out of the disc drive and flipped 
over so that the label side is facing the 
recording laser. The drive rotates the disc 
and moves the laser while it fires bursts 
of intense light at the label area. The 
result is a silkscreen quality image of 
text and pictures integrated with the disc 
surface. 

CDs and DVDs 

A barcode on the label side of the blank 
disc helps the laser precisely align with the 
printing area so that extra text can be added 
to a previously printed label if more 
recorded music tracks are added to the 
disc. 
Existing drives cannot be modified to 

write onto LightScribe blanks, but new 
LightScribe drives for retrofitting to PCs 
will go on sale over the next month or so. 
LightScribe blanks will cost more than 
ordinary blanks, but Verbatim says the 
extra cost will be less than the price of a 
sticky label and ink to print it. 
The system cannot yet manage colour 

but this is under development. So too is 
faster writing; it currently takes several 
minutes to write a label. But the PC gets on 
with the labelling while doing other jobs. 

Electronic Lens 
Room lighting that smoothly focuses to a 

spot, or spreads wide into a floodlight 
beam, at the turn of a knob. Car headlights 
that narrow the beam when a dashboard 
button is pressed. A vanity mirror that 
enlarges the image at the flick of a switch. 
Or a resonant cavity for a laser that can be 
fine tuned for maximum power output. All 
this can now be done without any mechan-
ical moving parts reveals Philips of the 
Netherlands in a series of recently filed 
patents (WO 2004/102251). 

The new system relies on a recently investi-
gated phenomenon known as electro-wetting, 
whereby the surface tension of a conductive 
liquid is changed by applying an electric field. 
A transparent cylinder has an ordinary flat 

mirror at one end, and is filled with silicone 
oil, and salt water with ethylene glycol. 
These two liquids do not mix, so form a 
meniscus boundary between them. Indium 
tin oxide electrodes bonded to walls of the 
container feed d.c. through the salt water to 
change the curve of the meniscus. Because 
the two liquids have different refractive 
indices, the curved meniscus behaves as a 

Acoustic Helmet 

linE Science Museum (London) web-e recently displayed an interesting 
safety product — a firefighter's helmet 
adapted into a life-saving communica-
tions tool. A new device using UK devel-
oped technology is being coupled to any 
material with acoustic transmission prop-
erties, such as protective headgear, in 
order to turn that material into a sound 
generator. 
When installed in a fire helmet, the 

sound is generated within the entire hel-
met, and is directly processed by the 
brain's audio system. This leaves the ears 
free to assimilate any surrounding infor-
mation at the scene, thereby providing a 
totally hands and ears free environment 
for the officers to perform their duties. 
Brian Smith MD of Hull-based 

FeONIC plc, who developed the helmet, 

told the Science Museum: "We are all 
aware of the pressure and danger emer-
gency service workers face. It's vital that 
emergency messages get through in an 
environment where every second counts. 
But in noisy surroundings, say under the 
downdraft of a helicopter, firefighters 
and emergency service workers com-
pletely lose communications from the 
speakers from traditional radios. 

In the same display there was also a 
prototype pair of swimming goggles that 
use the same technology, allowing swim-
mers to listen to music or hear a coach's 
instructions while under water, this time 
using bone conduction. 
For more information about FeONIC 

technology visit www.feonic.com. The 
Science Museum's site is a www.sci-
encemuseum.org.uk. 

lens which magnifies or reduces any image 
reflected by the mirror — like putting a con-
cave lens or magnifying glass in front of an 
ordinary mirror. 
Changing the current strength alters the 

curve to create a mirror with smoothly 
adjustable focal length. Because only the 
fluid meniscus is changing shape, there is 
no mechanical fatigue. The device is 
affordable because the flat reflective sur-
face is cheap to make, says Philips. 
Layering several different immiscible 

fluids in the container creates several 
meniscuses and a multi-element lens for 
higher optical power and more accurate 
focus, like a multi-element camera lens. If 
the two fluids are carefully chosen so that 
they have equal density, the mirror can be 
used in any position. 

Barry Fox 

THAT TAKES THE BISCUIT! 

Seen recently on the BBC News website 
was the astonishing story relating how staff 
at the Mcvitie's laboratory in High 
Wycombe, Bucks, have designed a Crumb 
Test Dummy to test which baking techniques 
produce the most crumbs. The motorised 
mannikin has plastic teeth and is designed to 
replicate human eating. 
The BBC's story reported that a Mcvitie's 

spokeswoman said that crumbs produced by a 
biscuit show if it has been cooked to perfection. 
But does that cookie crumble correctly for the 
"dunkers", we wonder? 
The BBC's website is at 

hdp//news.bbc.co.uk. We found the Mcvitie's 
site via Google, but sadly no reference to their 
crumby robot could be found! 
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Digital Model Railways 

Regular readers will recall that in the 
August 2003 issue we published an article 
by John Waller on Digital Command 
Control for Model Trains (DCC). It was 
thus with interest that we have learned of 
a UK club who are much involved in such 
things. 
The Model Electronic Railway Group 

(MERG) appears to be a lively club, with 
around 600 members. They say they cater 
for all model railways for all guages, and 
that they are the "leading International 
forum for all railway modellers interested in 
the application of electronics to the hobby". 
The club issue a periodic newsletter, of 

which we have been sent several copies. 
The Spring 2005 issue, for example, has 

32 AS pages of information about model 
railways in general, and the electronics 
associated with them. DCC is obviously a 
topic with which they are well-familiar. 
Accompanying the newsletter were sev-
eral other pages of useful information, 
including details of the various kits they 
sell to interested hobbyists. 
MERG's Secretary is John Ferguson, 
5 Butts Lane, Danbury, Essex CM3 4NP, 
who would be delighted to hear from any-
one interested in the club. More informa-
tion can be found via www.merg.org.uk. 
The club's officers seem to be well scat-
tered in the south of England, but we feel 
sure that anyone from anywhere would be 
welcomed. 

Progressive HDTV BIONIC EYES 
Browsing the BBC website again, 

revealed the interesting news that US 
scientists have designed a bionic eye to 
allow blind people to see again. 
The BBC's report says that the bion-

ic eye comprises a computer chip that 
sits in the back of the individual's eye, 
linked up to a mini video camera built 
into the glasses they wear. Images cap-
tured by the camera are beamed to the 
chip, which translates them into 
impulses that the brain can interpret. 
Human trials are said to be started 
within a year. 
Doing a web search via 

www.google.com revealed many sites 
relating to this story, and they are worth 
browsing. 

It would appear that the technique 
has so far been proved on rats, but not 
yet on humans, and that human bionic 
eyes may yet be five years away. It is 
not being suggested that the eye will 
restore sight to the totally blind, but 
will be used for those who have suf-
fered partial retinal loss. In these 
cases, the implant would bypass dam-
aged cells and stimulate the remaining 
viable ones. 

It is expected that the technique would 
provide enough optical stimulation to 
allow patients to recognise faces. 
The BBC's web site is at 

www.bbc.co.uk The Science/Nature/ 
Technology links from the main page 
often have stories well-worth browsing. 

Lead-Free 
We have been advised that the latest 

report on the "Current Status of European 
Lead-Free Solder" is available for free 
download from: 
www.europeanleadfree.net/POOLED/ 
articles/bf docart/view.asp?. General 
information on the subject can also be 
found at www.europeanleadfree.net. 
You will recall from previous EPE 

items, that the use of lead for soldering is 
to be banned under new legislation 
which comes into force next year. 

First All-Digital TV 
Viewers 

With Barry Fox's alarming report else-
where in this issue about the UK's readi-
ness for the switch-over to digital TV in 
mind, it's interesting to note that the first 
TV viewers have already lost their ana-
logue transmissions. 
On 30 March 2005, 400 households 

in Ferryside and Llansteffan in 
Cannarthenshire changed to digital only. 
They had voted to take part in a pilot 
scheme preparatory for the UK's final 
switchover, due to occur by 2012. 

ROUND THE HORN 
"Virtual surround sound" systems take 
a headphone sound signal and slightly 
boost and delay some frequencies to try 
and mimic what the ears hear from all 
around the head in real life. The effect 
should be surround sound from stereo 
but it differs for different people because 
humans do not all have the same size 
heads and same-shaped ears. 
With funding from the Engineering 

and Physical Sciences Research Council 
(EPSRC), the University of York's 
Department of Electronics has been 
working with the University of Sydney, 
Australia, on a practical solution. 
Booths, like passport photo cabins, 

will take 3D images of a customer's 
head to measure the shape and size of 
their ears. These measurements are 
then used to compute the design for a 
personalized electronic filter (or Head-
Related Transfer Function) that alters a 
stereo signal to create the ideal sur-
round effect for the individual's ears. 
The booth loads the filter design into a 

smart card which the individual takes 
away and plugs into a new generation of 
portable stereo music players, video 
screens or game consoles. The same sys-
tem can help people with hearing aids 
exploit the "cocktail party effect" — 
ignore a boring face-to-face conversa-
tion while listening instead to something 
much more interesting from over the 
shoulder. 

Barry Fox 

If you are confused by HDTV, take heart. 
Even the manufacturers are confused too. 
When Panasonic "proudly introduced" 

the HD quality of the DVD-S97 PAL DVD 
player, the press release also said that 
"Panasonic has now developed the technol-
ogy further, allowing PAL progressive scan 
to be enjoyed on a standard television." 
When asked for some extra information 

on how Panasonic had cracked the appar-
ently impossible challenge of getting the 
scan coils of an ordinary cathode ray tube 
screen to cope with the much higher line 
frequencies needed for progressive scan, the 
Panasonic spokesperson soon backed down. 
"To enjoy a progressive scan picture, a TV 
with progressive capabilities must be used." 
We can only wonder how many glossy 

magazines are now reporting that the S97 
magically turns an ordinary TV into a 
Progressive Scan TV. 

Barry Fox 

FIRESTREAMER BACKUP 
Most PC owners already own the hardware 

needed to back up data from their hard drive, 
to tape — although they don't know it. 
Cristalink of New Zealand is now selling a 
software package that lets an ordinary DV 
(digital video) camcorder work with the back-
up program that comes free with Windows. 
Firestreamer-DV stores up to 12GB of 

uncompressed data (equivalent to three record-
able DVDs) on a Mini-DV cassette, by replac-
ing each video picture frame with 100 Kbytes 
of data. The trick is to correct the data errors 
caused when, as often happens, a picture is 
lost. Lost pictures pass largely unnoticed on 
screen but cause massive data errors. 
Firestreamer duplicates some of the data 

and spreads it across several different pic-
ture frames so that even if 32 pictures out of 
1020 are completely lost, or 2cm of tape in 
every 64cm is damaged, the recovered data 
stays intact. 
Firestreamer can be bought on line for 

$46. The company's web site bravely tells 
how to test the system's ability to correct 
tape errors by deliberately erasing up to one 
second of tape — browse: 
www.firestreamer.comffs/reliability.as. 

Barry Fox 
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Regular Clinic 

Circuit 
Surgery 

Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell 

Our monthly "surgery" continues with Ian's CompactFlash primer, outlining the basic protocols 
and the typical interconnections needed to interface them with a microcontroller circuit 

On The Cards 
This month we progress further into the 

world of CompactFlash (CF) cards, with a 
more detailed description of their electrical 
interface. Last month we were more con-
cerned with the mechanical details of using 
the cards and we included some photos of 
a printed circuit board (p.c.b.) suitable for 
experimenting with CompactFlash cards. 
This p.c.b. expands the fine-pitched con-

nections of the card header to a 0.1inch 
pitch, facilitating the connections of the CF 
card to stripboard or other prototyping sys-
tem. Note that the board is intended just for 
experimentation and prototyping, as it is 
not suitable for an actual project using a 
CompactFlash card. 
The p.c.b. master of the CF experi-

menter's board is shown in Fig. 1, showing 

Fig. 1. Printed circuit board master for 
the CF interlace board 

Prototype interface board for the 
CompactFlash card 

the position of the card header on the board. 
This board is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 507. 

The series of holes along the edge of the 
printed circuit board will align with the snips 
on 0.1in stripboard, and bare wires can be 
passed through the aligned 
holes. As the copper foil is 
on upper surface of the 
experimenter's board and the 
lower surface of the strip-
board, the interconnecting 
wires can easily be soldered 
at both ends to connect the 
CompactFlash signals to the 
reader's stripboard. 

It will be seen that the CF 
card header has 50 fine-
pitch connections, which 
inevitably makes soldering 

a very delicate task. This will really test 
your skills! However, as we have shown, 
it can be done with care using an ultra fine 
tipped low-wattage soldering iron. 
(Consider building several units to prac-
tice the assembly technique.) A good tip to 

Card header soldered to interface circuit board 

help eliminate problems is to ensure that 
all p.c.b. pads are of the same height, 
which can be achieved with the careful use 
of an abrasive rubber block; then wipe the 
board with a p.c.b. solvent cleaner to 
remove debris. 
The CF headers usually have screw fix-

ings allowing it to be held in place prior to 
soldering. The two end connections should 
be soldered first to ensure that the board is 
correctly aligned. You may prefer to use very 
narrow gauge silver-loaded solder with a 
fine tip iron to make each soldered joint. 
Silver solder enables better quality joints to 
be made by hand. 
Another approach is to ny a "reflow" sol-

dering method, in which each copper pad on 
the p.c.b. is pre-tinned with silver solder, then 
the 'Inds are levelled very gently with an abra-
sive block. Apply a tiny amount of silver sol-
der to the CF header connections, and fit the 
header to the board. Gently reheat the connec-
tions to make the solder flow and form the 
joint. 

CF Card Primer 
Having covered the mechanical aspects, 

let us now turn to the electrical principles 
of CF cards. 
CompactFlash memory cards are not 

simple random access memories (RAM) 
that can be read byte by byte from any 
address in any sequence. In fact they 
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Tablel: Pin Functions of CompactFlash Card in PC Memory Card Mode 

Pin Name Type Description 

1 GND Power 
2 DO3 /0 
3 DO4 /0 
4 DO5 /0 
5 DO6 /0 
6 DO7 /0 
7 CE1 nput 

8 A10 Input 
9 Input 

10 A09 nput 
11 A08 nput 
12 A07 nput 
13 Vcc Power 
14 A06 nput 
15 A05 nput 
16 A04 nput 
17 A03 nput 
18 A02 nput 
19 A01 nput 
20 A00 nput 
21 DOO /0 
22 DO1 /0 
23 DO2 /0 
24 WP Output 
25 1,12 Output 
26 CD1 Output 

27 D11 /0 
28 D12 /0 
29 D13 /0 
30 D14 /0 
31 D15 /0 
32 CE2 nput 

33 VS1 Output 
34 IORD Input 

35 10WR Input 

36 WE Input 

37 READY Output 

38 P 
VâcE L Inputowe r 39  

40 «VP Output 
41 RESET Input 

42 WAIT Output 

43 INPACK Output 

44 REG Input 

45 BVD2 Output 
46 BVD1 Output 
47 DO8 I/O 
48 DO9 I/O 
49 D10 I/O 
50 GND Power 

Ground 
Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output 
Card Select 1. Set this input low to enable access to the card. With CE2 high and M low the value of 
AO determines if odd or even bytes of the 16 bit word are transferred. This input is pulled up internally 
and has a Schmitt trigger type input characteristic 
Address Input 
Output Enable. This is strobed low in order to read data from the card. During data operations each 
successive strobe of OE reads the next location of the data buffer. This input is pulled up internally 
and has a Schmitt trigger type input characteristic 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Positive supply 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Address Input 
Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output 
Data Input/Output 
Write protect, but not applicable to CompactFlash so this signal is held low by the card after initialization. 
Card Detect 2. Like Card Detect 1 (see pin 26). 
Card Detect 1. This pin is grounded internally in the card. If the pin is pulled up externally then insertion 
of the card is easily detected 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Card Select 2. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. For 8 bit data transfers this input can be 
held high. 
Voltage Sense 1. This is grounded by the card. 
I/O Read. This signal is not used in PC card memory mode and can be left unconnected. This input is 
pulled up internally and has a Schmitt trigger type input characteristic 
I/O Write. This signal is not used in PC card memory mode and can be left unconnected. This input is 
pulled up internally and has a Schmitt trigger type input characteristic 
Write Enable. This is strobed low in order to write data to the card. During data operations each 
successive strobe of -WE writes the next location in the data buffer. This input is pulled up internally 
and has a Schmitt tjrggpr type input characteristic 
Ready/Busy (RDY/-B). The card takes this signal low when it is busy performing internal operations 
and is unavailable for external data transfer. 
Positive supply 
Master/Slave Select. This signal is not used in PC card memory mode and should be grounded externally 
to avoid floating the input. 
Voltage Sense 2. Reserved PCMCIA signal. This is an open circuit on the card. 
Reset. Active high reset for the card controller. Can be kept open or high all the time in which case will 
just perform a reset on power up and not remain permanently reset. 
Wait. This is asserted low by the card to tell the external system to delay completion of the current 
memory read or write cycle. 
Input Acknowledge or DMA Request. This signal is not used in PC card memory mode and can be left 
unconnected. 
Attribute Memory Select. If this input is high memory read or write cycles assess the card's common 
memory. If this input is low the attribute or register memory is accessed. If the attribute memory is not 
used this pin can be held high. This input is pulled up internally and has a Schmitt trigger type 
input characteristic 
Asserted High. Not used in PC card memory mode. 
Asserted High. Not used in PC card memory mode 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Data Input/Output. Only used if 16 bit data transfer is required. 
Ground 

Note: Details shown refer only to PC Memory Card Mode; names and functions of some pins differ in other modes 
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Table 2: Address Decoding 

A2 Al AO Offset OE WE = 

FLASH 
MEMORY 
MODULES 

CONTROL  

• AL f JPESS  

DATA I  

CONTROLLER 

BUFFER 
MEMORY 

HOST INTERFACE 

Fig.2. Internal structure of a CompactFlash card 

behave like disk drives, and can operate in 
True-IDE mode, allowing them to be con-
nected to the IDE (Integrated Drive 
Electronics) bus of a PC like any other IDE 
disk drive, without any additional circuitry. 
However, CompactFlash cards have more 

than one mode of operation, and can also be 
used in PC-card I/0 mode and PC-card 
Memory mode. The most convenient mode 
for using a CF card in conjunction with 
microcontrollers ( e.g. PICmicros) is usually 
PC-memory mode, because this needs fewer 
data lines (and hence microcontroller I/0) 
lines. True-IDE mode requires 16 data lines, 
whereas PC-card Memory mode can use 
either 8 or 16 data lines. 

In Fig. 2 we show the structure of the 
internal circuitry of a CompactFlash Card. 
The data is stored in one or more Flash 
memory modules, but these are not directly 
accessible from the card's pins. Instead a 
controller manages the flow of data between 
the memory modules and the external world. 
Data flowing in and out of the card goes 

via a buffer memory, as directed by the 
controller. The actions of the controller are 
determined by some of the pins on the 
CompactFlash Card and by commands that 
can be written to the card via its data bus. 
Data is written to and read from the card 

in chunks equal in size to the buffer memo-
ry, which is usually 512 Bytes. This corre-
sponds to one sector if the card is regarded 
as a disk drive. In addition to transferring 
stored data, the buffer can also be filled with 
data about the card itself (manufacturer, 
memory size, serial number etc) by issuing 
the controller with a "card identify" com-
mand. Reading the buffer provides a lot of 
information about the card. 
In Table 1 we show the designated func-

tions of the 50 pins of the CompactFlash 
Card operating in PC-Memory Card Mode. 
This information is taken from the "CF+ 
and CompactFlash Specification Revision 
2.1" document, which is published on the 
web by the CompactFlash Association 
(www.compacOlash.org). This 133-page 
document provides a complete specification 
for the CompactFlash card, but as often the 
case with such heavyweight documents, this 
takes quite a bit of effort to read! 
Note that the details shown in Table 1, 

refer only to the PC-Memory Card Mode; 
the names and functions of some of the pins 
differ in other modes and not all pins are 
used in PC-Memory Card Mode. The table 
indicates if these unused pins should be left 
open or connected to a specific logic level. 
The data lines have high impedance inputs 
and tristateable totem-pole outputs. The 
positive power supply can be either +3.3V 
or +5V and, of course, the logic signals 
should correspond with the supply voltage. 

O 0 0 0 (Even) RD Data 

0 0 1 1 Error 

O 1 0 2 Sector Count 

O 1 1 3 Sector No. 

1 0 0 4 Cylinder Low 

1 0 1 5 Cylinder High 

1 1 0 6 Select Card/Head 

1 1 1 7 Status 

(Even) WA Data 

Features 

Sector Count 

Sector No. 

Cylinder Low 

Cylinder High 

Select Card/Head 

Command 

Take Your PIC 
An outline schematic showing how a 

CompactFlash card could be interfaced to a 
microcontroller such as a PIC using the CF in 
its PC-card Memory Mode is shown in Fig.3. 
This configuration is probably one of the 
simplest possible and requires 17 configured 
I/O ports on the microcontroller as shown. 
We have used this approach successfully 

The microcontroller monitors the card's 
READY output. The card takes this signal 
low when it is busy performing internal 
operations and is unavailable for external 
data transfer. The microcontroller should 
wait for this signal to go high before 
accessing the card. This signal is also 
pulled up by a 101d2 external resistor RI. 
The card's RESET input is connected to 

MICROCONTROLLER 

1,0 

R1 
10k 

R2 
10k 

DATA BUS (8 BITS VO) 

V V REG CE2 

READY 

C I 

RESET 

CE1 

OE 

COMPACT 
FLASH 
CARD 

WE 

000 TO 007 

400 

A01 

402 

403 TO A10 

GND GND CSEL 

 O +3 3V TO +5V 

 0 GROUND (0V) 

Fig.3. Suggested circuit configuration for connection of a CompactFlash card to a 
microcontroller, such as a PIC 

with a PIC 18F452, but other microcon-
toilers would be just as suitable. 
The card's CE1 input is taken low by the 

microcontroller during all read and write oper-
ations. In the configuration used here, only 
three of the card's address lines are required; 
these are connected to microcontroller out-
puts. The card's OE (Output Enable) input is 
connected to the microcontioller's output and 
is strobed low in order to read data from the 
card. The card's WE (Write Enable) input is 
connected to the microcontroller's output and 
is strobed low in order to write data to the card. 
The card's CE2 input is held high as we are 
only using 8-bit data transfers. 
Table 2 shows the operations per-

formed based on the values of WE, 0E, 
and AO to A2. Note that with CE2 high 
and CE1 low, when offset 0 is accessed 
twice then the first byte accessed is the 
even byte and the second byte accessed 
is the odd byte of the current word. The 
card detect CD1 output from the card is 
connected to a microcontroller pin con-
figured as an input and is pulled up by a 
10 kilohm external resistor R2. If this 
input is low then the microcontroller 
knows that a card is present. 

a microcontroller output, enabling the 
microcontroller to initialize the card by 
taking this signal high. 
The WAIT output is not connected in this 

circuit. This means that the microcontroller 
has to make sure that read and write cycles 
(using WE and 0E) are long enough to con-
form to the CF card's slowest memory timing 
requirements. This approach does not deliver 
the fastest possible operation but it makes 
programming the,microcontroller simpler. 
The card's CSEL input is high so that 

memory read or write cycles access the 
card's common memory. The attribute or 
register memory cannot be accessed directly 
in this configuration, but information about 
the card is available by issuing the card 
identify command. 
So far we have described the electrical con-

nections needed between a CompactFlash 
card and a microcontroller such as a PIC. 
This is not the complete story however, as we 
also need to know about the commands and 
data to send to the card in order to use it. This 
is the job of the software running on the 
microcontroller, and will be the subject of 
next month's discussion on the 
CompactFlash card. 
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Readers' Circuits 

Ingenuity Unlimited 
WIN A PICO PC BASED 

OSCILLOSCOPE WORTH £586 
5GS/s Dual Channel Storage 

Oscilloscope 

• 50MHz Spectrum 
Analyser 

• Multimeter 

• Frequency Meter 

• USB Interface. 

If you have a novel 

circuit idea which 

el-
..0 
4 t•-• 

• .% 

a. 

would be of use to 

other readers then a 

Pico Technology PC-based os.-,illoscope could be yours. 

Every 12 months, Pico Tecl-nology will be awarding a 

PicoScope 3205 digital storage cscilloscope for the best III 

submission. In addition a DrDAQ Data Logger/Scope 
worth £59 will be 3resented to the runner up. 

Our regular round-up of 

readers' own circuits. 

We pay between £ 10 and 

£50 for all material pub-

lished, depending on length 

and technical merit. We're 

looking for novel applications and circuit designs, not simply mechani-

cal, electrical or software ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work 

and must not have been published or submitted for publication else-

where. The circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity 

Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for consideration in this 

column should be typed or word-processed, with a brief circuit 

description ( between 100 and 500 words maximum) and include a full 

circu t diagram showing all component values. Please draw all circuit 

schematics as clearly as possible. Send your circuit ideas to: 

Ingenuity Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 408 Wimborne Road 

East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. (We do not accept submissions 

for IU via email). Your ideas could earn you some cash and a prize! 

GPS/Audio Selector goute March? 

MY brother is a keen motor cyclist and 
recently purchased a Garmin GPS 

Street Pilot 2610 to assist him on his 
annual European biking holidays. The 
Pilot monitors a pre-programmed route 
and periodically issues audio navigational 
instructions as appropriate. These are 
routed to the earphones in his helmet. 
What he also wanted, though, was to 

listen to his radio/MP3 player, but to use 
an automatic switching device which 
would switch in the Pilot's audio signal 
when it became active, and also mute the 
MP3 audio. This design fulfils that need. 

Referring to Fig.1, the audio output 
from the Pilot is fed to non-inverting 
input pin 3 of op.amp IC1 via a.c. cou-
pling capacitor Cl. The circuit around 
ICI, comprising diodes D1, D2 and resis-
tor R2, forms a precision rectifier. The 
diodes are both germanium types because 
they have lower forward conduction 
threshold voltages and better linearity 
than silicon types. 
The d.c. output from the rectifier is then 

loaded by R3 and smoothed by C2, thus 
presenting a d.c. voltage level of approxi-
mately 0.3V to pin 3 of IC2 when audio 
output from the GPS unit is detected. The 
GPS unit issues a "beep" just before com-
mencing to send an audio navigational 
message and this is ideal for triggering the 
sensing/switching circuit. 
Op.amp IC2 is set up as a non-invert-

ing d.c. amplifier with a gain of around 
30, such that when an audio signal is 
detected then IC2's output immediately 
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100 

OV 

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for a GPS/Audio Selector 

swings from zero to about 9V or 10V and 
charges C3 via D3 and R6. Transistor 
TR 1 is then switched hard on via R7 and 
energises relay RLA. The relay now 
selects the GPS audio message and 
mutes the normal audio signal feeding 
the earphones. 

Because the output from IC2 drops to 
zero "between words" in the GPS message, 
it is necessary to keep TR 1 switched on for 

a few seconds — this is the purpose of 
D3/C3 and R6/R7. Diode D4 provides pro-
tection from reverse voltage generated by 
the relay coil and C4 enables a.c. coupling 
to the OV line for both audio sources. 

Although a C3953 transistor was used 
for TRI, almost any small signal npn 
transistor may be used. 

George Caldwell, 
Londonderry, Nireland 



Virtual Bomb rickety Boom! 
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram for a war garners' Virtual Bomb 

RECENTLY a group of war garners 
approached the author. They play a 

game in which one team defends a 
"bomb", while the other seeks to locate 
and defuse it. The disappointing part was 
that the bomb was just an empty pop bot-
tle. Could the author design a more realis-
tic "bomb" that would present them with a 
challenge? (By way of reassurance, the cir-
cuit described here is far from any that 
might be put to serious use.) 
The war gainers had a number of 

requirements. As in the movies, the bomb 
should have a timer counting down the sec-
onds. It should have a number of wires, 
one of which should be the "hot" wire. If 
the hot wire were cut, the bomb should be 
defused. If any other wire were cut, the 
bomb should instantly "detonate". 

Further, the bomb should have a bank of 
toggle switches, so that it could be defused 
by entering the correct combination. If 
possible, the circuit should be able to trig-
ger e.g. a siren or a standard smoke canis-
ter. Not least, it should be possible to 
reconfigure both the hot wire and the 
switch combination with relative ease, so 
that an opposing team would not have the 
opportunity to learn the routine. 

Circuit Details 
All of this is provided for in the circuit 

presented in Fig.2, using just over a dozen 
components to incorporate every sugges-
tion in some way. 

Switches Si to S3 represent the bank of 
toggle switches described above. These 
present ICI inputs A to C with a three-bit 
binary code. That is, there are eight possible 
combinations. By adding dummy switches, 
the number of combinations could be great-
ly increased — or, with some rudimentary 
knowledge of electronics, these switches 
could be replaced with a keypad. 

The combination is altered by changing a 
single connection between IC l's outputs (the 
bank of terminals marked A to H), and termi-
nal I. Terminals A to H and I would be nine 
long solder pins, connected from any one of 
A to H, to I, by means of a single crocodile 

clip. When the correct combination is found, 
capacitor CI is discharged through ICI via 
resistor RI, and the bomb is defused. (Note 
that if switches SI to S3 select the correct 
combination before the game begins, the 
bomb will be defused from the start)! 
As soon as the circuit is switched on, by 

means of S5, C 1 begins to charge via R2 and 
preset VR1. The latter sets the charge time 
between about five seconds and 20 minutes. 
When Cl is suitably charged, TR1 conducts, 
and energises relay RLA. If the constructor 
should wish for RLA to latch, a double-pole 
double-throw (d.p.d.t.) relay may be used, 
with the spare set of contacts shorting TR1's 
drain and source. In this case, the relay is 
reset by switching off S5. The relay, in turn, 
may be used to switch the suggested siren. 

Terminals J and K, and L and M, are again 
long solder pins, which are connected by 
means of crocodile clips — as many as 
desired — connected either in series or paral-
lel as the need may be. If the connection 
between terminals J and K is broken, C 1 
gradually discharges, and the bomb is 
defused. 

If the connection between terminals L and 
M is broken, the potential at TR1's gate (g) 
instantly rises to the potential at the junction 
of VR1 and R3, and the bomb is "detonat-
ed". Switch S4 is added as a jiggle switch (or 
tilt switch), with R2 protecting the switch 
from surge current as Cl is charged. Thus a 
brief jiggle is unlikely to trigger the bomb, 
but too much jiggling soon will. 

Lastly, timer IC2 is a voltage controlled 

oscillator (v.c.o.), which is controlled by 
the voltage at the gate of TR1. The v.c.o. 
selected for this task is surely the simplest 
and most versatile available. Strictly, it is a 
phase-locked loop, of which only the oscil-
lator section is put to use. 

At first, timer IC2 is completely silent — 
but as the voltage at IR I 's gate rises, so 
piezo sounder WD1 begins with a slow 
tick-tick-tick, which eventually reaches a 
very high pitch — then the bomb "deto-
nates". The pitch's upper limit is deter-
mined by the value of resistor R4. When 
the bomb is defused, this pitch drops like a 
falling siren. It drops more slowly when 
the "hot" wire is cut, since the discharge 
path is then through R3, not R 1. 
The circuit could be simplified, by omit-

ting IC2, or by omitting jiggle switch S4. In 
fact, even IC1 could be omitted, leaving 
only a bunch of wires with the hot wire to 
defuse the bomb. The relay could be direct-
ly replaced with e.g. a 12V siren (TR 1 is 
capable of carrying 6A with a suitable 
heatsink). The choice is the constructor's. 
The circuit draws less than 1 inA current 

while timing, so that by itself it would mn off 
a set of eight AA batteries for weeks at a time. 
The heaviest cunent is drawn, of course, 
when relay RLA1 closes. If this were closed 
continually, depending on the type of relay 
used, the batteries might only last an hour. 
The author thanks Jonathan Rempel and 

his team of war garners for the idea. 
Thomas Scarborough, 

Cape Town, South Africa 

INGENUITY UNLIMITED 
BE INTERACTIVE 

IU is your forum where you can offer other readers the 
benefit of your Ingenuity. Share those ideas, 
earn some cash and possibly win a prize. 
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READOUT WIN AN ATLAS LCR ANALYSER 
WORTH £69 

Email: john.becker@wimborne.co.uk 

John Becker addresses some 
of the general points readers 
have raised. Have you anything 

interesting to say? 
Drop us a line! 

All letters quoted here have previously been replied to directly. 

An Atlas LCR Passive Component 
Analyser, kindly donated by Peak Electronic 
Design Ltd., will be awarded to the author 
of the Letter Of The Month each month. 

The Atlas LCR automatically measures 
inductance from 1pH to 10H, capacitance 
from 1pF to 10,000/ÀF and resistance from 
1S.2 to 2N1S2 with a basic accuracy of 1%. 

* LETTER OF THE MONTH * 
Electronics Experiences 

Dear EPE, 
A while ago I was visiting a univer-

sity electronics department with which 
I was loosely connected and was talk-
ing to a senior technician about life, the 
universe etc., when a student came in. 
He said he was looking for advice 
because he was building an audio 
amplifier which would blow all those 
of his mates "out of the water". 
He said that he had a few questions 

about the circuit which he found a little 
ambiguous. We both looked at his piece 
of paper carefully. Even I who am to 
mains powered circuits what Attila the 
Hun was to underwater basket weaving 
was alarmed. There were lots of worry-
ingly meaty components in the circuit 
and no distinction was made between 
wires crossing not connected and wires 
crossing and connected. We asked 
where he had got this peerless piece of 
design from. The answer was the 
Internet. This raised two issues. 

Firstly, students nowadays, it 
seems, know a lot about TTL and 
CMOS but don't learn much about 
everyday mains electrical matters. 
Apparently, the overriding concern for 
the safety of students (and them not 
suing their university or tutors) means 
that they can leave after three years 
with little if any experience of mains 
powered circuits. 
They do however believe they are 

competent to tackle more or less any 

electric circuit construction task - 
which may possibly be true if and only 
if the basic design is sound. When I 
was young poking about in the back of 
a valve radio, or valve-based guitar 
amplifier with a wooden handled 
screwdriver, soon gave you an appreci-
ation of the potential for nastiness 
from mains electricity powered 
devices (if you survived). This lack of 
appreciation of the dangers led this 
student into an experiment which 
could have proved expensive and even 
possibly fatal. 
We are all well aware of the flaky 

information on the Internet but with 
computer-based circuit drafting pro-
grams even doubtful designs can 
appear spuriously credible. I have 
taken digital designs off the interne, 
knowing that if the worst happened I 
would lose a few pounds worth of 
i.c.s. It might be a good idea to remind 
readers of EPE that there is no quality 
control on the Internet and designs 
which use mains electric power could 
kill. 

John Cookson, via email 

You are so right John, and we are 
acutely conscious of our role in helping 
readers avoid early departure to infini-
ty! It's interesting, though, to reflect 
back on how attitudes to safety have 
changed over the years since I started 
learning how to blow fuses, and dis-
covering the painful way not to take 

chances over mains electricity remain-
ing tame, or even whether or not h.t. 
capacitors would self-discharge ade-
quately before I brushed my hand 
against them. 

Looking back, I'm horrified at what 
the various electronics mags of the time 
would publish mains-wise. In those 
days of valves, it was common-place 
for us to be encouraged to use mains 
power, albeit via a transformen to sup-
ply those constructions. And I've sure 
had a "belt or two"! But I don't recall 
it being drummed into us by the mags 
that mains electricity can be lethal. 

These days we feel it utterly incum-
bent on us to issue such warnings 
when appropriate. And it's not only 
that we want to avoid litigation, but we 
genuinely want to keep our readers, 
and for them to enjoy electronics safe-
ly. In this respect, of course, we are 
much helped by most circuits now 
being powered at low d.c. voltages 
which present no hazards, unlike years 
ago when most valves could only be 
run at higher voltages. 
But it is very true that circuits posted 

on the Net are not subject to such con-
trols as we impose on what we publish. 
And we echo what you say, John. 
Readers, take care over those circuit 
offerings you may find on unknown 
sites, and if in doubt about them or 
your capability of discerning good 
from bad, seek the opinion of someone 
who is qualified to advise. 

Cold Soldering 

Dear EPE, 
Chris Swinnerton (Readout April 

'05) in his list of "crimes" for which 
he might in future be prosecuted, did 
not mention soldering! I refer to the 
fact that our illustrious uncommon 
market have decided that the use of 
lead for soldering is far too dangerous 
for us to contemplate in the future and 
we must use other and obviously more 
expensive alternatives. 
Funny thing is, on one TV selling pro-

gramme they had a thing that apparently 
did cold soldering and the only thing I 
can think it does is to use a high speed 
vibrator that pulverises the lead into tak-
ing up another shape, but how conduc-
tive that would be I hate to think. 
Anyway, the demonstration showed 

them pouring the lead round a piece of 
multistrand wire which was going to be 

inserted into a terminal. Now this is the 
worst thing you can do in real life 
because inevitably the lead migrates, the 
screw comes loose and you've got an 
arcing contact. That's why several 
enlightened manufacturers crimp a brass 
sleeve over the cable strands and you 
screw down onto that. 
Coming back to speed cameras - if the 

authorities don't want you to travel at 
speed then cars should not be able to 
travel that fast. I believe that coaches 
have speed governors on them. Would it 
not be possible to send a radio signal to 
a car receiver to operate a 31mph speed 
trip when you're in a 30mph zone? 

George Chatley, via email 

Whilst I've not come across the sol-
dering product you describe, George, it 
reminds me of a product I once tried for 
repairing damaged p.c.b. tracks. It was a 

type of metallic paint which was applied 
using an ordinary artist's paint brush. It 
was painted across the track break and 
allowed to dry. I didn't get on with it, so 
reverted to the time-honoured method of 
soldering a link wire across any break. 
As an aside - I'm reminded of some-

one who visited my premises in those 
long-gone days, trying to persuade me 
that his hand-drawn p.c.b. artwork was 
superior to the crepe tape and pads tech-
nique in widespread use at that time. The 
examples he showed me were beautifully 
drawn in ink but utterly impractical in 
the commercial world. 
When asked about making changes to 

tracking, he replied that sections could 
be readily redrawn. Not too long after 
that, PCB CAD packages at reasonable 
prices became available, and I acquired 
one. I wonder if he ever did find a 
commercial outlet for his technique? 
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Image Scaling and P.C.B. Pads 

Dear EPE, 
The physical construction photographs 

in EPE are usually reduced in size com-
pared to real life. It might be necessary to 
fix a circuit board into a box, leaving 
space for other items such as batteries. 
Well, here's a quick way to measure the 
diagram so as to know the "real world" 
dimensions to apply to the finished item, 
so as to achieve the correct spacing. 
Having obtained the circuit board (or 

some other easily-identifiable compo-
nent of definite dimensions), measure the 
real item and also the size of its image in 
the photograph. From that, the scale fac-
tor is calculated as a simple ratio. I've 
produced an actual-size try-square lay-
out, 15cm x 30cm and scaled at every 
2mm, on my computer's CAD package. 
It can be printed out whenever required, 
first setting the scale that the package 
will apply to the final hard copy. 

If anyone would like a paper copy, 
please send me a C4-sized board-backed 
envelope, pre-addressed for reply and 
with return postage, plus one extra stamp 
(2nd class non-face-value will do) to 
cover the printing cost. State the scale 
factor that you need! 

Also, I am designing a project which I 
intend to offer to EPE for publication. 
My PCB CAD package needs precise 
specifications for both track width and 
minimum clearance. What's the EPE 
standard? I would prefer to be told in 
measurement units of thousandths of an 
inch, if convenient. Also, I can't emulate 
those nice wide pads for the d.i.l. i.c.s, 
would round ones do? If so, what diame-
ter? And, what diameter for the discrete 
component pads? 

Godfrey Manning G4GLM, 
Edgware, Middx, via email 

Thank you for the offer Godfrey. 
Regarding p.c.b.s, there are no spec-

ified track widths etc that we require, 
but the CAD package I work with (an 
ancient version of Easy-PC) specifies 
sizes in thousands of an inch (thou) (as 
"thou" is a widely used engineering 
measurement I won't convert to met-
ric), I work with: 15 thou for tracks 
that pass between i.c. pads, 31 thou for 
most other tracks, 19 thou sometimes 
if board space is at a premium in a 
particular area. 
Round pads will be ok for i.c. pads. 

My oval pads are 50 thou at the narrow 
point, 100 at full length. The clearance 
between i.c. pads should be about 50 
thou, allowing 15 thou tracks to pass 
through without danger of etching infill 
at that point. Overall use of 15 thou is 
avoided to ease etching for those who 
do their own, and to avoid 
current/resistance problems in some 
situations. 

The smaller round pads you see me 
using are 75 thou diameter but I don't 
run tracks between them. The pads for 
1 mm pins I normally use 85 thou dia. 
Inner hole sizes are normally set for 31 
or 35 thou. Pads must have inner holes to 
allow for correct drilling accuracy (and 
drill bit slippage — which causes immedi-
ate breakage of the 0-8mm tungsten car-
bide bits I use at 18k r.p.m.!) 

BP Monitoring 

Dear EPE, 
I read George Chatley's letter (Readout 

Apr'05) about measuring blood pressure. I 
don't think his blood pressure meter needs 
calibrating at all; the results are varying 
because his blood pressure is varying, not 
because the meter lacks precision. Some 
facts to mull over: 

Blood pressure, like heart rate, varies 
throughout the day. It varies with the way 
you measure it: whether you are standing 
up or lying down, for example. It is dif-
ferent when you are stressed compared to 
when you are relaxed. Depending on 
your age, you need to leave more "recov-
ery" time between measurements; the 
body is not perfectly elastic. I suggest at 
least 15 minutes between measurements. 

Perhaps George thinks that measuring 
blood pressure is like measuring voltage or 
frequency, i.e. constant if the conditions 
don't change. It isn't, that's why medics 
only take one measurement, and the mea-
sure is only an indication of trends. I once 
asked a doctor who had just measured my 
blood pressure, "What's the error in that 
single reading?". He just looked at me and 
probably thought I was an idiot. 

Norman Dyson (Ph.D., not M.D.), 
via email 

Thanks for that Norman. 

C Side For PICs 

Dear EPE, 
I have recently discovered your great 

mag. The PIC articles and projects are 
really awesome. However, let's face it, 
most of us, especially newbies to PICs 
like myself, prefer to code PICs in C, and 
although assembler is great (?), having 
the C code as well would be even better. 

There is a new compiler/IDE that has a 
free demo, and the full version is very 
competitively priced (no I don't work for 
the company). I believe that this would 
be an excellent platform for the enthusi-
ast, as it covers all the PICs. 
The free version is limited to a gener-

ous 2kB of word code. Its URL is: 
http://www.mikroelektronika.co.yu/en 
glish/product/compilers/mikroc/ 
index.htin 
Maybe (please) you could run a series 

of articles introducing C, and then 
include C routines with all future PIC 
projects and articles? 

Dale Stewart, Australia, via email 

Thanks for your comments Dale. 
Personally I have no wish to code in C, 
preferring the compactness that assem-
bler gives. However; if readers should 
offer us interesting PIC designs coded in 
C, we would be quite happy with that, 
providing the associated HEX file was in 
the standard MPASM format. 

You will have noticed that Andrew 
Jarvis took a brief look at the "C Side" 
in his last two PIC 'n Mix columns. 

Another Spontaflex Site 

Dear EPE, 
Referring to the Spontaflex circuit 

(Apr '05), it might interest some of your 
readers to know that there is a website 

entirely devoted to discussion of the 
radio circuits of the late Sir Douglas 
Hall. It is called Radioconstructors and 
can be found on Yahoo groups. 

John North, via email 

Thanks John, I assume you mean: 
www.spontaflex.free-online.co.uk/ 

database/newsdhcsvdoc.htm and 
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/ 
radioconstructors/ 

More Scope? 

Dear EPE, 
I was wondering if John Becker is con-

sidering upgrading his Dual Channel 
Oscilloscope in October 2000 EPE. The 
problem is my college has gone to 
Windows XP. This makes the printer port 
and Quick Basic unusable. I was think-
ing of changing the scope to a USB port; 
but, what do you do with Windows 
graphical interface? This was a great 
inexpensive project for students to build 
and use while learning. Any other Ideas? 

Lynden McIntyre. via email 

Well Lynden, I did say to myself after 
my last scope that that's enough of 
scopes for this lifetime! However, what 
with XP and some other platforms 
unsuitable for the 2000 design, and its 
ADC becoming obsolete, I may relent 
sometime, but don't hold your breath! 

If you're after something urgent, try 
Pico Technology's range of PC-based 
ready-mades. 

Waterproof Magnetometer 

Dear EPE, 
I am in the process of building up your 

Magnetometer Logger (Jul/Aug '04) and 
am wondering if you have any information 
regarding construction of an underwater 
sensor for the logger. I've looked through 
several forums and their archives with lit-
tle success. I hate to re-invent the wheel if 
such information is available. Thank you 
for your articles and time! 

Jim Reagan, Tucson, Arizona, via 
email 

No, sorry Jim, I don't have any advice 
on waterproofing the unit. It would also 
need to be pressure-proofed as well as 
waterproof As you probably know, water 
pressure increases by one Bar for every 10 
metres of depth, which could readily get 
round normal seals, and even into cabling. 

Text Editor 

Dear EPE, 
I was shown this text editor while on a 

course recently: www.editplus.com. 
You can install an add-on to allow 

editing of Microchip ASM files. 
David Ardis, via email 

Thanks David, it looks interesting. 
Although I'm content with the editors I 
variously use (DOS Edit, Notepad, 
Wordpad) for PIC code writing, readers 
on the lookout for an editor to suit them 
should take a look. 

It's a shareware product I see, but has 
30 days free evaluation time, after which 
you can purchase full rights for US $30. 
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Special Feature 

Catch the Wave 

Mark Williamson 

Can science and technology reduce the loss of life associated with such cataclysmic 

events as the December 2004 tsunami in the Indian Ocean? 

THE 26 December 2004 will long be 
e remmbered in the Indian Ocean 

region. It was the day when a magni-
tude 9.0 earthquake off the coast of 
Sumatra triggered a tsunami which, within 
a few hours, had taken the lives of more 
than 250,000 people. 
As is often the case these days, satellite 

imagery provides a window on the world's 
disasters. Following the Asian tsunami, the 
three commercial US imaging firms — 
DigitalGlobe, Orbimage and Space 
Imaging — reported the collection of some 
80,0001=2 of imagery of the area in the 
first week alone. 

Since then, the Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO) has been using four of 
its own satellites for damage as>essment, 
and processing data from these and other 
European and Canadian satellites at the 
National Remote Sensing Agency in 
Hyderabad. The US government has also 
helped in the disaster relief effort by declas-
sifying imagery of the region collected by 
its spy satellites. 

But all this is after the event. What about 
the detection and early warning of 
tsunamis? 

Warning System 
Unsurprisingly, in a world where satel-

lites measure sea levels to centimetre 
accuracy, it falls to orbiting technology to 
monitor oceans. Perhaps more surprising-
ly, the technology of tsunami detection via 
satellite is only in its infancy. 
An experimental system, Deep-ocean 

Assessment and Reporting of Tsunamis 
(DART), was deployed in the Pacific 
Ocean by the US National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in 
1999. Linking six sea-floor pressure sen-
sors to a NOAA satellite, the system forms 
the latest component of the Tsunami 
Warning System, a cooperative venture of 
26 states and countries that monitors seis-
mic activity and tidal regimes throughout 
the Pacific Basin. According to David 
Green, of NOAA's National Weather 
Service, "DART is unique in its capabilities 
and scope". 

In essence, the system's operation is sim-
ple: if a tsunami passes over a sensor, it reg-
isters the additional weight of water and 
uploads the data, in the form of acoustic 

Lhoknga. near Banda Aceh on the west coast of Sumatra before the tsunami 

Lhoknga, after the tsunami, showing the mosque (white circular feature) as the 
only building standing 
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DART buoy 

signals, to a hydrophone attached to a buoy 
on the surface. The buoy then uplinks the 
data to NOAA's Geostationary Operational 
Environmental Satellite, GOES-West, sta-
tioned permanently above the equator, 
which passes it immediately to ground-
based receiving stations. The tsunami 
warnings themselves are issued from bases 
in Hawaii and Alaska. 

False Alarms 
DART's sensors are capable of detecting 

wave-height differences of as little as a cen-
timetre, which of course occur during normal 
conditions. However, since ordinary wind-
blown waves have a much shorter period, or 
wavelength, than tsunamis, they can be easi-
ly filtered out. Interestingly, it is the long 
period nature of the tsunami, and the massive 
volume of water this implies, which leads to 
its devastating power (see Tsunamis — What, 
How and Where?, on the next page). 

According to Eddie Bernard, director of 
NOAA's Pacific Marine Environmental 
Research Laboratory in Seattle, apart from 
better predicting the height and duration of 
tsunamis, the DART system can help to 
eliminate false alarms. In 2003, when a 
tsunami warning was issued by the Alaska 
centre following a 7.5 magnitude quake in 
the Aleutian Islands, "the system deter-
mined that the tsunami was not a threat to 
Hawaii," explains Bernard, thus saving the 
State of Hawaii "about $68m in lost pro-
ductivity if the area had been evacuated". 
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Tsunami - 2 hours after earthquake 

DART sensor sites, in place (yellow) and proposed (red) 

The cost of developing and installing the 
six "tsunameters" was about $ 10m. There 
are currently three in the Gulf of Alaska, 
two off of the coast of Oregon, and one 
north of Hawaii. According to David 
Green, three buoys are "currently awaiting 
maintenance", which will happen, some-
what ironically, "as soon as the weather 
permits". 

However, following the Asian tsunami 
the US committed $37.5m to enhance 
DART with 32 new buoys and complete a 
fully-operational tsunami warning system 
by mid-2007. "This recent tragedy points to 
the need to complete the Pacific buoy net-
work as soon as possible," said Green. 
"The additional buoys will enhance DART 
operations with more efficient, effective 
and robust capabilities." 
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Tsunami - 3.15 hours after earthquake 

According to Simon Day of University 
College London and the University of 
California at Santa Cruz, there are "no prob-
lems, in principle, in extending a tsunami 
warning system to the Indian Ocean". Since 
the region already operates a cyclone warn-
ing system, used in anger several times a 
year and therefore subject to regular tests, 
its communications network could readily 
be applied to tsunami warnings. 

International Coordination 
Satellites are crucial to modern-day 

weather forecasting, climate monitoring 
and disaster relief. For example, satellites 
and the associated ground-based infrastruc-
ture routinely save hundreds of lives each 
year by providing hurricane warnings to 
Florida and the Caribbean islands. In 
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Tsunami - 8.50 hours after earthquake 
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TSUNAMIS - WHAT, HOW AND WHERE? 

#;  

plate disruption • 
wave amplitude 

]!wavelength le 

Tsunamis are large waves caused by submarine earthquakes 
and volcanic eruptions, subsidence and landslides, or even aster-
oid and meteor impacts. The word itself is derived from the 
Japanese for port (tsu) and wave (nami), presumably because 
they were first noticed in the shallower waters of seaports. 

Major earthquakes typically occur where an ocean tectonic 
plate is subducted or pulled under a continental plate. When fric-
tion between the plates restricts movement, stresses build up. 
They can be released either in a gradual process or in a sudden 
slip which causes an earthquake. When this occurs under the sea 
it can produce a tsunami. 
The Asian tsunami of December 2004 — estimated to be up to 

15m in height — was the result of a large earthquake which 
occurred where the India tectonic plate is subducted beneath the 
Burma plate. Whereas the Pacific Ocean is surrounded by sub-
duction zones and associated trenches, in the so-called "ring of 
fire", the Indian Ocean has only one main zone near Indonesia, 
marked by the Sunda Trench, which means that quakes and 
tsunamis should be rare. 

Tsunamis in the Atlantic Ocean are far less likely because of 
the lack of subduction zones, but it has been suggested that an 
unstable part of Gran Canaria in the Canary Islands could result 
in a landslip-derived tsunami which would devastate America's 
eastern seaboard. 
Whatever the trigger, any vertical thrust under the ocean 

acts as a natural wave generator. This is not a problem out to 
sea, since it manifests itself as a long period swell, typically 
less than a metre in height. However, its wavelength may be 
measured in hundreds of kilometres, which means that the 
wave contains a large volume of water. As it nears the shal-
lows of a coastal plain, the water within the wave has nowhere 
else to go but "up" and builds into an increasingly high wall 
of water, a tsunami. 

Example tsunami: 

27 August 1883: Eruptions from the Krakatoa volcano caused 
a tsunami that drowned 36,000 people in the Indonesian Islands 
of western Java and southern Sumatra. The waves were so pow-
erful that they pushed 600-tonne blocks of coral onto the shore. 

15 June 1896: A wave "more than seven storeys tall", 
spawned by an earthquake, killed 26,000 people in villages along 
the east coast of Japan. 

22 May 1960: A magnitude 8.6 earthquake in Chile created a 
tsunami that hit the Chilean coast within 15 minutes. The surge, 
up to 25m high, killed an estimated 1500 people in Chile and 
Hawaii. 

17 July 1998: A magnitude 7.1 earthquake generated an esti-
mated 12m-high tsunami in Papua New Guinea that killed 2200. 

November 2000, in recognition of the need 
for better coordination of space-based 
assets, the European, French and Canadian 
space agencies created the International 
Space and Major Disasters Charter. 

Since then, joined by other agencies 
around the world, the charter's standing 
protocols have been invoked many times, 
as they were on 26 December 2004 when 
ISRO, the French civil protection service 
and the UN Office of Outer Space Affairs 
all notified other members of the crisis. In 
effect, the charter provides a 24-hour glob-
al watch, which coordinates member 
nations' satellite infrastructure in an 
attempt to provide early warning of pend-
ing disasters. 

In Conference 
Certainly, the Asian tsunami has added 

momentum to these efforts. A conference to 
discuss the possibility of a tsunami warning 
system for the Indian Ocean was organised 
by the 10-member Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations (ASEAN) within days of the 
disaster. 

Indonesia's President Susilo Bambang 
Yudhoyono announced in early January that 
"Indonesia and other neighbouring coun-
tries plan to set up an early warning system 
to prevent natural disasters, including earth-
quakes and tsunamis". Meanwhile, at a con-
ference on disaster prevention in the 
Japanese city of Kobe, the United Nations 
agreed to develop an early warning system 
for the Indian Ocean which could be ready 
in 12 to 18 months. 

Moreover, adds NOAA's David Green, 
"the recent event demonstrates the need for 

a Global Earth Observation System of 
Systems (GEOSS), which would greatly 
enhance the world's tsunami monitoring 
capabilities". 

Time To Run? 
A crucial question in all of this is how 

much warning tsunami detection systems 
can provide. Wave-height data from the 
French space agency's Jason satellite 
clearly indicates that the east coasts of 
India and Sri Lanka were hit by the recent 
tsunami about two hours after the earth-
quake; for Aceh it was a matter of min-
utes. 
The fact that the Pacific Ocean is much 

larger than the Indian provides a great deal 
more breathing space. For example, calcu-
lations regarding an earthquake off the 
coast of Chile show that a resulting tsuna-
mi would take more than 14 hours to reach 
Hawaii and 22 to reach Japan. 

Of course, detection is one thing and 
disaster prevention is another, since it 
requires fast analysis and reliable commu-
nications. As Simon Day points out, "an 
effective tsunami warning system doesn't 
just consist of detectors, but the communi-
cation systems and public education sup-
port as well". 

Part of this is educating people to read 
nature's signals and act accordingly. While 
many TV viewers now realise the role of 
submarine earthquakes in generating tsuna-
mi, few would recognise the mysterious 
withdrawal of the ocean as warning of 
imminent inundation. 

In the case of the Asian tsunami, explains 
Day, a zone of subsidence to the east of the 

plate boundary produced an eastbound 
wave train led by a trough, as opposed to a 
peak. This was manifested on the coast of 
Thailand by a "drawdown" of water into the 
trough, which exposed a section of the 
ocean floor, followed by the peak of the 
wave which brought the well-documented 
destruction. 

According to Day, "the time interval 
between the two was between 15 and 30 
minutes in different places". 
Unfortunately, rather than providing a use-
ful warning, this was "more than enough 
time for people to be tempted down to the 
shore to look". What they should have 
done, says Day, was to "start running when 
the sea drew back". 

Moreover, tsunami events usually feature 
anything between half a dozen and a few 
dozen major waves, formed as the sea level 
in the source region oscillates up and down. 
Frequently, says Day, the largest wave crest 
is somewhere between second and fifth in 
the sequence, "so another commonly fatal 
mistake is to go back to the shore to look at 
the damage from the first wave". 

In the final analysis, local inhabitants 
may be made aware of the potential dan-
gers, but even then they will have to be 
awake when the wave comes. And when it 
does, the only practical option is to flee to 
higher ground or the upper floors of sub-
stantial buildings. Despite such qualifica-
tions, it's clear that an effective warning 
system would have substantially reduced 
the death tollfrom Asian tsunami 

Reprinted from The IEE Review by per-
mission of the author and the Institution of 
Electrical Engineers. CIEE 2005. 
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,TRLK MARK NELSON 
PLAYING TAG 

Developments of all kinds are opening ever more applications for the 
ingenious technology of r.f. ID tags, declares Mark Nelson 

T
WO years ago in Tiny Tags Talk 
Volumes (May 2003 issue) I 
reported that barcodes on shop-

ping were set to disappear as new radio-
activated ID "tags" took over, also that 
tagging would take off as soon as the 
cost of the tags dropped to 1% of the cost 
of the product they were applied to. 
RFID stands for radio frequency iden-

tity and the tags act as a kind of barcode 
mark that is read by radio. Tags can be 
active (with an integrated battery) or 
else passive (deriving energy from the 
r.f. field generated by the reader). Active 
tags have a longer range and can trans-
mit more information but carry a heavy 
cost penalty. Passive tags are much 
lighter, less expensive and should last 
more or less forever. Back then the chief 
application for radio tagging was seen as 
retailing and, to a lesser extent, personal 
airline baggage. 

Fast Forward 
That was then and this is now; the 

retail angle is developing nicely, 
notwithstanding some rather weak lobby-
ing by civil liberties activists, who think 
RFID tags will disclose our shopping 
habits (obviously they are unaware of 
supermarket loyalty cards). In the best 
tradition of disruptive technologies, 
however, radio tagging is developing 
entirely new, unforeseen application 
areas for itself and it's these that we shall 
explore chiefly now. 
One of the applications being touted 

two years ago was the tagging of 
humans. Not criminal, I hasten to add, 
but tagged armbands were being trialled 
for visitors at two theme park attractions 
in the USA. Wearing the right armband 
would give you alone access to your own 
luggage locker, whilst tags programmed 
in other ways would let you bypass the 
queue for rides, also pay for merchandise 
and refreshments without the need for 
cash. 
McDonalds envisaged keyfobs con-

taining RFID tags as a faster means of 
payment for hamburgers, with Taco Bell 
and Kentucky Fried Chicken also tri-
alling this system. 

Human Barcodes 
These days state security is the growth 

market for tagging, fuelled by mounting 
concern over global terror and inadequate 
immigration controls. Under European leg-
islation being considered in Brussels, gov-
ernments would have the ability to monitor 
the movements of criminals and suspected 

terrorists by installing RFID chips under 
the skin of immigrants. It's not as abhor-
rent as it sounds, according to experts, 
especially as we consider it fine for our 
pets. These "human barcode" chips are no 
larger than a grain of rice and can be insert-
ed painlessly in the fatty tissue below the 
triceps of human beings. 
An official think-tank of the European 

Commission, the European Group on 
Ethics (EGE), had its controversial pro-
posal for legalising the microchipping of 
humans approved during March (no, not 
on 1st April!). Its title is Ethical Aspects of 
ICT Implants in the Human Body, and you 
can read it at: www.egovmonitor.com/ 
node/248. 

According to the EGE the technique 
can be used for tracking criminals, people 
on parole and ex-convicts and it also 
describes a prototype "body-intrusive" 
satellite tracking device known as the 
"Digital Angel". This could be used to 
track stalkers, suspected terrorists, even 
politicians and others in high-risk occu-
pations. Of course this and other blue 
skies speculation would of course require 
legislation that could very likely 
encounter stiff resistance from civil liber-
ties groups. Public opinion could easily 
be swayed, however, if we had more city 
centre outrages of the Madrid variety. 

Pay Attention, Bond! 
The full text of the report, 

europa.eu.int/comm/european_group_ 
ethics/docs/avis20en.pdf, goes much 
further, reading almost like a James 
Bond scenario. The "Smart Gun" is one 
idea, announced already in April 2004 by 
Applied Digital Solutions (ADS), which 
created the VeriChip in partnership with 
gun manufacturer FN Manufacturing. 

Smart Gun weapons can be fired only 
if operated by their owner with an RFID-
chip implanted in his or her hand. Even 
more fantastic is the proposal for an 
audio tooth implant or tooth phone. 
Nothing to do with Bluetooth, this was 
designed in 2002 although it exists only 
in concept form so far. 
A micro-vibration device and a wire-

less low frequency receiver are implant-
ed in the tooth during routine dental 
surgery. The tooth communicates with an 
array of digital devices, such as mobile 
telephones, radio and computers (per-
haps it does have something to do with 
Bluetooth after all!). Sound information 
is transferred from the tooth into the 
inner ear by bone transduction. Sound 
reception is totally discreet enabling 

information to be received anywhere at 
anytime. 

If that sounds crazy to you, Bill Gates 
begs to differ. Microsoft patent number 
6,754,472 (22 June '04) concerns the 
human body as a medium for transmission 
of data (and energy) to "other devices" 
such as PDAs (Personal Digital Assistant), 
cellular phones, medical devices (for sur-
veillance purposes: like for instance in 
retired people's homes), RFID making it 
possible to localize other persons. In a fam-
ily website your children could log onto the 
surveillance system and look at what their 
parents or grandparents are doing. The 
patent does not describe any specific 
device, however. 

Phone Hangup 
Staying with the communication 

theme, but back in the realms of current 
reality, radio tagging is also seen as a 
means to stem the escalating theft of 
mobile phones. Newspaper reports talk 
of truckloads of mobiles filched by street 
muggers (300 thefts are reported every 
day in London alone) being exported to 
developing markets in Eastern Europe 
and Russia. 

Determined to break the chain, the 
mobile phone industry is considering fit-
ting chips in phones sold here. In Japan 
chips are already fitted to many phone 
models sold for children; parents can 
then keep tabs on their offspring's loca-
tion thanks to satellite tracking. Whether 
this same technique could thwart the 
mobile mafia is another matter, since 
even if the tags were fitted in a way that 
prevented removal without destroying 
the phone, the chances of recovering the 
stolen phones and apprehending the 
criminals might be rather slight. 

Enterprise News 
Finally, what of retailing? In January 

Tesco announced a further implementa-
tion of RFID tagging for tracking goods 
between warehouse and store. Marks & 
Spencer will extend the technology to 53 
stores and in Germany the Kaufhof 
department store chain has completed 
tests in two of its stores, whereby RFID 
tags alert till scanners when shelves need 
restocking of particular goods. 

Across the Atlantic, retail giant Wal-
Mart uses RFID tags on all cases, contain-
ers and pallets to keep precise tables on 
goods from the moment they leave the 
maker to the time they arrive in-store. It's 
still early days but it's unlikely that the 
progress of radio barcodes will stop now. 
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Constructional Project 

PIC Ultrasonic Radar 

John Becker 

Let your mobile robot listen to the landscape and weave amongst the 
obstacles with this experimental system 

SO it came to pass that Max Maxfield 
of Bebop to the Boolean Boogey 
fame, and coordinator of our Online 

site, emailed Editor Mike suggesting that it 
was time to publish a PIC controlled 
Ultrasonic Radar scanning module for use 
with mobile robots. "John?", says Mike. 
"Yes, why not?", responds the author, 
intrigued by the scandalous fun that 
designing one might provide! 

Well, the author had already done one 
many moons ago (maybe 170) for EPE's 
one-time sister mag PE. That circuit had 
been designed around numerous logic 
chips, a d.c. motor, and an interface to an 
early PC via its main bus network, using 
QBasic as the principle control software 
for the screen display. It was very effective 
for its time. But things have moved on, and 
there are now better ways of doing them ... 

Listening to the Landscape 
This updated design uses a PIC micro-

controller and a stepper motor, with 
optional serial interfacing to a modern PC 
(Win 95, 98, ME or XP compatible) with 
Visual Basic 6 (VB6) providing a more 
sophisticated visual display. 

Whilst the design can be used as a 
standalone system, with or without PC 
interfacing, it is intended as a basic elec-
tronic framework whose software can be 
modified by readers to tailor it for use with 
their own mobile robot models. It is, for 
example, ripe for integrating with Owen 
Bishop's recent Smart Kart robot buggies. 

It must be said, though, that to get the 
best out of both the Smart Kart and this 
Radar interface, readers should be familiar 
with writing PIC programs, and have the 
means for programming their own PICs. 
They should also have VB6 on their PC, 
and be capable of using it if they wish to 
modify the Radar's PC interface. 
The module provides a rotating ultrasonic 

scanner which can be mounted on the model 
robot. It transmits ultrasonic pulses, listens 
for returning echo signals and records their 
amplitude. In the prototype, a 48-step step-
per motor (7° per step) controls the scanner's 
rotation, through a maximum arc of 360°, 
selectable down to 0° (static scanning). 

Stepper motors having other step quanti-
ties, such as 96 steps at 3.5° per step, may 
be used. But it is debatable as to whether 

more steps than 48 would be beneficial, 
because of the ultrasonic radiation pattern 
(see later). 

Ultrasonic Transducers 
Conventionally, most ultrasonic trans-

ceivers use two transducers, one for 
transmitting, the other for receiving. The 
transmitting and receiving transducers 
for such units are usually manufactured 
to different specifications. Those 
designed as transmitters have a low 
impedance to allow greater power output, 
whereas the receivers generally have a 
high impedance. 

However, there are situations in which 
either type may be used interchangeably, 
as in the author's Wind Speed Meter (Jan 
'03) and Met Office (Aug '03), for exam-
ple, where a pair of transducers alternately 
exchange roles in order to assess wind 
speed. It also follows that it is possible 
with some applications to use a single 
transducer which transmits the ultrasonic 
pulses and then receives their echoes. 
Many depth sounders use this technique. 
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A small drawback of using a single trans-
ducer is that the minimum echo detection 
limit is lengthened due to the "ringing" 
time of the transducer following the end of 
the transmission pulse. This can be as long 
as three milliseconds. In air, at sea level and 
at 0°C, sound travels at 1120 feet per sec-
ond (330 metres) and so 3ms represents a 
distance of around three feet ( 1m) — an echo 
target distance of 1.5 feet (0.5m). 
A comprise between power output and 

input sensitivity must also be accepted with 
single transducer units. However, even when 
using two transducers there can still be sym-
pathetic ringing of the receiver if its circuit is 
in close proximity to the transmitter. 

In the situations where the current proto-
type (and its predecessor) has been used, a 
single transducer was found to be satisfac-
tory. It worked equally well with either 
transmitting or receiving devices as the 
transducer. The circuit has been designed, 
though, to allow constructors the choice of 
twin transducers if preferred. 

Ultrasonic transducers tuned to a variety 
of frequencies from 25kHz to over 4551(1-12 
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Fig.1. Typical 40kHz transducer direc-
tional radiation pattern 

are manufactured, although those most 
widely available to the hobbyist construc-
tor are the 40kHz variety. This Radar mod-
ule has thus been designed for use with a 
40kHz device. Devices having other fre-
quencies may be used, but the PIC soft-
ware would need to be modified to gener-
ate the output frequency. 
The 40kHz variety have a transmission 

beam width if typically between 20° and 
30°, as illustrated in Fig.1, for a 30° 
device. This wide angle inherently 
restricts the resolution of echo-direction 
determination. Ultrasonic distance and 
direction finders can never provide the 
clarity of information as can be achieved, 
for example, by laser-based designs, let 
alone the pin-point clarity of images that 
can be achieved optically, as in camera-
based systems. 

Nonetheless, in robotic applications 
such as those envisaged for this design. the 
resolution is more than adequate for the 
robot's software to determine whether or 
not a reasonably sized object is in its path, 
as might be presented in a maze or target 
avoidance application. It is up to the user, 
though, to write the PIC program to suit 
the size and distance at which responses to 
targets should occur. As said, this design is 
just a basic framework, and the software 
must be tailored to suit the user's needs. 
As a suggestion, it might be worth exper-

imenting with the number of ultrasonic 
pulses transmitted with each batch ( 12 at 
present) to perhaps sharpen the definition 
(fewer) or distance (more). You might also 
try narrowing the ultrasonic beam width by 
mounting the transducer in a tube of some 
sort (one whose walls are impervious to 
40kHz signals). 

Transceiver Circuit 
The circuit diagram for this design's 

ultrasonic transmitter/receiver function is 
shown in Fig.2. The ultrasonic transducer 
is notated as TX1 and, as said, is used bi-
directionally. The 40kHz transmission 
pulses are output to TX1 by the PIC micro-
controller, from its pin REO, as detailed 
later. TX1 is also capacitively connected 
(via C11) to the ultrasonic amplifier based 
around op.amps IC5a and IC5b, whose 
output signal amplitude is read via the 
PIC's pin RAO. 

Although the amplifier will react to the 
transmission pulses, the PIC ignores the 
signal on pin RAO during transmission. 
Once transmission has ceased, the amplifi-
er's gain allows it to pick up the returning 
echo signals, raising them to a level suit-
able for reception and processing by the 
PIC. The gain at IC5a is about 100, while 
that at IC5b is adjustable by preset VR2 to 
between about 0.5 and 100, allowing plen-
ty of amplitude range to be set. 
The output from IC5b is a.c. coupled by 

C14, half-wave rectified by diodes D2 and 
D3, and then very slightly smoothed by 
capacitor C15 and resistor R8. 

For those who might care to use separate 
transmitting and receiving transducers, 
Fig.3 shows the simple modification to the 
circuit in Fig.2. On the printed circuit 
board, a single link wire physically deter-
mines which mode applies. The software 
does not need changing if the Fig.3 config-
uration is used. 

Fig.3. Connections for separate trans-
mitting and receiving transducers 

Fig.2. Circuit diagram for the ultrasonic transmitter/receiver 

Stepper Motor 
Stepper Motors and their control were 

discussed at some length by (sadly missed) 
Andy Hind in his PIC QuickStep article of 
June 2004. Readers are referred to this arti-
cle for more information on stepper 

motors. It is, though, worth repeating a few 
facts from Andy's excellent text. 
Andy comments that there are various 

types of stepper motor and that his article 
is concerned only with the four-phase type 
as it is the most common. Such motors 
may be bought new from suppliers or sal-
vaged from old computer equipment, such 
as printers and scanners. 
They may have several step ratios per 

revolution, such as 48 or greater, having 
equivalent step angles of 7° or less. (The 
prototype Radar uses a 48-step motor, 
although the software can alternatively be 
set to suit 96-step motors, step angle 3.5'). 
The motors are likely to have either five 

or six connecting wires, four of which 
connect to four internal stator coils whilst 
the other(s) are "common" connections to 
the coils. Sometimes the coils will be 
arranged as two pairs with a common lead 
each (see Fig.4), sometimes all four will 
share a common lead. Fig.5 shows a great-
ly simplified diagram of the connections 
to a four-phase stepper motor. 

Fig.4. Connections for a four-phase 
unipolar stepper motor 
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Fig.4. Connections for a four-phase 
unipolar stepper motor 

The rotor poles are shown facing stator 
coil A. If coil B is briefly energised, the 
rotor will turn one step to face it. If coil C 
is then briefly energised the rotor will turn 
to face it; similarly for coil D, and for coil 
A again. By energising each coil in the 
sequence A, B, C, D, A, etc, clockwise 
rotation is achieved. Powering the coils in 
the opposite sequence, A, D, C, B, A, etc, 
produces anticlockwise rotation. 

Powering one coil at a time is known as 
wave operation and has the advantage of 
low supply current and, if the supply is 
turned off, the motor is likely to stay where 
it is due to the attraction of the permanent 
magnet rotor to the last energised pole. 
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Fig.6. Circuit diagram for the Digital Control aspect of the 
Ultrasonic Radar 

Motor Drive 
It is the wave mode of operation that has 

been set into the PIC's Radar software, 
each coil being put under the control of PIC 
pins RCO, RC I , RC2 and RC3. The full cir-
cuit diagram for the Controller is shown in 
Fig.6. 

There are several techniques by which the 
coil control signals can be boosted to suit the 
current required by the coils. Andy chose to 
use discrete transistors. In this Radar mod-
ule, though, a quad amplifier chip designed 
for such applications has been used. 

It is known as a half-H type driver and 
the type chosen is an L293DN. It accepts 
logic-level control signals ( i.e. from a PIC 
or other digital device) and has internal 

Fig. 7. Schematic 
diagram and truth 
table for a single 
L293DN amplifier 

transistors whose outputs can each sink or 
source a load current of around IA. 
Additionally, it has internal back-e.m.f. 
suppression diodes on each output to elim-
inate high voltage spikes generated when 
coils have their power turned off (external 
diodes were required with Andy's transistor 
drivers). The schematic diagram of one 
L293DN amplifier is shown in Fig.7. 

It is emphasised that the L293DN must 
have the suffix DN. Other devices of simi-
lar name without the suffix have different 
characteristics which are not suited to this 
design. 
The input and output sections of the 

L293DN can be powered by separate 
power supplies, typically +5V for the input, 
and up to about 36V for the output. This 
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allows the motor to be powered from a 
higher voltage source than the control cir-
cuit. In this case it is powered directly from 
the battery which supplies the complete 
system, B1 in Fig.6, providing between 
about 9V and 12V d.c. 

Interfacing of this chip to the PIC is 
shown in Fig.6, where it is notated as IC2. 
It will be seen that a second L293DN 
(IC3) is also connected to the PIC, via 
pins RD6, RD7, RC4 and RC5. The use of 
IC3 is optional, and allows the user to 
amend the software to control a second 
stepper motor if desired. The demo soft-
ware provided with the Radar unit does 
not include routines for this second motor 
control. 

Note that four consecutive PIC pins (e.g. 
RC4 to RC7) could not be used for the sec-
ond motor control, as they are specifically 
required by other control aspects (Port B 
being reserved for switch use if desired as 
it has internal pull-ups, removing the need 
for bias resistors). 

In this application the motor is con-
trolled by positive logic. The PIC outputs 
+5V to set the respective L293DN output 
high (e.g. to 12V for a 12V battery). The 
motor's common terminals are connected 
to the OV line and a positive voltage across 
a coil turns it on. 

Optional L.C.D. 
The unit has been provided with soft-

ware and facilities to control an optional 
liquid crystal display (1.c.d.). This does not 
have to be used, but it could be found use-
ful when writing your own PIC code, using 
the I.c.d. to monitor the operation of your 
code. A binary to decimal conversion rou-
tine is included with the software to facili-
tate value monitoring. 
The I.c.d. is operated in the author's 

standard 4-bit control mode, in this case 
via Port D. Preset VR1 adjusts the screen 
contrast, and once set for adequate display 
legibility can be ignored. The demo PIC 
code shows examples of how the 1.c.d. can 
be used. 

Serial Interfacing to PC 
Another optional facility allows the 

radar's scan data to be output to a PC via 
a serial link. This is provided by the 
RS232 interface chip, IC4. The facility is 
the same as that provided by several of 
the author's previous designs. In common 
with those designs, the PC's seriar soft-
ware includes Joe Farr's excellent Serial 
OCX software (originally discussed in 
EPE Oct '03). 
The PIC's software basically outputs at 

9600 Baud, one stop bit, no parity. 
However, the PC software provides the 
option to serially interface at either 9600 
Baud or 19200 Baud, the latter rate provid-
ing a faster transfer of scanned data. When 
the PC is set for the faster rate, it automat-
ically sets the PIC to interface at that rate 
as well. 

It is worth noting that if the PIC is oper-
ated at a crystal clock speed greater than 
4MHz (as set by X1 in Fig.6), higher Baud 
rates can be achieved if preferred (and your 
PC allows them). The author's Toolkit TK3 
programming software (V1.5 „, and 
upwards) has a Baud rate calculation fitil-
ity which provides the coding values need-
ed by the PIC for various Baud rates. 

It is stressed that the Radar unit can be 
used on its own without a PC link if you 
prefer, relying on the PIC program to per-
form those functions that you need (and 
have written for yourself!). 

Keyboard or Mouse 
Interfacing 

Still in the vein of this Radar module being 
a "framework" for your own software, the 
hardware facility to control the unit from 
either a PS/2 mouse or pst2 keyboard has 
been provided. Such concepts were discussed 
in the author's PIC to P5/2 Mouse and 
Keyboard Interfacing article of Aug '04, with 
practical demonstrations provided through his 
AlphaMouse Game (Sept '04) and Moon and 
Tide Clock Calendar (Oct '04). 

Whereas in the last three articles, Port A 
was used for the interface, in this Radar 
module, PIC pins RB4 and RB5 have been 
allocated for the mouse or keyboard, with 
buffering and pull-up of their data and clock 
lines provided by resistors R9 to R12. 
The Radar demo software does not include 

examples of mouse or keyboard interfacing, 
and interested readers are referred to the pre-
viously mentioned three articles. 

Other Interface Options 
It will be seen that there are several PIC 

pins which are unallocated. Any of these 
can be put to use to suit your own pro-
gramming. For instance, the Radar soft-
ware has Port A pins RAO, RA1 and RA3 
set as analogue inputs, of which only RAO 
is used for the Radar. 

COMPONENTS 

Resistors 
R1, R9, R10 1k (3 off) 
R2, R6, R8, 10k (5 off) 
All, R12 

R3, R4 100k (2 off) 
R5 1M 
R7 4k7 

All 0.25W 5% carbon film or better 

Potentiometers 
VR1 

VR2 

So, for example, RAI could be used to 
monitor the wiper of a potentiometer con-
nected across the +5V and OV power rails. 
The PIC could be told to read the analogue 
voltage at the wiper, and perform a partic-
ular function in response to a certain volt-
age. This would allow external control of 
any chosen aspect of the Radar's (or 
robot's) behaviour. 
Any of the other unused pins of any port 

can be put to digital input or output use. 
For instance, Port B's "light pull-ups" 
option has been set active by the software, 
allowing switches be to connected between 
Port B and OV. Your software can then be 
told to read these pins (active-low) and 
then to take any appropriate action you 
wish. Such action could include the selec-
tion of the number of steps through which 
you wish the motor to scan back and forth. 
(This option is provided as standard 
through the PC interface program.) 
The final option provided by the Radar' 

circuit is to allow on-board PIC program-
ming via the terminals notated in Fig.6 as 
TB I. These are in the author's standard 
order on the p.c.b. and are compatible with 
the equivalent pins on the TK3 p.c.b. Diode 
D1 and resistor RI protect the Radar from 
adverse voltages during programming 
mode. 

Resources 
Software, including source code files, 

for the Radar module is available on 3.5-
inch disk from the Editorial office (a small 
handling charge applies — see the EPE 

See 
@HOP 
TALK 
Page 

10k min. round 
preset (optional - 
see text) 
1M min round 
preset 

Semiconductors 
D1 to D3 1N4148 signal 

diode (3 off) 
IC1 PIC16F877 micro-

controller, pre-pro-
grammed (see text) 

IO2, 103 L293DN quad 
half-H driver 
(2 off - see text) 

104 MAX232 RS232 
serial interface 
(optional - see text) 

IC5 LM358 dual 
op.amp 

106 78L05 +5V 100mA 
voltage regulator 

Capacitors 
Cl 1000,u radial elect, 

16V 
02, C3, C12, 100n ceramic disc, 
C14 0.5mm pitch (4 off) 

C4, C5, C15 10p ceramic disc, 
0.5mm pitch (3 off) 

C6 to C10 1,u radial elect. 
10V (5 off) 

C11 10n ceramic disc, 
5mm pitch 

013 in ceramic disc, 
5mm pitch 

All capacitor voltages are minimum 
working values 

Miscellaneous 
TX1 
RX1 

SK1 

X1 
X2 

40kHz transmitter 
40kHz receiver 
(optional - see text) 
9-pin serial 
connector, female 
(optional - see text) 
4MHz crystal 
2-line 16-character 
(per line) alphanu-
meric I.c.d. (optional 
- see text) 

Printed circuit board, available 
from the EPE PCB Service, code 
503; 8-pin d.i.l. socket; 16- pin d.i.l. 
socket (3 off - see text); 40-pin d.i.l. 
socket; connecting wire; solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only £3 7 

excl batt & 
hardware 
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Fig.8. Component and track layout details for the Ultrasonic Radar printed circuit board, plus pinouts for the optional I.c.d. module 

PCB Service page). It can also be down-
loaded free from the EPE Downloads 
page, which is accessible via the home 
page at www.epemag.co.uk. It is held in 
the PICs folder, under PICradar. Download 
all the files within that folder. 

This month's ShopTalk provides infor-
mation about obtaining pre-programmed 
PICs, although it is expected that readers 
will wish to program their own with their 
modified software. 
The PIC program source code (ASM) 

was written using TK3 software (also 
available via the Downloads page) and a 
variant of the TASM dialect. It may be 
translated to MPASM via TK3 if preferred. 
The mn-time demo assembly is supplied 

as an MPASM hex file, which has configu-
ration values embedded in it (XT oscillator, 
WDT off, POR on, all other values off). 

Construction 
The component layout and off-board 

interconnections for the Radar printed cir-
cuit board (p.c.b.) are shown in Fig.8. This 

board is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 503. 
As usual, assemble the components in 

any order you prefer, but preferably in 
order of link wires (noting that some go 

under i.c. socket positions), and then in 
ascending order of size. Sockets should 
be used for all d.i.l. (dual-in-line) i.c.s., 
but these i.c.s should not be inserted 
until you have satisfactorily checked 
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that the p.c.b. is assembled properly, 
that all its polarity-sensitive compo-
nents are oriented correctly, and that the 
power supply voltages are correct. 
The layout details in Fig.8 show connec-

tions for both transducers. If only trans-
ducer TX1 is to be used, as with the proto-
type, link TX1 as indicated, omit RX I , and 
link p.c.b. points TP1 and TP4. 

Apply the battery power and check that 
+5V is present at the output of regulator 
IC2, and where expected on the i.c. pins, as 
indicated in Fig.6. Raw battery power 
should be present on pin 8 of the sockets 
for IC2 and IC3. 

Observe the mandatory requirement 
that power should be disconnected before 
making any change to the p.c.b. and its 
components. 
When satisfied by the prelimi-

nary checks, insert the pre-pro-
grammed PIC and connect the 
1.c.d. (if required), whose typical 
pinouts are shown inset in Fig.8. 
From hereon it is assumed that 
the 1.c.d. is connected. 
When power is re-applied, adjust 

preset VR1 until the 1.c.d. screen 
contrast is satisfactory. It should be 
apparent that both lines of the 1.c.d. 

WM, • 

The prototype mounted on an aluminium test platform while undergoing development tests. Note how the cable to the stepper 
motor is looped and self supporting (see text) 

are in use. If only the upper line is visible, 
showing 16 dark character cells, there is a 
fault in thel.c.d.'s initialisation process, like-
ly to be due to incorrect connections to it. 
On start up, and the 1.c.d. having ini-

tialised, its screen displays the two-line 
message, shown above, confirming that 
the software is set for the default Baud 
rate of 9600 and the motor has a rota-
tional limit of 48 steps. Both of these 
factors are changeable through the PC 
interface (for 19200 Baud and 96 steps). 
If you are not using a PC with this 
unit, however, and you want to set 
the PIC program for different defaults, 
you will need to amend its code (the 
relevant ASM code sections are suitably 
notated). 

Motor Connecton 
The next stage is to connect the stepper 

motor. This will depend on the type of 
motor which you are using. Guidance on 
such choice is best provided by what Andy 
Rind had to say on the matter, of which the 
following is a precis: 

If the motor came with connection data 
there should be no problem connecting it 
up to the circuit — letter-notated coil wires 
going to the same lettered pins alongside 
IC2, with the common wire(s) connected 
to one or other of the OV connection points 
on the p.c.b. 

If the motor was salvaged from scrap 
equipment, the leads will have to be iden-
tified. The "common" leads can be located 
with a meter. Where a resistance can be 
measured across any two leads, it will be 
foundf that it will be either the value of the 
coil lead to a common, or twice that value, 
i.e. two coil leads in series via a common 

(see Fig.4). So the common(s) will be 
the lead(s) having the lower resist-
ance value compared to two or 
more of the others. 

Having identified the com-
mon(s), connect it/them to the 
ov output of a suitable power 
supply (the Radar uses the 
opposite control voltage logic 
to Andy's QuickStep). Next 
take one of the coil leads, 

label it A, and touch it to the 
positive battery supply 

ti J 

pin on the p.c.b. The motor will probably 
lump" slightly. It may be necessary to attach 
something to the motor shaft so that the move-
ment can be seen more clearly (the prototype 
motor had a cog on its shaft and the movement 
was readily observable). 
Now find the coil lead that gives the 

smallest clockwise movement when 
touched to the positive supply. Label this 
lead B. The motor can be taken back to 
the starting point before trying each lead 
by touching A again. Continue similarly 
to find C and D, following which the 
leads can be connected to the p.c.b. in the 
designated order. 

At this stage it is recommended that you 
test the motor without the ultrasonic trans-
ducer mounted on it. Simply secure the 

motor and transducer separately to the 
work bench (using Blu-Tack or self-adhe-
sive Selotape Fixer Strip, for example). 

Scan Arc 
When the motor has been wired in and 

power is applied to the circuit, the PIC will 
step the motor through its 48 steps, cover-
ing a 360° arc (actually 353' because it 
takes a 49th step to return to its starting 
angle). It then reverses direction, stepping 
back to its start position, before stepping 
forward again, and so on. 

Following each step of the motor, the 
PIC transmits a brief sequence of 40kHz 
pulses, it then monitors the echo signal at 
its RAO input, sampling it 96 times over 
the next 25 milliseconds. Each sample is 
stored to a temporary memory block 
commencing at PIC Bank 1 address 
H'A0'. Although sampling is done .with 
10-bit resolution, only the upper eight 
bits are used, the lower bits ignored. An 
8-bit resolution is quite adequate in this 
application. 
When the PC is connected and its VB6 

Radar program running, each 96-byte 
block is output serially to the PC following 
the PIC's receipt of the 96th byte. The 
sequence will be discussed presently. 
When writing your own PIC software, it 

is expected that you will wish to make use 
of the data following completion of each 
96-byte block. You might, for example, 

wish to determine which echo value occurs 
in relation to a set field of distance, and then 
instruct the robot to take a particular course 
of action in relation to that information. 
The sampling period and quantity have 

been chosen as a compromise between the 
amount of PIC memory readily available 
and a reasonable echo distance. The 96-
byte value is the number of bytes between 
H'AO' and H'FF' in PIC Bank 1. You could 
actually add a further 16 memory bytes if 
you were to use PIC Bank 2 and its regis-
ter bytes between H'110' and H'17F'. 
The timing value of 25ms represents an 

approximate signal distance for transmis-
sion and echo return of about 25 feet 
(7.5m), taking the speed of sound as a 
rounded value of 1000fps. This represents 
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a maximum target distance of about 12.5 
feet (3-75m). In practice, the maximum 
echo amplitude at that distance will vary 
with the nature of target, hard reflective 
surfaces providing stronger echoes than 
soft targets. It is an area in which you are 
recommended to experiment, both in terms 
of the target type, and the gain setting 
given to the echo amplifier by preset VR2. 
When writing your detection software, 

you may also care to choose the scan angle 
at which you wish the robot to respond. As 
the motor is stepped and sample blocks are 
received, so a counter is incremented in 
relation to the number of steps taken during 
the scan arc, i.e. it represents angular values. 
This value can be read in relation to the 
echo response signals. 
Be aware that the PIC can only store data 

for one angular step at a time. Although Bank 
3 could be used to cover two angles, compli-
cations arise in relation to the 16 bytes that 
are common to all Banks. If you wanted to 
store all samples for all scan angles, you 
would need to add an external serial memory 
chip to the PIC, a facility which has not been 
provided by the Radar circuit. 

It seems unlikely, though, that extra 
memory would actually have any benefit 
because of the duration over which the full 
sampling of the scan arc occurs. In princi-
ple, 48 steps at 25ms gives a minimum 
full-scan duration of 1-2 seconds. But, to 
this must be added the extra time needed to 
actually process and do anything with the 
scan data. The period is also extended con-
siderably when data is output to the PC, 
since this is affected by the Baud rate used. 

Experiments suggest that a full scan 
period of about 10 seconds minimum is 
probably realistic for most applications. 
Whilst this period can be shortened, you 
may be in danger of losing scan data, and 
perhaps erratic stepping of the motor. 

Transducer Mounting 
Having proved the motor's action, the 

ultrasonic transducer can be mounted on its 
shaft, with Blu-Tack (etc) or even holt-melt 
glue, if it has a flat plate such as a cog on its 
shaft, or via a plate of your own making 
secured to the shaft in some way. (You are 
strongly recommended to choose a motor 
that already has its own shaft attachment.) 
The connecting wires to the transducer 

need to be chosen carefully. Because the 
transducer rotates through 360°, the wires 
need to be flexible and long enough to allow 
them to also rotate smoothly, without getting 
twisted or imposing strain on the motor. 

Originally, the author simply used a length 
of two-way ribbon cable, together with a 
hooked metal support made from a coathang-
er and secured to the baseboard on which the 
motor was mounted. This proved to be high-
ly unsatisfactory, causing more problems 
than it solved! Next a length of mono 
screened audio cable was used, still with the 
support. This got fouled-up too. However, it 
was found that this cable was capable of sup-
porting itself in a vertical U-shape without 
the support, and functioned perfectly (see 
photograph on the previous page). 

PC Interfacing 
The PC interface software was written 

under Visual Basic 6 (VB6), and you need 
VB6 on your PC in order to make full use 
of it. There is, though, a standalone version 

of the software (Radanexe) which you can 
run without VB6 being installed. 

Whether or not VB6 is installed, copy 
all of the Radar files (except the PIC files 
if you prefer) into a new folder called 
CARadar, or any name of your choosing, 
on Drive C (the usual hard drive letter). 

If you do not have VB6, and you wish to 
run Radanexe, you also need three other 
files, comdlg32.ocx, Msconunctl.ocx and 
Msvbm60.d11, held on our 3-5-inch disk 
named Interface Disk 1, and in the Interface 
folder on our Downloads page (they are also 
included with the TK3 software, in Disk 2). 
These files must be copied into the same 
folder as the other Radar files. 

These three files are not supplied with 
the Radar software as they are common to 
several EPE VB6 projects and amount to 
about 1MB of data. 

Additionally, the VB6 source code 
makes use of Joe Fan's Serial Interface for 
PICs (Oct '03) software. In order to access 
and modify for your own purposes the 
Radar VB6 source code files, you need to 
have Joe's software installed on your PC as 
well (see his published text). This is also 
available via our Downloads page. 

Without Joe's software installed, if you try 
to access the Radar source code, it will crash. 

Note that you should not attempt to 
"install" the Radar VB6 files via Explorer 
or other similar PC facility. Use Windows' 
own normal Copy facility. 

Guided Tour 
To run Radar.exe, double-click on its 

file icon in the Radar folder. On first run-
ning, the program creates a couple of its 
own run-time files which hold various 
facts about what settings it should use on 

your PC, initially set-
ting them to default 
values. More on this in 
a moment. 

Radar's main screen 
then appears, as shown 
earlier, but without data 
yet of course. Dom-
inating it are several 
concentric circles, the 
spacing between each 
representing a scan peri-
od of about 2ms. It is on 
this screen that blocks 
of radar scan data are 
plotted radially in rela-
tion to the stepper 
motor's scan angle. 

At the top of the 
boxed panel at the left 
are two "radio" buttons 
relating to the PC 
COM port through 
which you wish to 

import data from the PIC unit. Click the 
setting you wish to use, COM 1 or COM 2. 
The initial default is COM 1. This software 
cannot be run via a USB port. 

Having selected the COM port, this setting 
is stored to the RadarSettings.txt file in your 
Radar folder and is recalled next time the 
program is run. It may be changed again via 
the radio buttons should you wish. 

Below the COM port buttons are two more 
buttons relating to the Baud rate at which you 
wish to impon serial data. The selected value 
is also stored to the Settings file for future 
recall. Leave the setting at 9600 Baud for now. 
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The next two buttons select the number of 
steps per revolution for your motor. This 
selection is also stored to disk for future 
recall. The default is 48 steps. If your motor 
has a different number of steps, you may 
amend the VB6 code to suit, in which case 
you must also amend the PIC program to the 
same value (the commands are notated in the 
ASM file). 

Below these buttons, two others select 
which screen display mode you want to use. 
Circular mode is that currently shown. Graph 
mode displays the scan values as oscilloscope-
type waveforms horizontally across the allo-
cated screen area. The display setting is not 
stored to disk and always defaults to Circular. 
The large circle below the display mode 

buttons is a graphical representation of the 
total scan arc covered by the motor, initial-
ly relating to 360°. The arc can be changed 
using the small slider (Slider2) below the 
circle, from 360° down to 0° (static motor, 
angle unchanging). Use the slider now to 
see the effect on the symbol. The value is 
not stored to disk and always defaults to 
360° when the program is loaded. 

At the far right of the screen are seven 
coloured buttons. These select the colour in 
which you want the scan data to be plotted 
on screen. Click them now and observe the 
effect on the arc symbol at the left. Again 
the setting is not stored to disk, the default 
being red. You can, of course, amend the 
default colour from within the VB6 source 
code. For now, return Slider2 to 360°. 
The large slider (Slider 1 ) at the far left 

deducts the selected value from the incom-
ing scan data and it is the resulting value 
that is plotted to screen. It is only of use 
when data is actually being input, and its 
default value is always 0. 

Starting Scan Input 
To start inputting scan data from the PIC 

unit, first plug the unit into the PC at the 
required COM port socket Ultimately, the 
connecting cable between the PC and PIC 
unit should be assembled from the thinnest 
three-core cable that you can find, at a length 
suited to how far you expect the robot to 
move away from the PC. You may also prefer 
to provide overhead supports on which the 
cable can be held above the robot's track area, 
in order to prevent cable/robot entanglement! 

Connect power to the unit. It will start to 
run in "free" mode (as described previous-
ly), but not yet output data to the PC. Now 
click on the Input Scan button. 

This triggers several actions. First the 
button caption changes to Stop, and the 
unselected radio buttons are "greyed". 
Slider2 and its arc symbol are hidden, and 
so too are the colour selection buttons, 
since none of these can be used during scan 
input. Any previous scan data is cleared. 

Next the PIC is told the current value of 
Slider2, and thus the number of steps 
required for the scan arc coverage required, 
360° full arc scan at present. The motor's 
maximum step value is then sent (48 at this 
time). Finally, the Baud rate at which the PC 
expects to receive data is sent. Handshakes 
are exchanged between sending each value. 
On receipt of the values, the PIC adjusts 

its settings to suit, also outputting the val-
ues to its I.c.d. screen, Baud and step val-
ues on line 2, arc value on line I. The PIC 
then starts outputting scan data to the PC 
for plotting on screen. 
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Note that the PIC's default Baud rate is 
always 9600 and the PC first communi-
cates with the PIC at this rate when the 
Input Scan button is clicked. Following 
receipt of the Baud rate value, the PIC and 
PC then communicate at the selected rate. 

Each 96-byte block of scan data is sent 
to the PC as a single sequence, prefixed by 
the value 255 (H'FF'), and then the current 
scan angle. The PC acknowledges receipt 
of the complete sequence. The 255 value is 
unique and the PC uses it as a sync mark-
er. All scan values are limited to a maxi-
mum of 254 to avoid sync conflict. On 
receipt of each 98-byte (96 + 2) data block, 
the PC looks for the sync marker and then 
plots the values in timed (consecutive) 
order in relation to the sync marker. 

Circular Plot 
The values are plotted outwards from the 

centre of the display circles to the outer cir-
cumference, at the radial angle embedded in 
that data block. Any previous data at that 
angle is first cleared. Only those values 
above zero are plotted, as colour-filled 
squares whose dimensions are set by the 
sample value, with a maximum value limit 
of 15. 

In early tests no limit was applied and the 
squares plotted directly at the received 
value. It was found, though, that interpreting 
the screen display became difficult with such 
a range of square sizes, many of which bled 
into squares from adjacent scan angles. 

Slider 1 can be used to reduce the scan 
values in order to improve the display 
"definition" if preferred. The subtraction 
range, as shown, is 0 to 50. 
To stop scan data input, click the Stop but-

ton. The PIC is not advised of this cessation 
(although it could be written into the code if 
you wish). Instead its software has a time-
out mutine, set at about two seconds or so. 

Following each data block being sent, if 
the PC's acknowledgment signal (the letter 
"G") is not received within the time-out 
period, the PIC reverts to "free running" in 
which it no longer outputs data to the PC. 

Step Rates 
In "free-run" mode, the PIC's angle-

stepping rate is slightly increased com-
pared to its send-PC rate. Note that the 
"free" rate has been deliberately slowed 
below what is actually possible by the 
inclusion of a delay loop in this mode. It 
was found that at the fastest possible angle 
step rate, the motor sometimes failed to 
correctly follow the stepping pattern, 
resulting in changes to the positions at 
which it changed direction. 

In relation to this, it was assumed that 
stepper motors must require a minimum 
pulse length in order to step correctly. 
Surprising, datasheets for several stepper 
motor types did not give this information. 

Having reverted to "free" mode, the 
PIC's Baud rate is reset to 9600 Baud, in 
readiness for the next clicking of the PC's 
Input Scan button. It should be noted that 
having stopped the PC's input mode, time 
must be allowed for the PIC's time-out to 
be triggered before re-clicking the button. 
Failure to do so will result in communica-
tion failure between PC and PIC. 
Observing the motor will indicate whether 
it is in "free" mode or still waiting for a PC 
handshake (its stepping rate being seen to 
be slightly faster than in send-PC mode). 
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The PC display screen in a typical example of graph mode 

The VB6 Radar software also has a 
time-out embedded into it. If a complete 
block of data is not received within two 
seconds of it being expected, an advisory 
message is displayed on screen and Input 
mode is exited, the Stop button reverting to 
show Input Scan. 

Having ceased data input, the Radar 
screen re-enables all the functions hidden 
during scan mode, and any new settings 
can be selected, including Graph Mode 
instead of Circular. Click this option and 
the main screen area will change format. 
The concentric circles now disappear, the 
display width lengthens to the right, and 
vertical timing lines are added, also 
spaced at about 2ms intervals (only an 
approximate value), see above screen 
dump. 

Clicking the Input Scan button now 
causes data to be plotted in horizontal lines 
with data values shown as waveforms rep-
resenting signal amplitude. Their basic 
vertical positions are in relation to the scan 
angle, 0° at the top, 360° at the bottom. 
Having clicked Stop, you may then rese-
lect Circular mode, or stay in Graph mode. 

Different Scan Arcs 
Screen displays in both Circular and 

Graph modes are always in relation to the 
scan arc selected by Slider2, the scan 
direction changing when the limits set by 
the slider have been reached. However, a 
common situation can arise in this respect. 
If the motor is already at an angle which is 
outside the newly set scan arc, it will con-
tinue to step from its present position, out-
putting data for those angles until one or 
other preset arc extreme has been reached. 
It will then restrict its scanning to within 
the required limits. The screen, though will 
continue to show the previously plotted 
data from outside the limits. 
To eliminate this extra data, once the 

motor is scanning through the required arc, 
stop the PC's data input, wait for the PIC 
program to enter "free" mode, then restart 
PC data input. The display will now show 
only data for the required arc. 

Motor Start-Up Angle 
The motor used in the prototype does not 

have any means of knowing in which angle 
it is pointing when power is first applied to 
it. This probably applies to many other step-
per motor types as well. Consequently, 
before applying power to the Radar unit, the 
motor must always be manually set so that 
the ultrasonic transducer points in the mid-
arc direction ("forwards"). 

Mechanically-minded readers will recog-
nise that this situation can be avoided by fit-
ting the motor with a lever which activates 
rnicroswitches at the extreme ends of the 
motor's rotation. The software could then be 
provided with a "start-up" routine which 
causes the motor to rotate until both switch-
es have been activated, and then the motor 
stepped to its central position. No advice is 
offered on this modification, though. 

Roboscanetics! 
While preparing Owen Bishop's Smart 

Kart for publication, the author was struck 
by how much fun it was likely to create. He 
feels the same about this Radar scanning 
module. It has been interesting to create 
and fun to play with in the workshop. 
As said earlier, it is just a basic frame-

work which you can modify for your own 
purposes. There seem to be lots of oppor-
tunities, though, for you to modify it to 
become part of your own mobile robot, to 
not only give you pleasure, but a lot more 
experience at programming robot devices. 
And just think how much you will enter-
tain and impress those who get to watch 
your robot being put through its paces! D 
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Special Feature 

Digital TV Svvitchover 
After studying Parliamegt's discussions through Hansard, Barry Fox updates us on the plans to 

switch off analogue TV in the UK — and finds there are problems as D-Day looms! 

11 Ps are calling on the UK govern-ment to set a firm date for what has 
now become known as D-Day — the day 
when the UK starts switching off all ana-
logue TV transmitters and turning them 
over to digital. Ofcom has called for a start 
in 2008, and finish by 2012. Electronics 
and IT trade body Intellect is urging not 
just a firm date for D-Day but a commit-
ment to change the transmission system, 
to make room for more programmes and 
for HDTV. 
The downside, Intellect admits, is that 

many tens of thousands of digital TVs 
bought by early adopters will "go dark". 
"Responsibility is shared between the 
DCMS, DTI and Ofcom, and between 
Tessa Jowell, Lord McIntosh, Richard 
Caborn and others. We want clear leader-
ship and ownership", says Laurence 
Harrison, Intellect's Director of Consumer 
Electronics. "We have been saying it for 
years", says Peter Hamblin, Deputy 
Managing Director, Panasonic and 
Chairman of Intellect's Digital Television 
Manufacturer's Forum. "The government 
must own and lead this project". 

"It is the start date for the switchover 
that matters, not the end date," says 
Harrison. "There will not be an announce-
ment before the election. But we want it as 
soon as possible after that. That means the 
summer. We hue to get people to think 
digital and stem analogue set sales". 

In 2004 3.5m Freeview Set Top Boxes 
(STBs) were sold; 5.5m analogue TV sets; 
and only 500,000 Integrated Digital TVs 
(IDTVs). Intellect recently attacked the 
BBC for promoting STBs over IDTVs. 
Intellect also wants the government to set a 
transmission standard based on 64 QAM, 
as used by ON Digital and ITV Digital and 
still used by the commercial stations, to get 
24Mbps and six TV channels per multiplex 
— not the 16 QAM system now used by the 
BBC for Freeview, which gets only 
18Mbps per multiplex but makes weak sig-
nals more robust. 

Rushed Launch 
Intellect additionally wants the UK to 

switch from 2k COFDM to 8k, because 
this — along with the higher transmission 
powers that will be possible after analogue 
services have finished — will give 64 QAM 
the robustness of 16 QAM. The UK adopt-
ed 2k because dual mode 2/8k chips were 
not available in time for the rushed DTTV 
launch. 

"Digital transmitters currently work 
at -20dB, one hundredth the strength of 
analogue" says George Fullam of the 
Consumer Electronics Technical 
Committee PH Fullam. "When there is no 
analogue the digital signals can be at -7dB, 
one tenth the analogue powers". 

Intellect accepts that the change from 2k 
to 8k will mean that some STBs and 
IDTVs no longer work. High value IDTVs 
bought by early adopters are the main 
problem. "Out of around 75,000 legacy 
IDTVs, around 50,000 will still be in use at 
switchover to 8k. We are calling for gov-
ernment support to help the owners who 
will blame the manufacturers. There 
should be some kind of compensation. It 
could be financial or it could be a new set-
top box. It must be fair for all parties". 

Intellect's announcement followed a few 
days after Lib Dem MP Steve Webb won 
time in Parliament for MPs to debate the 
Ofcom plan for "Driving Digital 
Switchover". Tessa Jowell and Lord 
McIntosh were not there so Richard 
Caborn, Minister for Sport and Tourism, 
had to try and defend attacks from the 
opposition's shadow ministers, Tory John 
Whittingdale and Lib Dem Don Foster. 
Added Webb: "I wonder how many people 
are buying cheap sets from the bottom end 
of the market, which will become obsolete 
unless they pay almost as much as they did 
for the telly to get them sorted out". 

Sticker System 
"The Government now have a sticker 

system to give people a bit of a clue when 
they buy a telly, but I still think that aware-
ness out there is very low." John 
Whittingdale added: "It is possible to get 
Freesat — although one has to look rather 
hard to discover how to go about getting 
it." Said Webb: "Nearly one in three regis-
tered social landlords do not allow their 
tenants to install satellites." 

Brian White, Labour MP for Milton 
Keynes, chipped in: "Consider the history 
of ONdigital, and the collapse of ITV's 
digital service. One of the assumptions that 
was made was that the aerial problem was 
manageable. Many aerials in the country 
need a massive upgrade. Why did colour 
TV come in so quickly and so well? It was 
because of Radio Rentals. People rented 
their TV and could get the upgrades with-
out worrying about having to spend money 
on the TV. It was part of the rental contract. 
Where are the rentals for broadband and 
digital TV? 

"It is a market that an entrepreneur could 
step into and fill. We need to recognise 
why things worked well in the past, 
because we could apply that to the future." 
Don Foster shares Intellect's concern: 
"One of my real concerns is a lack of lead-
ership from the Government on the issue." 
Lib Dem Michael Moore warned: "The 
days are long gone when households might 
have only the one piece of equipment to be 
affected by such a change. It is not simply 
about changing the black and white telly in 
the corner over to colour, or getting one 

with teletext; in many households every 
room has a television, with VCRs or DVD 
players attached. Even now pieces of 
equipment are being sold that are not digi-
tal-compatible." 

Failure 
Said John Whittingdale: "The 

Government have completely failed to per-
suade those who are aware of their policy 
that it is a desirable policy. A survey for the 
Department of Trade and Industry of 4,000 
viewers found that more than 70% are 
angry about switch-off and suspicious of 
the Government's motives. More than 
three million householders said that they 
would refuse to buy digital equipment and 
half of them said that they would maintain 
their defiance even if they had to give up 
TV completely. My main household televi-
sion set is digital, but I have three more, 
which are analogue. I do not think that I am 
all that unusual in that." 

Richard Caborn then made a significant 
admission: "We are fully aware that some 
people will need much more information. 
They may need help to understand what 
they have to do to install their boxes and 
check their aerials, and help to understand 
how to use their new equipment, and we 
acknowledge that a few might also need 
financial assistance. Only 73% of UK 
households can access digital terrestrial 
television services. That figure cannot be 
increased before switchover." 

Crunch Point 
Don Foster revealed: "I, and I suspect oth-

ers, have received a letter from the chief 
executive of Ofcom who says quite categor-
ically: 'We will, by late spring/early summer 
be at the point where operational decisions 
and political decisions must come together'. 
In short, a decision crunch point is approach-
ing when a political decision — either to go 
ahead with switchover or to postpone it 
indefinitely — needs to be taken." 

"If I were working in a TV shop", said 
Alan Reid, "I would expect a flood of calls 
from those who missed all the adverts and 
from those who find that for some reason 
the untested equipment does not work." 

"There will be a third group", predicted 
Brian White, "the technophobes who do 
not have a seven-year-old kid to do it for 
them." Michael Moore agreed: "For many 
who do not have a seven-year-old child 
switchover will be a big burden." 
Don Foster also worried about "techno-

phobes without seven-year-old children" 
adding hopefully that if any other MP 
"does not put himself in that category, if he 
wants to pop around to my flat afterwards 
to tune my video in, I would be grateful; I 
have been trying to get it right for two 
months." 
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Programming Feature 

Programming PIC 18F 
Interrupts 
Malcolm Wiles 

Clarifying the datasheet for the PIC18F family 

IN the author's previous article on the Microchip 18F series (PIC18F 
Microcontroller Family, April '05), the 

temptation to dwell on the subject of inter-
rupts was mostly resisted. But almost at the 
same time as this article appeared, an email 
arrived from no less an authority than our 
illustrious technical editor, who had been 
having a few problems trying to use 18F 
interrupts on a project he was working on 
at the time. 
We reasoned that if he was finding the 

datasheets hard to understand, it's possible 
that other readers might be as well. So at 
John's request, this article aims to shed a 
bit of light on PIC 18F interrupts. 
Familiarity with the author's previous arti-
cles on 16F interrupts (Programming PIC 
Interrupts, April, May '02) is assumed. 

There are four example experiments, 
each with its own test program, tpl.asm to 
tp4.asm. These are available as stated 
later, to accompany this article. Space does 
not permit them to be printed here, so read-
ers should download and read through 
them, even if it is not intended actually to 
set up and run the experiments. 

What's Changed? 
Perhaps the first reassuring thing to 

know about interrupts on the 18F is that by 
default they are hardly any different from 
16F interrupts. The interrupt vector is at 
location h'0008' byte addressed, which is 
the same as location h'0004' on the word 
addressed 16F series. They are caused by 
the same events as on a 16F (Timer wrap, 
change on RB7 to RB4, peripheral events 
and so forth). They are enabled by setting 
interrupt enable bits in familiar registers, 
and cause interrupt flag bits to be set. They 
need to be processed in your code by an 
interrupt service routine (ISR). 

In fact, the only slight difference is asso-
ciated with context saving. Because the 
bank select bits are no longer in the STA-
TUS register but in the BSR on 18Fs, it is 
necessary to save BSR as well as STATUS 
and W on entry to an ¡SR. The new movff 
instruction, which does not affect STA-
TUS, helps make the job straightforward, 
as shown in Listing I. 

Only one other thing is worth noting, 
which is that the save locations for the con-
text registers should always be located in 

LISTING 1 

; data definitions in bank 0 

SAVE_S 
SAVE_W 
SAVE_B 

equ 
equ 
equ .2 

; other definitions here 

org 0 
bra START 
org 8 
bra isr 
org 20 

START: 

isr: 

O 
1 

movwf SAVE_W,A; save 
context 

movff STATUS,SAVE_S 
movff BSR,SAVE_B 

; body of isr here 

movff SAVE_B,BSR; reload 
context 

movff SAVE_S,STATUS 
movf SAVE_W,W,A 
retfie 

the Access bank. This is because on entry 
to the ¡SR, the BSR setting is unknown, so 
banked access to data memory must not be 
used in the ¡SR until the required setting 
has been loaded into BSR. Similarly, once 
BSR has been reset by the ¡SR "restore 
context" code on exit, it cannot be used to 
access data memory in any remaining 
instructions in the ¡SR. 

Experiment 1 
Readers who want to follow along 

experimentally, and are able to program 
18F PICs (e.g. with TK3 version 3.00 or 
later), can set up the simple circuit shown 
in Fig 1. This is best done on a prototyping 
board like the TK3 board, but if you don't 
have such a thing then solderless bread-
board should do fine. 

The circuit is shown using a PIC18F242, 
but can be straightforwardly adapted for 
any PIC18Fxx2 series processor. Load pro-
gram tpl.hex into the PIC. This is a simple 
flash 1.e.d. program, which uses the TMRO 
interrupt to time the flash frequency. It 
uses an ¡SR with the context saving and 
restoring code as in Listing I. 
The main loop of tpl.asm contains a 

test that the context saving is working cor-
rectly. If it is not, sooner or later an inter-
rupt will occur at the point noted in the 
code, W will be corrupted by the ISR, and 
the test that tempi is equal to temp2 will 
fail. The main loop will then disable inter-
rupts so that the led will stop flashing. 

If you want to see what happens if W is 
not preserved by the ISR, comment out the 
movf SAVE_W,W,A instruction before the 
retfie, reassemble the program, and repro-
gram the PIC. 

Fast Context Save and 
Restore 
Although interrupts can be used in just 

the same way as on 16Fs, the 18F series 
provides a number of enhancements, and 
life would be boring if we never tried any-
thing new. So the first of the enhancements 
we'll look at is fast context save and 
restore. 

Fig.1 . Demo Test Circuit 
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Whenever an 18F processor vectors to 
an interrupt, it automatically saves W, 
STATUS, and BSR for you in a private 
memory area of its own, that you can't 
access directly. It always does this whether 
you like it or not. You can't turn this fea-
ture off, or affect it in any way, but there's 
no overhead or time penalty associated 
with this save, so it's nothing to worry 
about. 

But what you can do is choose whether, 
on exit from the your ISR, the processor 
will automatically reload W, STATUS, and 
BSR from its private memory area or not. 
If you don't want it to, then you exit from 
the ¡SR just as you did on 16Fs with a 
RETFIE instruction, just as we did in 
Listing I. 

But if you want to use the hardware's 
context restore, you simply modify the 
RETFIE instruction as follows: 

retfie FAST 

Now W, STATUS, and BSR are auto-
matically reset to the values they had at the 
time the ¡SR was entered. You don't need 
to save and restore these registers in soft-
ware. So ¡SR path lengths can be shorter, 
and hence interrupt response times can be 
a little quicker. The maximum interrupt 
rate that can be handled (since a good ¡SR 
will typically only be a few instructions 
long, often of the same order of length as 
the context saving and restoring overhead) 
can often be doubled, or nearly so. The 
RETFIE FAST instruction executes in the 
same time as a plain RETFIE, so there's 
no hidden overhead here either. 

Almost all good news then. But as we'll 
see in a bit, you can't always use fast con-
text save and restore, so don't forget how 
to save and restore context by software, as 
discussed in the previous section, just yet. 

Experiment 2 
Load program tp2.hex into your PIC 

and run it. It is the same as tpl.asm, except 
that its ¡SR uses fast context save and 
restore. Observe that the 1.e.d. continues to 
flash so the program is interrupt safe, even 
though no context save and restore is done 
by the software. 

Fast Call and Return 
This section is a short digression from 

the main topic of interrupts, but closely 
related to fast context save and restore, so 
we'll briefly mention it here. It is also pos-
sible to have the hardware save W, STA-
TUS, and BSR for you when you make a 
subroutine call, and restore them when you 
RETURN from the subroutine. But in this 
case you have to explicitly tell the hard-
ware to do it; by default it will not do either 
the save or the restore. The assembler syn-
tax is similar, as in Listing 2. 

Listing 2 

SUBI: 

call SUBI, FAST 

return FAST 

You cannot safely do fast call and return 
if any interrupts are enabled, because if an 
interrupt occurs during execution of the 
subroutine it will overwrite the hardware's 
save area, whether or not fast context save 
and restore is being used. The RETURN 
FAST would then reload the values stored 
when the most recent interrupt was taken, 
not when the subroutine was called. The 
result would be a program that behaved 
unpredictably giving different and non-
reproducible errors, which could include 
program crashes. 

This is not generally such a useful fea-
ture, because usually you want to return 
results from subroutines, and W and/or the 
STATUS flags are often convenient ways 
to do that. But it may occasionally have 
uses. 

A Gotcher - MOVFF 
The Eno% ff instruction is a bit odd. 

Although written as one assembler instruc-
tion, it is double length and takes two 
instruction cycles to execute. It sometimes 
behaves as if it were two instructions, and 
it is not completely "atomic" with respect 
to interrupts. Although safe to use to save 
and restore context in the ¡SR as illustrated 
above, it is not safe to use the movff 
instruction to access any of the interrupt 
related SFRs shown in Table I while inter-
rupts are enabled. 

Table 1: Interrupt Enabled SFRs 

RCON 
INTCON 
INTCON2 
INTCON3 
PIR1 
PIR2 
PIE1 
PIE2 
IPR1 
IPR2 

Also note that it is not safe to use movff 
to read PORTB in order to clear the mis-
match condition before clearing a RBIF 
interrupt. If a soft copy is required, PORTB 
must be loaded and saved via W, as on the 
I 6Fs: 

movf PORTB,W,A 
;NOT movff PORTB, SOFTB 

movwf SOFTB,A 

Temperature 
sensor 

Opto-isolator 
and Tnac 

Fridge 
motor 

Voltage controlled 
oscillator (VCO) 

fil 
PIC16F84 

Priority Interrupts 
l'he major enhancement to interrupts on 

the 18F series is its priority interrupt 
scheme. Apart from the INTO interrupt, all 
interrupts on the 18F series can be pro-
grammed to be either high or low priority. 
INTO is always a high priority interrupt. 
(In the PICI8F Microcontroller Family 
article, TMRO was erroneously described 
as the interrupt source which is always 
high priority.) 

High priority interrupts vector through 
location h'0008', but low priority inter-
rupts vector through location h'0018'. 
Although it is possible to have both inter-
rupt vector locations point to the same 
ISR, it is usual to have two separate ISRs 
in a program that uses priority interrupts, 
one for high priority interrupts and one for 
low priority interrupts. This is because 
each separate ¡SR only needs to process its 
relevant interrupts, so each one can be sim-
pler and faster than a combined one would 
be. 

High priority interrupts pre-empt the 
processing of low priority interrupts. A low 
priority ¡SR will be interrupted by the 
occurrence of a high priority interrupt 
event. So some rethinking of how to write 
low priority ISRs is necessary; we'll return 
to this point a bit later. 

Possible Uses 
Why would you want to use priority 

interrupts? Perhaps the most obvious rea-
son is to get the fastest possible response to 
emergency events. If your overheating 
sensor triggers, or the microswitch in the 
endstop operates indicating that something 
has hit the buffers, you want to get the 
power disconnected as soon as possible. A 
high priority ¡SR dedicated to handling 
such emergencies would provide a good 
way to do that. 
More generally, PICs often have to per-

form several functions simultaneously, and 
these are often not of equal importance. As 
an example, one of the author's PIC proj-
ects is a fridge controller, designed and 
implemented in some haste when the orig-
inal equipment thermostat in his fridge 
failed. A block diagram of this circuit is 
shown in Fig 2. 
The same set of I/O lines drives both led 

displays, and the standard multiplexing 
technique in which the 1.e.d.s are driven 
alternately and switched rapidly is used. 
PIC timer interrupts are used to control the 

multiplex display 
  switching , and the 

7-segment displays 

Fig.2. Block diagram for the author's fridge control, which is 
suited to upgrading using an 18F and its interrupts 

VCO pulses gener-
ate interrupts 
which are counted 
to calculate the 
temperature. The 
software's main 
loop worries about 
keeping the fridge 
at the right temper-
ature by switching 
the motor on and 
off as necessary. 
The VCO output 

frequency can 
exceed 100kHz, 
and without going 
into all the design 
calculations it 
turns out that it is 
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not possible to count the VCO pulses and 
multiplex the 1.e.d. temperature display at 
the same time, when both have to be given 
equal weight in the interrupt processing. 
While switching the display, VCO pulses 
can be missed. So every 30 seconds, while 
the PIC rechecks the temperature, the dis-
play has to be blanked for 100ms or so. 

While this is not a severe problem in this 
circuit, it would be rather neater if this 
blinking of the display were not necessary. 
If a PIC with priority interrupts had been 
available at the time the circuit was built 
(and the author's wife had not been breath-
ing down his neck demanding a quick 
repair!), the VCO input could have been 
made high priority, ensuring the necessary 
counting accuracy. The 1.e.d. multiplexing 
could have been made low priority and 
simply allowed to take whatever PIC pro-
cessing power remained. This might well 
have been sufficient to maintain a reason-
able I.e.d. display. 

Programming Priority 
Interrupts 

In order to use priority interrupts, the 
programmer has to do two additional 
things: 

• assign a priority to each interrupt used 

• enable the priority interrupt system 

As well as the interrupt flag bit and the 
interrupt enable bit, each interrupt source 
on the 18F, except for the INTO interrupt, 
has an interrupt priority bit associated with 
it. By default at power on all interrupt pri-
ority bits are zero, which is interpreted as 
high priority. By setting the interrupt prior-
ity bit, which should be done before the 
interrupt is enabled, the corresponding 
interrupt is made low priority. This means 
that when the interrupt event occurs, the 
processor will jump to location h'0018', 
not h'0008'. 
The priority interrupt system is enabled by 

setting the IPEN bit in the RCON register. If 
this bit is clear, the settings of the priority bits 
are ignored and all enabled interrupts behave 
as high priority interrupts. It doesn't matter 
in which order your program sets IPEN and 
the priority bits. 
When IPEN is set, the GIE bit still does 

the same job of enabling and disabling all 
interrupts. GIE is called GIEH when IPEN 
is set, but is physically the same bit. 
Similarly, PEIE is called GIEL when IPEN 
is set, but is physically the same bit. 
Low priority interrupts have to be addi-

tionally enabled using the GIEL bit, and 
can be separately disabled as a group by 
clearing the GIEL bit. So it doesn't really 
make much sense to have just low priority 
interrupts in a program, because to make 
them work both GIEH and GIEL have to be 

Table 3. Non-peripheral Interrupts 

TMROIF 

RBIF 

INTOIF 

INT1IF 

INT2IF 

set. If you only want one level of interrupts, 
disable the priority interrupt system and 
just have high priority interrupts. 

The interrupt sources shown in Table 3 
are non-peripheral interrupts. All other 
interrupts are peripheral interrupts — the 
exact list of these varies slightly with the 
device type. In high priority mode 
(IPEN=0) any non-peripheral interrupt will 
be enabled if its particular source enable bit 
(XIE) is set and GIE is set. The peripheral 
interrupts additionally require PEIE to be 
set. This is the same as on 16Fs. 
Be aware that XIE is not a real bit but 

here stands for any interrupt enable bit. 
These bit identifiers always end in IE, for 
example EEIE is data EEPROM/FLASH 
write complete interrupt enable, and RCIE 
is USART receive interrupt enable. 
Similarly, bit identifiers ending in IF and IP 
signify interrupt flag and interrupt priority, 
respectively. 

If priority interrupts are enabled 
(IPEN=1), then there is no distinction made 
between peripheral and non-peripheral 
interrupts. A low priority interrupt will be 
enabled if XIE, GIEL, and GIEH are all set. 
A high priority interrupt will be enabled if 
XIE and GEIH are set. 

If that's all a bit confusing, maybe Table 
4 will help. 

The rest of this article assumes that if 
low priority interrupts are in use, then high 
priority interrupts are being used also. 

Context Saving in Low 
Priority ISRs 
We previously noted that low priority 

ISRs can be pre-empted by high priority 
ISRs. This means that low priority ISRs 
cannot safely use the fast context save and 
restore mechanism, because there is only 
one hardware fast save area. If a high pri-
ority interrupt event occurs during a low 
priority ISR, the fast save area will be over-
written. As a general rule, low priority ISRs 
must save and restore context in software 
as described earlier. 

Experiment 3 
Example program tp3.asm flashes two 

1.e.d.s. One I.e.d. on RAO is driven using 
TMRO interrupts at high priority, the other 
on RAI by RBIF interrupts (from RB5) 
which are configured as low priority. 
Make a small modification to the test 

circuit of Fig.1 by adding a second 1.e.d. 

Table 4. High And Low Priority Interrupts 

Fig.3. Square Wave Generator 

and suitable current limiting resistor con-
nected between RAI and ground. 

If you have a signal generator, set it up to 
generate 5V square waves at less than 30Hz 
(or you won't be able to see the 1.e.d. flash-
ing) and connect its output to RB5. If you 
don't have a signal generator, then you can 
easily make some square waves using the 
circuit shown in Fig. 3 (there are many 
other possibilities — see for example Logic 
Gate Inverter Oscillators, Sep/Oct 2002). 
In this circuit the frequency of the square 
waves is set by R3 and C2, which should be 
a non-polarised type. Choose R3 = 4701d2 
and C2 = 150nF initially to get square 
waves at about 10Hz. 
Load tp3.hex into the PIC and run it. 

Both 1.e.d.s. should flash. Wind up the out-
put frequency of your signal generator, and 
the second 1.e.d. will just appear to be on 
dimly as it flashes too fast for your eye to 
perceive, and notice that the flash rate of 
the first 1.e.d., which is driven by high pri-
ority interrupts, is unaffected. 

If you are using a circuit such as in Fig.3 
to generate your square waves, reduce the 
values of the resistor and capacitor to get 
higher frequencies. 

If you are using PIC clock RC values 
as specified in Fig.1, then your PIC 
clock should be running at around 
2-5MHz. So the PIC instruction execu-
tion rate will be (2-5 x 106)/4 or about 
625,000 instructions/sec. tp3.hex takes 
16 instructions, of which five are double 
length so really equivalent to 21 instruc-
tions, to process a low priority interrupt. 
So if you set your signal generator to 
more than about 625,000/21 = 29-8kHz, 
then you will be saturating the PIC with 
low priority interrupts, in other words 
generating them faster than the low pri-
ority ISR can process them. Try this, and 
observe that even under these extreme 
conditions, the high priority 1.e.d. flash 
rate is unaffected. 

Writing Low Priority ISRs 
Low priority ISRs can be quite tricky to 

write. As they are interruptible, they might 
have critical sections in them that would not 
be safe if interrupted (see Programming PIC 
Interrupts for more on critical sections). 

IPEN Priority Interrupt 
System 

INTCON (7) INTCON (6) Non-peripheral interrupts 
enabled by: 

Peripheral interrupts 
enabled by: 

0 Disabled GIE PEIE GIE + XIE GIE + XIE + PEIE 

1 Enabled GIEH GIEL 

Low priority High Priority Low priority High priority 

GIEH + 
GIEL + XIE 

GIE + 
XIE 

GIEH + 
GIEL + XIE 

GIEH + 
XIE 
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You can disable high priority interrupts 
round critical sections in a low priority 
ISR, in order to make the program inter-
rupt safe. But you probably don't really 
want to, because you made certain inter-
rupts high priority for a reason: in order to 
guarantee them the fastest possible 
response time, or to ensure that they get 
guaranteed access to the processor irre-
spective of other loads on the PIC. 
Disabling high priority interrupts will 
tend rather to defeat their purpose. 

Prevention is usually better than cure. 
The advice given in Programming PIC 
Interrupts that all ISRs should be short, 
sweet and simple, applies even more 
strongly in this case. The shorter and sim-
pler a low priority ¡SR is, the less likely it 
is that it will contain anything that will 
cause trouble. In particular a low priority 
¡SR should not make any reference to any 
variable that is used in a high priority 
ISR. 

Experiment 4 
To illustrate the kind of thing that can 

happen, tp4 is a program that breaks the 
above rule. It flashes two 1.e.d.s. similarly 
to tp3, but the ISRs now maintain counts 
of interrupts. There is a count of total high 
and low priority interrupts (COUNTHL), 
and separate counts of low priority inter-
rupts (COUNTL) and high priority inter-
rupts (COUNTH). Both ISRs update 
COUNTHL, and the low priority ¡SR does 
it in a way that is not interrupt safe: 

movf COUNTHL,W,A ; total interrupts 
count to W 

addlw 1 ; bump 
movwf COUNTHL,A ; and save back 

in memory 

Suppose COUNTHL contains 23 when 
a low priority interrupt occurs. The first 
instruction loads 23 into W. Now sup-
pose that at this point a high priority 
interrupt occurs. The high priority ¡SR 

will run, it will preserve W containing 
23, and it will bump COUNTHL to 24. 
When the low priority ISR resumes it 
will add 1 to W, getting 24, and save that 
in COUNTHL. So COUNTHL will end 
up containing 24, but it should have been 
bumped twice by this sequence of events 
to 25. 
The main loop continually checks that 

COUNTHL is equal to the sum of 
COUNTH + COUNTL, and halts the 
program if it finds that it does not. This 
main loop test needs to be protected from 
interrupts occurring while it is done, oth-
erwise the counter values being tested 
could change "under its feet". 

Using the same test setup as for tp3, 
set your signal generator to about 500 
Hz, load tp4.hex into the PIC and run it. 
If you are using Fig.3 to generate square 
waves, choose R3 = 4k7S2 and C2 = 
150nF. 
You should find that the program will 

run for some random amount of time, 
which may be in the region of two sec-
onds to two minutes or so, but eventual-
ly the 1.e.d.s. will stop flashing. Reset 
the PIC and rerun a few times, and 
observe that the length of time for which 
it will run, and the state of the 1.e.d.s. 
when it stops, either both on, both off, or 
one on, is genuinely random. It depends 
on what the state of the circuit was in 
when a high priority interrupt happened 
to occur at the critical time. 
Program tp4 is obviously somewhat 

contrived. It can be fixed by replacing 
the three-instruction sequence to update 
COUNTHL shown above with a single 
INCF COUNTHL,F,A instruction — try 
this if you wish. The incf is atomic with 
respect to interrupts and therefore is 
safe. But hopefully tp4 illustrates the 
kind of things that can go wrong if care 
is not taken, and also the random and 
unpredictable effects that can occur as a 
result. 

It is, unfortunately, not easy to give a 
simple definition of what is interrupt 
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safe and what is not. The rule given 
above of not accessing any variable used 
in a high priority ¡SR from a low priori-
ty ¡SR is unnecessarily conservative, but 
in practice is not too difficult to follow, 
and should avoid most of the pitfalls. 
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Demo Software 
The example demo software referred 

to in this article is available for free 
download via the Downloads link on our 
site at www.epemag.co.uk. It is in the 
Toolkit TK3 folder. 
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EPE IS PLEASED TO BE ABLE TO OFFER YOU THESE 

Virtual laboratory — Traffic Lights 

Complimentary output stage 

Circuit simulation screen 

ELECTRONICS CE341011115 
ELECTRONICS PROJECTS 

.1 tee I» 54, 

Logic Probe testing 

Electronic Projects is split into two main sections: Building Electronic Projects 
contains comprehensive information about the components, tools and techniques 
used in developing projects from initial concept through to final circuit board 
production. Extensive use is made of video presentations showing soldering and 
construction techniques. The second section contains a set of ten projects for 
students to build, ranging from simple sensor circuits through to power amplifiers. A 
shareware version of Matrix's CADPACK schematic capture, circuit simulation and 
p.c.b. design software is included. 
The projects on the CD-ROM are: Logic Probe; Light, Heat and Moisture Sensor; 
NE555 Timer; Egg Timer; Dice Machine; Bike Alarm; Stereo Mixer; Power 
Amplifier; Sound Activated Switch; Reaction Tester. Full parts lists, schematics 
and p.c.b. layouts are included on the CD-ROM. 

ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS V2.0 
Provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of 
electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The 
virtual laboratories, worked examples and pre-designed circuits allow students to 
learn, experiment and check their understanding. Version 2 has been considerably 
expanded in almost every area following a review of major syllabuses (GCSE, GNVQ, 
A level and HNC). It also contains both European and American circuit symbols. 
Sections include: Fundamentals: units & multiples, electricity, electric circuits, 
alternating circuits. Passive Components: resistors, capacitors, inductors, 
transformers. Semiconductors: diodes, transistors, op.amps, logic gates. Passive 
Circuits. Active Circuits. The Parts Gallery will help students to recognise common 
electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. 
Included in the Institutional Versions are multiple choice questions, exam style 
questions, fault finding virtual laboratories and investigations/worksheets. 

ANALOGUE ELECTRONICS 
Analogue Electronics is a complete learning resource for this most difficult 
branch of electronics. The CD-ROM includes a host of virtual laboratories, 
animations, diagrams, photographs and text as well as a SPICE electronic circuit 
simulator with over 50 pre-designed circuits. 
Sections on the CD-ROM include: Fundamentals — Analogue Signals (5 
sections),Transistors (4 sections), Waveshaping Circuits (6 sections). Op.Amps 
— 17 sections covering everything from Symbols and Signal Connections to 
Differentiators. Amplifiers — Single Stage Amplifiers (8 sections), Multi-stage 
Amplifiers (3 sections). Filters — Passive Filters ( 10 sections), Phase Shifting 
Networks (4 sections), Active Filters (6 sections). Oscillators — 6 sections from 
Positive Feedback to Crystal Oscillators. Systems — 12 sections from Audio 
Pre-Amplifiers to 8-Bit ADC plus a gallery showing representative p.c.b. photos. 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS V2.0 

413 •te.a re Alter Ilealen low-mts LI 
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Filter synthesis 

Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates covered in Electronic 
Circuits & Components (opposite), and takes users through the subject of digital 
electronics up to the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The virtual 
laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on screen. 
Covers binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, ASCII, basic logic gates, 
monostable action and circuits, and bistables — including JK and D-type flip-flops. 
Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic functions and specialised logic functions. 
Introduces sequential logic including clocks and clock circuitry, counters, binary 
coded decimal and shift registers. A/D and D/A converters, traffic fight controllers, 
memories and microprocessors — architecture, bus systems and their arithmetic logic 
units. Sections on Boolean Logic and Venn diagrams, displays and chip types have 
been expanded in Version 2 and new sections include shift registers, digital fault 
finding, programmable logic controllers, and microcontrollers and microprocessors. 
The Institutional versions now also include several types of assessment for 
supervisors, including worksheets, multiple choice tests, fault finding exercises and 
examination questions. 

ANALOGUE FILTERS 
Analogue Filters is a complete course in designing active and passive filters that 
makes use of highly interactive virtual laboratories and simulations to explain 
how filters are designed. It is split into five chapters: Revision which provides 
underpinning knowledge required for those who need to design filters. Filter 
Basics which is a course in terminology and filter characterization, important 
classes of filter, filter order, filter impedance and impedance matching, and effects 
of different filter types. Advanced Theory which covers the use of filter tables, 
mathematics behind filter design, and an explanation of the design of active 
filters. Passive Filter Design which includes an expert system and filter 
synthesis tool for the design of low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop 
Bessel, Butterworth and Chebyshev ladder filters. Active Filter Design which 
includes an expert system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-pass, 
high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop Bessel, Butterworth and Chebyshev 

ELECTRONICS 
CAD PACK 

▪ m. m  

PCB Layout 

Electronics CADPACK allows users to 
design complex circuit schematics, to view 
circuit animations using a unique SPICE-
based simulation tool, and to design 
printed circuit boards. CADPACK is made 
up of three separate software modules. 
(These are restricted versions of the full 
Labcenter software.) ISIS Lite which 
provides full schematic drawing features 
including full control of drawing 
appearance, automatic wire routing, and 
over 6,000 parts. PROSPICE Lite 
(integrated into ISIS Lite) which uses 
unique animation to show the operation of 
any circuit with mouse-operated switches, 
pots. etc. The animation is compiled using 
a full mixed mode SPICE simulator. ARES 
Lite PCB layout software allows 
professional quality PCBs to be designed 
and includes advanced features such as 
16-layer boards, SMT components, and 
an autorouter operating on user generated 
Net Lists. 

ROBOTICS & 
MECHATRONICS 

- 

I 

- • ---,— 
Case study of the Milford 

Instruments Spider 

Robotics and Mechatronics is designed to 
enable hobbyists/students with little 
previous experience of electronics to 
design and build electromechanical 
systems. The CD-ROM deals with al 
aspects of robotics from the control 
systems used, the transducers available, 
motors/actuators and the circuits to drive 
them. Case study material (including the 
NASA Mars Rover, the Milford Spider and 
the Furby) is used to show how practical 
robotic systems are designed. The result 
is a highly stimulating resource that will 
make learning, and building robotics and 
mechatronic systems easier. The 
Institutional versions have additional 
worksheets and multiple choice questions. 
• Interactive Virtual Laboratories 
• Little previous knowledge requited 
• Mathematics is kept to a minimum and 

all calculations are explained 
• Clear circuit simulations 

PRICES 
Prices for each of the CD-ROMs above are: 

(Order form on third page) 

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc VAT 

Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) £99 plus VAT 
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £249 plus VAT 
Site Licence £499 plus VAT 

4 2 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 
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PlCmicro TUTORIALS AND PROGRAMMING 
HARDWARE 

VERSION 2 PlCmicro MCU 
DEVELOPMENT BOARD 

Suitable for use with the three software packages 
listed below. 

This flexible development board allows students to learn 
both how to program PlCmicro microcontrollers as well as 
program a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices. For 
experienced programmers all programming software is 
included in the PPP utility that comes with the development 
board. For those who want to learn, choose one or all of the 
packages below to use with the Development Board. 
• Makes it easier to develop PlCmicro projects 
• Supports low cost Flash-programmable PlCmicro 

devices 
• Fully featured integrated displays — 13 individual I.e.d.s, 

quad 7-segment display and alphanumeric I.c.d. display 
• Supports PlCmicro microcontrolters with AID converters 
• Fully protected expansion bus for project work 
• All inputs and outputs availaole on screw terminal 

connectors for easy connection 

NEW V3 

£145 including VAT and postage 

12V 500niA plug-top PSU (UK plug) £7 

25-way ' ID' type connecting cable £5 

SOFTWARE  
Suitable for use with the Development Board shown above. 

ASSEMBLY FOR PlCmicro V3 
(Formerly PICtutor) 

Assembly for PlCmicro microcontrollers V3.0 
(previously known as PICtutor) by John 
Becker contains a complete course in 
programming the PIC16F84 PlCmicro 
microcontroller from Arizona Microchip. It 
starts with fundamental concepts and 
extends up to complex programs including 
watchdog timers, interrupts and sleep modes. 
The CD makes use of the latest simulation 
techniques which provide a superb tool for 
learning: the Virtual PlCmicro micro-
controller. This is a simulation tool that 
allows users to write and execute MPASM 
assembler code for the PIC16F84 
microcontroller on-screen. Using this you 
can actually see what happens inside the 
PlCmicro MCU as each instruction is 
executed which enhances understanding. 
• Comprehensive instruction through 45 
tutorial sections • Includes Vlab, a Virtual 
PlCmicro microcontroller: a fully functioning 
simulator • Tests, exercises and projects 
covering a wide range of PlCm•cro MCU 
applications • Includes MPLAB assembler 
• Visual representation of a PlCmicro 
showing architecture and functions • 
Expert system for code entry helps first time 
users • Shows data flow and fetch execute 
cycle and has challenges (washing 
machine, lift, crossroads etc.) S Imports 
MPASM files. 

Virtual PlCmicro 

'C' FOR PlCmicro 
VERSION 2 

The C for PlCmicro microcontrollers CD-
ROM is designed for students and 
professionals who need to learn how to 
program embedded microcontroliers in C. 
The CD contains a course as well as all the 
software tools needed to create Hex code 
for a wide range of PlCmicro devices — 
including a full C compiler for a wide range 
of PlCmicro devices. 
Although the course focuses on the use of 
the PlCmicro microcontrollers, this CD-
ROM will provide a good grounding in C 
programming for any microcontroler. 
• Complete course in C as well as C 
programming for PlCmicro microcontrollers 
• Highly interactive course • Virtua C 
PlCmicro improves understanding • 
Includes a C compiler for a wide range of 
PlCmicro devices • Includes full Integrated 
Development Environment • Includes 
MPLAB software • Compatible with most 
PlCmicro programmers • Includes a 
compiler for all the PlCmicro devices. 
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Minimum system requirements for these 
items: Pentium PC running Windows 98. 

NT, 2000, ME, XP; CD-ROM drive; 
64MB RAM; 10MB hard disk space. 

FLOWCODE FOR PlCmicro V2 
Flowcode is a very high level ianguage 
programming system for PlCmicro 
microcontrollers based on flowcharts. 
Flowcode allows you to design and simulate 
complex robotics and control systems in a 
matter of minutes. 
Flowcode is a powerful language that uses 
macros to facilitate the control of complex 
devices like 7-segmert displays, motor 
controllers and I.c.d. displays. The use of 
macros allows you to control these 
electronic devices without getting bogged 
down in understanding the programming 
involved. 
Flowcode produces MPASM code which is 
compatible with virtually all PlCmicro 
programmers. When used in conjunction 
with the Version 2 development board this 
provides a seamless solution that allows 
y_ou to program chips in minutes. 

Requires no programming experience 
• Allows complex Pl micro applications to 
be designed quickly • Uses internation4 
standard flow chart symbols (IS05807) • 
FLII on-screen simulation allows debugging 
and speeds up the development process 
• Facilitates learning via a full suite of 
demonstration tutorials • Produces ASM 
ccde for a range of 18, 28 and 40-pin 
devices • Professional versions include 
virtual systems (burglar alarm, buggy and 
maze, plus RS232, IrDa etc.). 

• • 

—  

Burglar Alarm Simulation 

PRICES 
Prices for each of the CD-ROMs above are: 

(Order form on next page) 

Hobbyist/Student 
Flowcode V2 Hobbyist/Student 
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE/Industry) 
Flowcode Professional 

Institutional/Professional 10 user (Network Licence) 
Site Licence 

£45 inc VAT 
£57 inc VAT 

£99 plus VAT 
£99 plus VAT 

£300 plus VAT 
£599 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 
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TEACH-IN 2000 — LEARN ELECTRONICS WITH EPE DIGITAL WORKS 3.0 
EPE's own Teach-In CD-ROM, contains 
the full 12-part Teach-In series by John 
Becker in PDF form plus the Teach-In 
interactive software (Win 95, 98, ME and 
above) covering all aspects of the series. 
We have also added Alan Winstanley's 
highly acclaimed Basic Solderin9 Guide 
which is fully illustrated and which also 
includes Desoldering. The Teach-In 
series covers: Colour Codes and 
Resistors, Capacitors, Potentiometers, 
Sensor Resistors, Ohm's Law, Diodes 
and LEDs, Waveforms, Frequency and 
Time, Logic Gates, Binary and Hex Logic, 
Op.amps, Comparators, Mixers, Audio 
and Sensor Amplifiers, Transistors, 
Transformers and Rectifiers, Voltage 
Regulation, Integration, Differentiation, 7-segment Displays, L.C.D.s, Digital-to-Analogue. 
Each part has an associated practical section and the series includes a simple PC 
interface (Win 95, 98, ME ONLY) so you can use your PC as a basic oscilloscope with 
the various circuits. 
A hands-on approach to electronics with numerous breadboard circuits to try out. 

£12.45 including VAT and postage. Requires Adobe Acrobat (available free from 
the Internet - www.adobe.corn/acrobat). 

FREE WITH EACH TEACH-IN CD-ROM - Electronics Hobbyist Compendium 80-page 
book by Robert Penfold. Covers Tools For The Job; Component Testing; Oscilloscope 
Basics. 
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FREE BOOK 
WITH TEACH-IN 
2000 CD-ROM 

ELECTRONICS IN CONTROL 
Two colourful animated courses for students on one CD-ROM. These cover Key Stage 3 and GCSE syllabuses. Key 
Stage 3: A pictorial look at the Electronics section featuring animations and video clips. Provides an ideal introduction 
or revision guide, including multi-choice questions with feedback. GCSE: Aimed at the Electronics in many Design & 
Technology courses, it covers many sections of GCSE Electronics. Provides an ideal revision guide with Homework 
Questions on each chapter. Worked answers with an access code are provided on a special website. 

Single User £29 inc. VAT. Multiple User £39 plus VAT 
Student copies (available only with a multiple user copy) £6 plus VAT 

(UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices) 

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN 
Contains a range of tried and tested analogue and digital circuit modules, together with the 
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Digital Works Version 3.0 is a graphical 
design tool that enables you to construct 
digital logic circuits and analyze their 
behaviour. It is so simple to use that it will 
take you less than 10 minutes to make your 
first digital design. It is so powerful that you 
will never outgrow its capability • Software 
for simulating digital logic circuits *Create 
your own macros - highly scalable *Create 
your own circuits, components, and i.c.s 
•Easy-to-use digital interface •Animation 
brings circuits to life •Vast library of logic 
macros and 74 series i.c.s with data sheets 
*Powerful tool for designing and learning. 
Hobbyist/Student £45 inc. VAT. 
Institutional £99 plus VAT. 
Institutional 10 user £249 plus VAT. 
Site Licence £599 plus VAT. 

ELECTRONIC 
COMPONENTS PHOTOS 

A high quality selection of over 200 JPG 
images of electronic 
components. This 
selection of high 
resolution photos can be 
used to enhance 
projects and 
presentations or to help 
with training and 
educational material. 
They are royalty free for 
use in commercial or 
personal printed projects, and can also be 
used royalty free in books, catalogues, 
magazine articles as well as worldwide web 
pages (subject to restrictions - see licence for 
full details). 
Also contains a FREE 30-day evaluation of 
Paint Shop Pro 6 - Paint Shop Pro image 
editing tips and on-line help included! 

Price £19.95 inc. VAT 
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price includes postage to most 
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basic price of each order for airmail postage 
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(European Union) country, then add 171/2 % 
VAT or provide your official VAT registration 
number). 
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Animated Head 3-Axis Machine Six- Legged Walkers Robotic Arms Bipeds 

Robotic models for both the beginner and the advanced hobbyist 

Servo Drivers Motor Drivers On-Screen Displays DMX Protocol U/Sound Ranging 

Animatronics and Specialist Interface-Control Modules 

Quadravpx 
MP3 & Speech Systems 

Sensorylnc 
Voice Recognition 
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Constructional Project 

Back to Basics — CMOS 
Logic Devices 
Bart Trepak 

Part 3 — Scarecrow and Digital Lock 
This short series of articles illustrates how useful circuits can be designed simply 
using CMOS logic devices as the active components 

I
h you are led up with cats, foxes and 
dogs wandering about in your garden 
breaking all the flowers and fouling 

your lawn, then this circuit could be the 
answer. Over the years, many animal deter-
rent circuits based on transistors, 555 
timers and even microcontrollers have 
been published and they all rely on the fact 
that most animals can be put to flight by 
sudden unexplained loud noises. 

Although often credited with almost 
human intelligence by their owners, all 
pets (as well as their wilder cousins) will 
undoubtedly have great difficulty in 
explaining the sounds emitted by this sim-
ple circuit so that it should produce the 
desired effect. 

Since we are not trying to put humans to 
flight, ultrasonic frequencies above the 
level of human hearing, but perfectly audi-
ble to cats, dogs and no doubt foxes, are 
used instead. 
To prevent animals getting used to the 

sound, the unit is designed to emit a swept 
frequency sound in short bursts with rela-
tively long intervals between them. This 
also reduces the average current drawn by 
the unit, making long term battery opera-
tion feasible. 

Basic Operation 
The circuit diagram for the Scarecrow is 

shown in Fig.3.1. The heart of the circuit is 
formed by IC lc, a Schmitt trigger NAND 
gate, which is configured as a squarewave 
oscillator. Its frequency is determined by 

COMPONENTS 

Scarecrow 

Resistors 

R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 

All 0.25W 5° 

Capacitors 

Cl, C4 

2M2 
220k 
470k 
560k 
390k 

carbon film. 

See 
emop 
TALK 
page 

47u radial elect. 
15V (2 off) 

C2, C3 100p ceramic 
disc, 5mm pitch (2off) 

Semiconductors 

D1 1N4148 signal 
diode 

the values of resistor R5 and capacitor C3 
and lies above 20kHz, which is inaudible 
to humans but not to dogs and many other 
animals. 
To ensure the maximum possible output 

power, the output of this oscillator is fed to 
a simple push-pull amplifier formed by 
two pairs of MOSFET transistors. One 
pair, TR 1 and TR2, is driven directly by 
IC1c. The other pair, TR3 and TR4, is 

IC1 

TR1, TR3 

TR2, TR4 

4093 quad 2-input 
Schmitt trigger 
NAND gate 
ZVN2110A 
n-channel 
MOSFET (2 off) 
ZVP2110A 
p-channel 
MOSFET 

Miscellaneous 

VVD1 KSN1005 piezo high 
frequency horn 

Printed circuit board, available 
from the EPE PCB Service, code 
505; 14-pin d.i.l. socket; 9V (P P3 
type) battery and connector, con-
necting wire, solder, etc. 

Approx. Cost 

Guidance Only £19 
excl batts. 

hardware & horn 

driven by the inverted output of IC1d. 
Piezo sounder WD1 is thus driven in 
bridge mode. 

This effectively quadruples the output 
power fed to the sounder, compared to a 
single-ended output operating from the 
same supply voltage. The transistors are 
used because the output current capability 
of CMOS logic gates is too limited for this 
application. 

ICla 
4093 

nA' t1 2 2 

—W— 
R2 D1 
220k 1N4148 

C1   
4733 

'Gib 
4093 

R3 
470k 

C2 
100p 

331 
500k 

C3 
100p 

13 

ICiC 
4093 

R5 
300k 

TR2 
ZVP2110A 

TR1 
7V 02110A 

WD1 
KSN1005 

TR4 
ZVP2110A 

TR3 
ZVN2110A 

1Cid 
4093 

C4 0 
47p 

 0 + 3V 

 0 Co' 

430 

Fig.3.1. Circuit diagram for the Scarecrow Animal Deterrent 
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Fig.3.2. Component and track layout details 
Scarecrow printed circuit board 

To make the sound less predictable 
(and hopefully more of an animal deter-
rent), the basic frequency is swept over 
a range of frequencies by the inclusion 
of the oscillator built around IC lb. This 
oscillates at around 300Hz and the 
roughly triangular voltage available 
across capacitor C2 is coupled via R4 to 
C3, sometimes aiding and sometimes 
hindering the normal charging and dis-
charging of this latter component via 
resistor R5. 

This results in the frequency of the 
sound varying between about 21-kHz and 
25kHz. Varying the output over a range 
of frequencies also has the advantage of 
making the sound louder as resonance 
peaks in the piezo sounder response are 
reached. These occurrences are more 
likely with a swept frequency rather than 
a fixed one, since they will vary from unit 
to unit. 

Finally, the oscillator built around IC la 
produces a highly asymmetric waveform 
due to the action of diode Dl. The oscilla-
tor's output goes high for only about five 
out of every 40 seconds. The output of this 
oscillator is used to switch the circuit on 
for a short time every 40 seconds, thus 
contributing to the unpredictability and 
suddenness of the noise. 
The intention is to prevent animals from 

getting used to the sound and learning to 
ignore it. It also drastically reduces the cur-
rent consumption of the circuit, which is 
consequently switched off for most of this 
period, thus ensuring that the battery lasts 
a reasonable time. 

for the 

Construction 
The circuit is built on the printed circuit 

board using the layout shown in Fig.3.2. 
This board is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 505 

Assemble in the preferred order of 
ascending component size, and use a sock-
et for ICI. Care should be taken to ensure 
that diode D1, capacitor C 1 and ICI are 
inserted the right way around. But do not 
insert IC1 into its socket until final check-
ing has been completed. The transistors 
should also be identified carefully as two 
are n-channel and two are p-channel types 
and they cannot be interchanged. 

Having double-checked that the circuit 
is correctly assembled, insert IC1. Before 
handling the Lc., and also the transistors, 
discharge static electricity from your body 
by touching an earthed surface. Take care 
to avoid touching the i.c. pins. 

In common with all of the other proj-
ects in this series, this circuit can be pow-
ered by a 9V PP3 type battery. The current 
drain is very low (around 500µA aver-
age). As the project is likely to be used 
outdoors, it is recommended that a mains 
powered d.c. supply should not be used 
with it for safety reasons. 
The sounder specified is a special piezo 

high frequency type. An ordinary audio 
speaker would not be suitable in this 
application, not only because of its rela-
tively low impedance, but also its inabili-
ty to reproduce sounds above 20kHz. The 
specified sounder, however, does have a 
paper cone which, although relatively 

well protected by the built-on plastic 
horn, should nevertheless be protected 
from driving rain or excess levels of 
moisture. The circuit must be mounted in 
a weather-nroof box. 

Testing 
Testing the unit can present a bit of a 

problem, not least because you are unable 
to hear the results. Furthermore, leaving it 
out for a few days and observing the com-
ings and goings in your garden over the 
period is a bit hit and miss, to say the 
least! 
Ale thing which can be done is to tem-

porarily replace capacitor C3 with a 1nF 
component. This will reduce the basic fre-
quency down into the audio range so that 
the results can be heard. As for testing the 
efficacy of the circuit in its intended appli-
cation, only the aforementioned method 
can be used! 

CMOS HANDLING 
Remember that CMOS circuits 

requite careful handling. The very high 
input impedance of the gate circuits 
allows high static voltages to build up 
which can muse the very thin gate oxide 
layer to break down, destroying the 
device. Such voltages are frequently 
encountered (e.g. simply walking across 
a carpeted room can generate a voltage 
in excess of 20kV). Although CMOS 
circuits normally have protection diodes 
and resistors internally connected from 
the inputs to the supply rails to prevent 
the voltage at the gate from exceeding 
the supply voltage, you should always 
discharge static electricity from your 
body by touching something grounded 
(earthed) before handling them. 
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Digital Lock 

THE second constructional project for 
this month's Back To Basics is a 
Digital Lock. Digital locks have 

many advantages over their conventional 
mechanical counterparts and perhaps the 
greatest is that no keys are required. Over 
the years many circuits for digital locks 
have been published, usually based on spe-
cial custom integrated circuits or even 
microprocessors with many features, such 
as built-in alarms to detect multiple incor-
rect entries by someone trying to break the 
code. 

It is possible, though, to construct a sim-
ple yet effective combination lock based on 
a single easily available counter integrated 
circuit. The design can be further simpli-
fied by defining the combination by means 
of wire links instead of storing it in a mem-
ory device. Whilst this makes it more diffi-
cult to change the code, it is unlikely that 
this will be problem. 
A coded lock circuit can also find many 

applications apart from the obvious one of 
its use in a door. By using the circuit to 
control a relay, the circuit could be used to 
switch on the supply to a piece of equip-
ment, for instance, thus preventing its 
unauthorised use. 

Basic Operation 
The block diagram for the Digital Lock 

presented here is shown in Fig.3.3. It is 
based on a single i.c. forming the counter 
and decoder blocks. Initially, with the 
counter reset and decoder output 0 high, 
AND gate 1 is enabled. Now pressing 
switch Si causes the Clock input to go 
high, so advancing the counter and result-
ing in decoder output I going high. 

Fig.3.3. Block diagram for the Digital Lock 

If any other key, such as S2 or S3, is 
pressed, nothing happens because decoder 
outputs 2 and 3 are still low and so AND 
gates 2 and 3 are disabled. With output 1 
high, if S2 is now pressed the counter again 
advances, enabling AND gate 3, but press-
ing either key 1 or key 3 has no effect. Only 
after pressing Si, S2 and S3 in that order 
does decoder output 3 go high and energise 
the relay, giving the "lock open" condition. 

If any of the other keys such as S4, S5 
etc. are pressed at any time, the counter will 
be reset and again the correct combination 
of SI, S2 and S3 needs to be entered to open 
the lock. As well as this, pressing any 
invalid key holds the counter reset for a 
short period, so that even a correct entry is 
ignored. Since no indication of this is given, 
anyone trying to gain unauthorised entry 
will not be aware of this. Trying all possible 
sequences would therefore be unsuccessful, 
unless this is done very slowly. 
The circuit may be configured to open 

following a valid sequence and 
remain open until an 
invalid key is 
pressed. 

Alternatively, the 
output may be 
made to stay open 
for a relatively 
short period fol-
lowing a valid 
entry, and then 
close automatically. 

Circuit 
Diagram 
The complete 

circuit diagram for 
the digital lock is 
shown in Fig.3.4. 
The circuit consists 
of a 4017 decade 
counter, ICI, 
together with a 
keyboard and a few 
other components. 
The OR gate of the 
block diagram con-
sists of diodes D1 
to D3, and resistor 
R5 (showing how 
easily such func-
tions can be incor-
porated into logic 
designs without the 
necessity of using 
additional i.c.$). 

The AND gates are a bit more subtle and 
consist in effect of switch Si and diode D4, 
S2 and D5, and S3 and D6. Thus if output 
QO is high and SI is pressed, the clock 
input of the counter will go high via D3, 
advancing the count. If QO is low, however, 
pressing S 1 will have no effect because the 
signal will be shorted to OV via D4. 
Resistors RI to R3 are included to limit the 
current flow and prevent damage to the i.c. 
under this condition. 

In another application, the circuit could 
be simplified by reversing D4 to D6 and 
connecting them, via switches Si, S2 and 
S3 to the clock input. The method used in 
this circuit, though, was chosen so that all 
the keys could be connected with a com-
mon line, thus reducing the number of con-

nections to the 
keyboard. 

All 
other keys are 

connected to the reset 
input so that pressing any of 

these will reset the counter, causing 
its output QO to go high. Simultaneously, 
capacitor C 1 will charge quickly via resis-
tor R7, and hold the counter reset for a peri-
od determined by the values of C 1 and R4. 
The circuit now ignores all switch presses • 
until C 1 has discharged, thus providing a 
simple keyboard lock-out feature if an 
invalid key is pressed. Only pressing SI, 
S2 and S3 in that order will cause output 
Q3 to go high and switch on the transistor 
TR 1 via buffer resistor R6 thus energising 
the relay. 
The value chosen for C 1 will depend on 

the time for which the relay is to remain 
energised. With R4 equal to 1MQ, the 
delay will be about one second for each 
rnicrofarad. 

Code Sequence 
Although the keys are labelled Si, S2, 

S3 etc. in the circuit diagram, they may of 
course be numbered in any sequence on the 
keyboard itself. For example, SI could be 
key number five while S2 and S3 are num-
bers seven and three respectively. The open 
sequence in this case would be 573 and 
pressing any other sequence will not open 
the lock. The circuit board has been 
designed to make it possible to pre-wire 
any sequence into the circuit. 

This simple circuit does have a num-
ber of limitations however. One is that 
each valid number must be different so 
that sequences such as 444 or 767 cannot 
be used. Assuming a 3-digit code, this 
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Fig.3.4. Complete circuit diagram for the Digital Lock 

therefore provides only 719 possible 
combinations instead of 999. However, 
the probability of someone opening the 
lock, even if they were aware of this fact 
but did not know the sequence, would 
still be very low. 

A 4-digit sequence could easily be 
implemented by adding another two diodes 
and a resistor, and connecting R6 to output 
Q4 instead of Q3. »emotively, matters 
could be made even more complicated for 
the would-be intruder by adding more keys 
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Fig.3.5. Component and track layout details for the Digital Lock printed circuit board 

(connected to the reset input) thus increas-
ing the chances of pressing an incorrect 
key. 
More sophisticated circuits often 

include an automatic reset if a valid key is 

COMPONENTS 
Digital Lock 

Resistors 

R1 to R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 

Capacitors 

C1 10/4 radial elect. 
16V (see text) 

Semiconductors 

D1 to D7 

IC1 

TR1 

10k (3 off) 
1M 
100k See 
4k7 
100Q TALK 

Pffle 

1N4148 signal 
diode (7 off) 
4017 decade 
counter 
2N3904 npn 
transistor 

Miscellaneous 

ALA min. s.p.s.t. relay, 
12V, contact rating 
to suit load, p.c.b. 
mounting (see 
text) 

S1 to S10 push-to-make 
switch, p.c.b. 
mounting ( 10 off) 

Printed circuit board, available 
from the EPE PCB Service, code 
506; case to suit (see text); 16-pin 
d.i.l. socket; 9V (PP3 type) battery 
and clip; connecting wire; solder etc. 

Approx. Cost 
Guidance Only 

excl. batt & 
hardware 
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pressed out of sequence, as well as a time 
limit on entering the correct sequence, or 
an anti-tamper alarm and a timed keyboard 
lockout if a preset number of incorrect 
entries are made. 

All of these features could be added, but 
the circuit complexity and cost would 
inevitably increase. In the end, it boils 
down to what the circuit will be used to 
protect and even with a six or seven digit 
sequence and numerous alarms fitted, the 
thief could still make a lucky guess. After 
all, people have sometimes guessed the 
correct numbers in the national lottery! 
The circuit draws virtually no power 

except when the relay is energised so that 
it is ideal for battery operation, provided 
a suitable relay is chosen and the circuit 
is not left in the "open" state for long 
periods. 

Alternatively, connecting R4 to output 
Q3 (point M) instead of OV (point L) will 
reset the circuit a short period after the lock 
is opened, thus limiting the length of time 
for which the relay will remain energised. 
This (momentary) mode of operation is 
most suitable for use with doors where the 
lock remains open for a period sufficient to 
allow authorised persons to enter and then 
locks automatically behind them. 

Construction 
Printed circuit board component and 

track layouts are shown in Fig.3.5. This 
board is available from the EPE PCB 
Service, code 506. It has been designed to 
hold all of the components, including the 
relay and the keys for the keyboard. 

Depending on the application, a stan-
dard keyboard or one built from individual 
keys may be used, and this may be sepa-
rated from the main circuit by cutting the 
board along the dotted line. The two parts 
may then be connected by an 11-way (rib-
bon) cable. 
The advantage of doing this is that only 

the keyboard needs to be mounted outside 
the protected area, so that only its connec-
tions will be accessible if the front cover is 
removed. The rest of the circuit may then 
be housed within the protected area so that 
the intruder cannot simply short out the 
transistor and energise the relay without 
using the keyboard. 

Most of the wires from the keyboard 
will terminate on the first row of connec-
tion holes (marked R) but three should be 

connected to holes in the rows marked 1, 2 
and 3 to define the open sequence. The 
choice of sequence is up to you. The key-
board common wire should be connected 
to the pad marked COM (topmost link). 

Assemble the board in ascending order 
of size, starting with the link wires. Use a 
socket for ICI, but do not insert the i.c. 
until the circuit has be completed and fully 
checked, and then observe the anti-static 
handling precautions mention earlier. 
Ensure all semiconductors are connected 
the right way around. 
The position of resistor R4 depends on 

whether the relay is to remain energised 
following the correct entry sequence 
(Latched) or switch off automatically 
(Momentary). In the latter case it should be 
connected to the position marked M. If 
latched operation is required, the L posi-
tion should be used. 

Power Aspects 
The circuit will operate from a range of 

d.c. voltages from 5V to 15V so that a 9V 
supply is ideal. The relay should be chosen 
to suit the supply used, although in practice 
a I2V relay with a coil resistance of 400Q 
will work satisfactorily from a 9V supply. 
The relay used in the prototype has 

changeover contacts and its normally-open 
contacts are brought out to the pins on the 
p.c.b. The contacts of any relay chosen 
should of course be rated for the intended 
load. 

Note that the pc.b. design is suited 
only for use with a low voltage load. It 

must not be used to control an a.c. mains 
powered load. 

In cases where the load is a d.c. pow-
ered door lock solenoid, the relay could 
be dispensed with altogether and the sole-
noid connected directly in its place. 
Alternatively, if only a logic level output 
is required, a pull-up resistor from TR I 
collector (c) to the logic supply would 
replace the relay. In this case, diode D7 
need not be fitted. 

Basically, the choice of case in which to 
house this design is not too important and 
any plastic or metal enclosure of a suitable 
size may be used. However, this is also dic-
tated by the keypad and will depend on 
how and where it is to be mounted. 

In most applications, a simple plastic or 
metal panel drilled or punched out to 
accept the keypad will suffice. Electrical 
wiring boxes are probably most convenient 
as suitable blank panels are available, and 
they offer the possibility of flush or surface 
mounting. 

If the keypad is mounted remotely from 
the circuit, removing the front panel would 
not compromise security so that the key-
pad enclosure does not need to be particu-
larly robust, unless wanton vandalism is 
expected. The keypad switches and their 
enclosure should, of course, be suitable for 
outdoor use if such is to be the intended 
application. 

Next Month 
In Part 4 next month we present a 

Doorchime and Electronic Dice. 

Obtaining EPE 
An initiative in the UK is designed to help you obtain your favourite magazines from newsagents 
Called Just Ask! its aim is to raise awareness that newsagents can stock, order and often home 
deliver magazines. 
To raise awareness we will be including the Just Ask! logo in the pages of this and future issues and 
have included a newsagent order form to help you to obtain copies. 
So keep a look out for the logo and next time you visit your newsagent remember to Just Ask! about 
obtaining copies of your chosen magazines. 

Duel MU 0« 

enrafflui • 
a*. dds 

NEWSAGENTS ORDER FORM 
Please reserve/deliver a copy of Everyday Practical Electronics for me each month 

Name and Address   

 Post Code   Tel   

Everyday Practical Electronics is published on the second Thursday of eacn month ard distributed S.O.R. by COMAG 

Make sure of your copy of EPE each month — cut ou': or photostat this form, fill! it in and hand it to you' newsagent. 
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Surfing The Internet 

Net Work 
The Internet Page 

Alan Winstanley 

W HENEVER I access a web site searching for software or an 
upgrade, my heart sinks when I realise that a file download 

is needed that will take forever to fetch. For example, my Iomega 
REV backup system required a big driver download before it could 
work at all in Windows XP Pro, and trying to download and run 
Musicmatch (the PC music and download site now owned by 
Yahoo!) became such a frustratingly hair-tearing experience that I 
nearly threw the system box out of the window onto the pavement 
below. Many evenings and weekends have been wasted trying to 
coax various software products into operation that depend on large 
downloads, but Musicmatch nears the top of my list for causing an 
early onset of alopecia. It was literally quicker to ask a friend to 
fetch the files over broadband and mail me a CD. 

Because the Internet and personal computers are increasingly 
co-dependent, these sorts of hassles can turn computer ownership 
into a challenge without reward, especially if dialup access is the 
only Internet access available. To meet demands for more band-
width, BT has over the years variously pushed the rental of second 
phone lines for dialup modem users, then "Home Highway" ISDN, 
before turning the spotlight onto ADSL broadband. 
The writer gave up any prospect of receiving ADSL broadband 

when BT emphatically ruled out the conversion of the local 
exchange, instead promising us wireless or satellite broadband 
some time in the distant future. However, politics suddenly inter-
vened and 99% of Britain was promised the tantalising prospect of 
broadband by Summer 2005. Well readers, after waiting many 
years, Broadband Day, the date that broadband will finally be acti-
vated, is almost upon the writer. The wheels are spinning and the 
tyres are smoking, but the handbrake is jammed firmly on. 

In anticipation of Broadband Day, underneath my desk I have a 
Linksys ADSL2 gateway hooked to a matching Linksys gigabit 
Ethernet switch, and my recently-rebuilt TCP/IP network fair 
hums along, but like running a Ferrari on lamp oil, it is still shack-
led to a POTS telephone line via a 3Com modem. A microfilter 
hangs forlornly off the gateway in anticipation of the grand switch-
on. The Linksys gateway is supplied with simple setup instructions 
written specially for the UK market, but additional security, fire-
wall and anti-virus aspects will also have to be considered before I 
am willing to let it all loose on broadband. 

A Broad Choice 
It is fair to say that the slow expansion of a broadband network 

across Britain has retarded the growth of communications and 
affected end-users in many ways. Resentment of the slow pace is 
double-edged, because some urban-based Internet users are now 
complaining that 512kbps (kilobits per second) or 1Mbps 
(megabits per second) ADSL is inadequate for their needs. That BT 
has been forced to devote resources to wiring up the rest of the 
nation for broadband has, in some eyes, discriminated against 
heavier broadband users who demand ever more bandwidth for 
themselves. 

Like many users, the writer now faces a choice of new broad-
band provider. Users are not compelled to buy their broadband 
service from BT (www.bLcom) and it pays to shop around and 
compare packages. Tiscali (www.tiscali.co.uk) offers entry-level 
512kbps ADSL, which is usage-capped at 30 gigabytes (GB) per 
month of traffic for £ 15.99 per month, or for the same price 1Mbps 
is available with 2GB per month usage, plus £ 1.50 per GB excess. 

For £ 19.99 their new 2Mbps service provides 15GB usage also 
with £ 1.50 per GB excess. A useful competitor comparison chart is 
shown on Tiscali's web site. 
Also worth considering is UK Online (www.ukonline.net) 

which is the UK's first £9.99 broadband provider, available in cer-
tain areas only. AOL (www.aol.co.uk) offers unlimited downloads 
and a free support line for broadband users, and is ideal for all 
round family-friendly consumer access. 
Other considerations on your checklist should include: 

• free modem offers 
• the minimum lengths of contract 
• the cost (if any) of telephone support 
• the ability (where desired) to send your own domain-
name email (i.e. mail sent FROM:you@your-
domain.co.uk, or mail relaying: not possible with 
AOL, and difficult with BT) 
• any comiection charges 
• Always on, or any timeouts after a period of usage 
• is a mailbox included? Do you need one? 
• static IP address, important for virtual private 

networks. Any extra cost. 

Be aware that the lowest cost "bareback" broadband services 
will not include an associated email box, and will only offer a raw 
broadband connection (which is all that some users want), so check 
this carefully. 
Remember too that you can run a phone or fax machine in par-

allel once your line is activated for ADSL, so can you save some 
line rental somewhere else? 

What Are We Waiting For? 
Connection rates of 1Mbps to 2Mbps sound like dizzying 

speeds when compared with narrow-band dialup. Over a year 
ago in Japan, though, 12Mpbs ADSL services were available as 
standard, and one westerner working out there expressed disap-
pointment that "only" 12Mbps was all that he could receive, due 
to the distance from his exchange. Japanese consumers can 
today sign up for ADSL supplied under the Yahoo! BB brand at 
a speed of up to 50Mbps download and 3Mbps upload, with 
Yahoo's IP phone service thrown in. 

Japan's extraordinary adoption of high speed fibre intemet 
means that typical rates of up to 30Mbps will be available, shared 
with 32 users on a 1Gbps feed. Telephone calls will cost next to 
nothing. British domestic users are already complaining that 
512kbps is almost as slow as dialup at times, and 1Mbps to 2Mbps 
isn't enough either. 
Having thrown away a whole series of dialup modems in the 

name of progress, at least my ADSL2 gateway will cope with up 
to 25Mbps if ever they can squeeze it up the telegraph pole outside 
the door. Meantime, roll on Broadband Day at the end of May 
2005. It can't come quickly enough: a bit like my Internet traffic 
really. 

I'll be offering more practical tips about Internet and web usage 
in future Net Work articles. You can email feedback to me at 
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. 
By the time you read this, the new EPE Chat Zone should be in 

full swing. The new access address to bookmark is 
www.chatzones.co.uk. 
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Data Tables and the DE directive, and 
a "D"ebatable problem with VB 

READER John Waller of Plainville 
USA recently emailed the author, 
saying, "my first PIC18F452s 

arrived and I ran your PIC I 8F demo pro-
gram OK, having changed the PIC type to 
452. One question about your program: 
Malcolm Wiles in his follow-up article 
explains what DB is used for, but not the 
DE you use against the last table in the 
program. Can you explain?" 

The articles to which John refers are my 
PIC Toolkit TK3 Simulator and PIC18F 
Upgrade (Mar '05), and Malc's PIC18F 
Microcontroller Family (Apr '05). 

Malc explained that the DB statements 
can be used to set up arrays of data bytes 
in program memory, e.g.: 

TABLCD 
DB B'00110011', B'00110011' 
DB B'00110010', B'00101100' 

DB tables can be placed anywhere con-
venient in the program, and the table is 
accessed via an indexed call to its label, 
TABLCD in this instance. 
The DE statement, however, is the pre-

fix that allocates a value to the PIC's data 
EEPROM. Although DB does not need 
locations to be specified, DE does, as in 
the following 18F example: 

ORG H'F00000' ; 18F 
DE ' A' 
DE 'B' 
DE 'C' 
DE 'D' 

The ORG H'F00000' sets the location 
at which the programming software 
places the first data byte. Ignore the fact 
that the address value appears to be high-
er than would really exist in a PIC — it's 
the prefix H'FO' which is the code for 
EEPROM use, and then 0000 is the first 
address (in HEX) within that dedicated 
block. Each data value is placed at con-
secutive addresses from that first location. 
All DE values are placed at the end of the 
program. 
DE has been widely used in many pub-

lished I6F designs as well, the following 
is an example of its use: 

ORG H'2100' ; 16F 
DE 1 
DE 2 
DE 3 
DE 4 

The start location is now specified as 
ORG H'2100', the first 16F data EEP-
ROM location available. 

Formatting for 18F DE 
It is important to note that in 18F, 

MPASM treats the format of data values 
in single DE statements (as above) and 
multiple DE statements (e.g. DE 5,6,7,8) 
differently. The following DE statements 
produce the HEX code shown in Table la, 
illustrating the difference between the two 
formats: 

ORG H'F00000' ; data EEPROM 18F 
assembly address 

DE 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15 
DE 1 
DE 2 
DE 3 
DE 4 
DE 5 
DE 6 
DE 7 
DE 8 

In the HEX code shown in Table la, the 
DE values are held in the eight central 
sections, between the EEPROM address 
data at the left and the checksum at the 
right (separated out for clarity). 

In the first line, representing the multi-
ple statements, the DE values have been 
converted to HEX as expected, but note 
that the DE table line has an uneven num-
ber of values and MPASM gives an extra 
"00" at the end of the line to make the 
quantity even. 

In the second line, representing the sin-
gle statements, note now how each value 
also has an extra "00" allocated. 

It is important to take these differences 
in representation into account when writ-
ing code to make calls to and from an 18F 
program's DE tables. 
As an example of 16F DE tables, the 

hex lines in Table lb were produced by 
MPASM from the same table above (but 

prefixed by ORG H'2100'). It will be seen 
that all values, whether expressed singly 
or in multiples on the same line, all have 
an extra "00" added. 

DE and TK3 
TK3 handles 16F DE tables in the same 

way as does MPASM, (Table lb). 
However, at the present time, TK3 does 
not follow MPASM for multiple 18F DE 
statements, but uses the same principle as 
for 16F. Table lc illustrates the point, 
again assembled from the same table data 
given above. 

Eventually, TK3 will be modified in a 
future version to comply with MPASM's 
multiple statement format. In the mean-
time, it is recommended that if you are 
writing for 18F through TK3, you always 
use multiple DE statements with an even 
number of values on any line. If you do 
this, then DE statements that you assem-
ble and program with the current version 
of TK3 will have the same effect when 
TK3 is modified. 

It is also recommended that if you are 
using an assembler other than MPASM or 
TK3 that you check how it handles DE 
statements. 

0-Numbered Labels 
Reader Peter Hardy emailed me about 

what turned out to be a really intriguing 
problem which he'd come across when 
using TK3's Simulator and his test code 
shown in Table 2. 

Peter could only get the program to run 
if he "commented out" the three state-
ments GOTO D10x. With the lines left in, 
the Simulator crashed. Running Peter's 
code on my system showed that the state-
ment GOTO DlOB caused Visual Basic 
to crash, quoting an "Overflow Error". 

Further investigation showed that VB 
does not like statements such as DlOB 

Table 1 

la. 18F MPASM 
10000000 0102 0304 
10001000 0100 0200 

1 b. 16F MPASM and TK3 
10420000 0100 0200 
10421000 0900 0A00 
0E422000 0200 0300 

lc. 18F TK3 
10000000 0100 0200 
10001000 0900 WM 
0E002000 0200 0300 

0506 0708 090A OBOC ODOE OF00 78 
0300 0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 BC 

0300 0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 8A 
OBOO 0000 ODOO 0E00 OF00 0100 49 
0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 6D 

0300 0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 CC 
OBOO 0000 ODOO 0E00 OF00 0100 8B 
0400 0500 0600 0700 0800 AF 
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and DlOC. The Sim program imports each 
code line (as variable TempA$) as in the 
following example format: 

14 DIOC GOTO DIOD ; 2 cycles 28 OF 

It is prefixed by the line count number, 
14 in this case. Following the line number, 
the code line as in the original ASM state-
ment is given, followed by the twin-byte 
HEX value of the command as would be 
sent to the PIC ( 28 OF here). 
The Sim program asks itself what value 

the statement has at its start to extract the 
line number. Unfortunately, VB not only 
sees the 14, but also the D and the value 
beyond it, 10 here. In the case of 14 
DlOC, the value it finds is actually 
140000000000 ( it ignores the C), D hav-
ing a specific mathematical meaning. 
VB does not like such large numbers 

unless it has been told to expect them. which 
it hasn't in the Sim. Consequently it crashes, 
giving the system message of "Overflow". 

Sometime I'll recode this section of the 
Sim, but in the meantime, the situation 
can be avoided by prefixing the D with 

Table 2 

DELAY 1 OUS 
D1OB 
D10C 
0100 

GOTO D1OB • 2 cycles 
GOTO 010C 2 cycles 
GOTO D1OD 2 cycles 
NOP 1 cycle 
DECFSZ CLCK,F 1 cycle 
GOTO DELAY1OUS , 2 cycles 
RETURN 

another letter that does not have maths 
significance. But beware that the letter E 
might also cause problems, though I have 
not checked this. You could also follow 
the D by another letter so that a value 
beyond D is not seen ( in this case " 10"). 

In Peter's full example listing I also 
found that the Sim does not like labels 
associated with NOP, e.g.: 

LABEL I NOP 

I'll fix this sometime. Until I do, 

though, if you simply want a Sim delay of 
one cycle to occur at a label, instead of 
using NOP, use a non-invasive 1-cycle 
statement like MOVF CLCK,F, which 
does not affect W, but only affects the Z 
flag. 

PICing Mixed Queries 
Do you have any PIC-related questions 

you'd maybe like us to consider for 
answering via PIC n' Mix? If so, email 
them to john.becker@wimhorne.co.uk. 

PIC Ultrasonic Scanner 
The first point to make concerning component parts for the PIC 

Ultrasonic Scanner project concerns the motor driver chip. It is most 
important that when ordering the L293DN 16-pin half-H driver chip 
(also known as a stepper motor driver i.c.) that you emphasize you 
require one with the DN suffix. The D denotes it is a 16-pin device and 
has diode protection. Do not use other L293 device types as they may 
not have the same characteristics and could be 20-pin versions. The 
one used in the prototype was purchased from Rapid Electronics 
(it 01206 751166 or www.rapidelectronics.co.uk), code 82-0192. 
The rest of the semiconduct devices should be readily available. It's 

doubtful, but if a local source for the MAX232 RS232 serial interface 
driver proves to be elusive, it can be ordered direct (credit card only) 
from RS (sr 01536 444079 or rswww.com), code 655-290. 

Ultrasonic transducers are usual:y sold in pairs, transmitter and 
receiver, so it might be an idea to adopt the dual sensor approach. 
The author obtained his from Rapid (see above) and can be pur-
chased as individual items. You have a choice of sealed (outdoor use) 
and unsealed devices, codes:Tx 35-0182, Rx 35-0184; and Tx 35-
0175, Ax 35-0180 respectively. 

For those readers unable to program their own PICs, fully pro-
grammed PIC16F877 microcontrollers can be purchased from 
Magenta Electronics (5 02083 565435 or www.magenta 
2000.co.uk) for the inclusive price of £10 each (overseas add £1 for 
p&p). The software, including source code files, is available on a 3.5in. 
PC-compatible disk (Disk 8) from the EPE Editorial Office for a sum of 
£3 each (UK), to cover admin costs (for overseas charges see page 
445). The software is also available for free download via the 
Downloads link on our UK website at www.epemag.co.uk. 
The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, 

code 503 (see page 445). The 2-line 16-character (per line) alphanu-
meric display is a standard I.c.d. module and most of our components 
advertisers should be able to offer a suitable device. 

Super-Ear Audio Telescope 
No real component problems should arise when shopping for 

components for the Super-Ear Audio Telescope project. Most com-
ponent advertisers will probably list the low value miniature elec-
trolytic capacitor (C5) as 0-2244F rather than 220nF. You can, if you 
wish, use a ceramic disc type which seems to be a more widely 
stocked item. 

With IC1's output impedance being 64 ohms, the author suggests 
that "walkman-type" earphones are ideal for this project and are rec-
ommended over miniature loudspeakers. Of course, the size and type 
of jack socket you select will depend on the headphones/earphones 
used. The one in the model is a 3.5mm mono enclosed type and 

came from Rapid Electronics (e 01206 751166 or www.rapidelec 
tronics.co.uk), code 20-0135. 
Most of our component advertisers should be able to offer a suit-

able omni-directional sub-miniature microphone insert. However, 
many seem to only stock ones with solder pad connections and not 
p.c.b. mounting pins. Obviously, the pad type will need extra care 
when soldering to the board interconnecting leads. 
The BC109C transistor and the LM386N audio i.c. should be "off the 

shelf" items. You may not find an aluminium two piece U-shaped box to 
the exact dimensions specified but one slightly larger shou.d be select-
ed, not smaller. Before you purchase a length of copper pipe from your 
local DIY supplier, check the diameter of your microphone insert and 
don't forget to allow for the thickness of the wrap-around insulating tape. 

Back to Basics — Part 3 Scarecrow/Digital Lock 
The piezoelectric horn specified for the Scarecrow, one of this 

month's Back to Basics projects, was purchased from Rapid 
Electronics (5 01206 751166 or www.rapidelectronics.co.uk), 
code 35-1460. Some readers may experience problems locating the 
MOSFET transistors locally. You could try ESR Components (or 
0191 257 4363 or www.esr.co.uk ). 
The miniature "tactile" switches used in the Digital Lock, the sec-

ond project, should be generally available. Note that although they 
have four connecting pins, each switch contact is connected to two 
pins so they have to be inserted on the p.c.b. as shown in the article 
to complete the "common" line. 
As most readers will purchase a relay with contacts rated to suit 

their own intended application, the chances are that it will not fit 
directly on the p.c.b. The answer is to "hard wire" it to the broard. 
The two printed circuit boards are available from the EPE PCB 

Service, codes 505 (Scarecrow) and 506 (Lock). 

Radio Control Model Switcher 
For those readers unable to program their own PIC16F84A chip for 

the Radio Control Model Switcher project, fully programmed microcon-
trollers can be purchased from Magenta Electronics (502083 565435 
or wwwmagenta2000.co.uk) for the inclusive price of £5.90 each 
(overseas add £1 for p&p). The software, including source code files, is 
available on a 3.5in. PC-compatible disk (Disk 8) from the EPE Editorial 
Office for a sum of £3 each (UK), to cover admin costs (for overseas 
charges see page 445). The software is also available for Free down-
load via the Downloads link on our UK website at www.epemag.co.uk 
The rest of the components should be readily available from our 

component advertisers. You must use a TO220 insulating kit to mount 
the transistor on the circuit board as its metal tab is also connected 
to one of the leadout pins. 
The Switcher printed circuit board is available drom the EPE PCB 

Service, code 504 (see page 445). 

Circuit Surgery — Compact Flash Card 
Those readers wanting to experiment with CompactFlash Cards, a 

small interface p.c.b. is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 
507 (see page 445). 
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INTER 
Robert Pen fold 

COMPUTER-CONTROLLED PWM POWER SUPPLY 

THE previous Interface article (April 
'05) covered a PC Controlled Power 

Supply that used a digital-to-analogue con-
verter (DAC) based on the AD557JN 8-bit 
converter chip. Many applications of digi-
tal-to-analogue converters require a nor-
mal d.c. output, and a bench power supply 
unit clearly fits into this category. 
However, there are many applications 
where it is better to use a pulsed signal. 
The big advantage of using pulsed control 
is that it greatly reduces the power wasted 
in the control circuit, and the amount of 
heat produced by this wasted energy. 
A series regulator, as used in the power 

supply, is effectively a variable resistor in 
series with the load. At some output volt-
ages there is a large voltage drop through 
the series resistor and a high current flow. 

This combination of high current and 
large voltage drop results in a substantial 
amount of power being dissipated in the 
output device. Although the output volt-
ages and currents provided by the PC 
Controlled Power Supply are fairly mod-
est, the output transistor still requires a 
substantial heatsink in order to avoid 
overheating. 

Switched On 
With a pulsed controller the output tran-

sistor operates as a switch, and it provides 
either the full output potential or no output 
voltage at all. With a theoretically perfect 
switch there is no power wasted in the con-
trol circuit. The switch passes a high current 
when it is closed, but the voltage drop is 
zero, giving zero power loss. No output cur-
rent at all flows when the switch is open, 
and the output power is therefore zero. 
Of course, real-world electronic switch-

es do not achieve anything approximating 
to theoretical perfection. There is normal-
ly a negligible current flow when a 
switching transistor is turned off, but there 
is a significant voltage drop when a semi-
conductor is switched on and passing a 
high current. Even so, pulsed control is 
usually much more efficient than using 
some form of variable resistance. 

Pulse control varies the average output 
voltage rather than providing a continuous 
voltage. For example, in order to set the 
output voltage at half the maximum supply 
potential, an output signal with a 1:1 mark-
space ratio is used. The output voltage is at 
maximum for 50 percent of the time while 
the output is switched on, and at zero for 
the other 50 percent of the time. This gives 
an average output potential of half the 
maximum level. 
Any required output potential from zero 

to maximum can be obtained by using the 
appropriate mark-space ratio. For (say) an 
output potential equal to 70 percent of the 
maximum potential, the output would be 
switched on for 70 percent of the time, and 
off for 30 percent of the time. 

Basic pulse control is not usable 
in all applications, while in others 
due care has to be taken when 
selecting the pulse frequency. A very 
low frequency is unlikely to work 
properly with any type of load. 
Light emitting diodes (1.e.d.$) and 
filament bulbs would flash rather 
than dim, and a d.c. electric motor 
would have a very jerky action. A 
high pulse frequency could give 
problems with some types of load, 
and would tend to generate strong 
radio frequency interference (r.f.i.). 
A frequency in the region of 100Hz 
to 500Hz is suitable for most practi-
cal applications of pulse control. 

Pulse Width Modulation 
It is possible to generate the pulse 

signal using a single digital output 
and some simple software routines. This 
method has been covered more than once 
in previous Interface articles, and it has the 
obvious advantage of requiring little hard-
ware. It simply requires a buffer/amplifier 
to provide the required maximum output 
voltage and current. 
The drawback of this method is that 

generating the pulse signal can take up a 
fair amount of the processor's time. There 
is an alternative method that requires more 
hardware but is less demanding on the 
processor. 
The basic setup used in the Pulse 

Controller featured here is shown in Fig.1, 
and it is uses a DAC plus simple pulse 
width modulation (PWM). The converter 
provides an output voltage range of OV to 
2.55V, which is inadequate to drive the 
pulse width modulator properly. A d.c. 
amplifier is therefore used to boost the 
maximum output voltage to about 5.6 volts. 
The voltage comparator and triangular 

oscillator form a conventional pulse width 
modulator. The output of the comparator 
goes high if the output potential from the 
converter is higher than the voltage from 
the oscillator. At low output voltages from 
the converter the oscillator always pro-
vides the higher potential, and the output 
of the comparator is permanently low. 

Fig.2. The oscillator (top) and comparator 
output signals at a low output voltage 

Setting the output voltage from the con-
verter a little higher results in it providing 
the higher potential during the troughs of 
the oscillator's signal. This results in the 
output of the comparator pulsing high dur-
ing these periods — see screen shot Fig.2. 

Taking the output voltage of the con-
verter even higher results .in it providing 
the higher potential for a greater propor-
tion of the time. With its output set at 
roughly the middle output voltage from the 
oscillator, the output from the comparator 
has a mark-space ratio of about 1:1 (see 
screen display Fig.3). If the converter's 
output voltage is taken still higher, the 
oscillator will only provide the higher volt-
age during signal peaks. The output of the 
comparator is therefore high for most of 
the time, and it only goes low during the 
signal peaks from the oscillator (see 
Fig.4). 
By using an even higher output potential 

from the converter, the oscillator always 
provides the lower voltage, even during 
signal peaks. The output from the com-
parator then goes high continuously. 
A buffer amplifier at the output of the 

comparator enables the circuit to provide 
sufficient output current to drive filament 
bulbs, a d.c. electric motor, a bank ofl.e.d.s, 
or whatever. Voltage amplification could be 

Fig. 1. The block diagram for the pulse controller. The oscillator and comparator 
form a conventional pulse width modulator 
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included here as well, but a simple buffer 
stage is all that is used in the present design. 

Pulse Circuit 
The full circuit diagram for the Pulse 

Controller is shown in Fig.5. The convert-
er is an 8-bit type based on an AD557JN 
chip (ICI). It is provided with a stabilised 
5V supply by voltage regulator IC2. This 
part of the circuit is the same as the equiv-
alent section of the computer controlled 
power supply unit featured previously, 
and it will not be considered further here. 

Fig.3. The oscillator and comparator 
outputs at a middle output p3tential 

A simple non-inverting amplifier, IC3, has 
its voltage gain set at just over two times by 
the negative feedback network made up of 
resistors RI and R2. This gives the required 
OV to 5.6V output range at pin 6 of IC3. 
A dual operational amplifier (op. amp), 

IC4, is used to provide the triangular sig-
nal. It uses a conventional configuration 
that has IC4a as an integrator and IC4b as 
a trigger circuit. Triangular and square-
wave signals are produced at the outputs of 
IC4a and IC4b respectively, but in this case 
it is only the triangular signal at pin 1 of 
IC4a that is required. 

This is fed to the inverting input (pin2) 
of comparator IC5, and the output of IC3 is 
fed to the non-inverting input (pin3). The 
output frequency of the oscillator is about 
200Hz, but it is easily changed by altering 
the value of capacitor C3. The output fre-
quency is inversely proportional to the 
value of this component. 

Note that the bias voltage provided by 
resistors R3 and R4 has deliberately been 
made much lower than the normal mid-
supply level. This is necessary because the 
output voltage range of IC3 is not centred 
on the mid-supply level, but at a much 
lower potential. 

Even with the aid of this lop-sided biasing, 
there will be a small range of low converter 
values that give zero output, and a small range 
of high values that give maximurn output. 
Where necessary, the software can be written 
to take this into account. The circuit should 

Fig.4. The oscillator and comparator output 
signals with almost maximum output voltage 

still provide well over 200 different output 
levels, which should be more than adequate 
for normal applications. 

Transistor TR 1 is used as an emitter fol-
lower buffer stage at the output of IC5. 
Although the maximum drive current avail-
able from IC5 is only a few milliamps, the 
TIPI 21 used for TR 1 is a power Darlington 
device that has a very high current gain. 
Consequently, the circuit can provide output 
currents of up to about 2A. 

There is no built-in current limiting, so 
the power supply should include this fea-
ture. Resistor R8 ensures that TR 1 
always has a significant load. Diode D1 
suppresses any high voltage spikes that 
occur if the circuit is used to drive an 
inductive load such as an electric motor. 

Finally 
The circuit requires a reasonably stable 

15V supply. A maximum output voltage 

of 12V is available, with the "missing" 
three volts being dropped through the out-
put stage. This voltage drop means that 
transistor TR1 has to dissipate up to about 
6W at maximum output voltage and cur-
rent. The power dissipated by TRI drops 
in proportion to the average output volt-
age, so it never has to dissipate more than 
about 6W. A heatsink having a rating of 
about 10 degrees Celsius per watt or bet-
ter is required. 
Be aware that the AD557JN used for 

¡Cl, the CA3140E used for IC3 and IC5, 

and the CA3240E used for IC4 are all 
MOS devices that require the standard 
anti-static handling precautions. 
The CA3140E and CA3240E are opera-

tional amplifiers that can be used in d.c. 
circuits without the aid of a negative sup-
ply. Few other types will work properly in 
this circuit, and the use of substitutes is 
not recommended. A TIP121 is specified 
for TRI, but a TIP 122 will also work in 
this circuit. 
The software for the Computer 

Controlled Power supply (April '05 
Interface) can also be used for testing this 
circuit. Bear in mind though, that this cir-
cuit is only designed to provide a range of 
output potentials for simple d.c. power 
control applications. It does not provide 
anything approaching the precision avail-
able from the Computer Controlled Power 
Supply project. 
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Fig.5. The full circuit diagram for the Pulse Controller. A maximum output potential of 12V can be provided, and the 
maximum output current is 2A 
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FREE Electronics Hobbyist Compendium 

book with Teach-In 2000 CD-ROM 

EPE TEACH-IN 
2000 CD-ROM 

The whole of the 12-part Teach-In 2000 series by John 
Becker (published in EPE Nov '99 to Oct 2000) is now 
available on CD-ROM. Plus the Teach-In 2000 interactive 
software (Win 95, 98, ME and above) covering all aspects 
of the series and Alan Winstanley's Basic Soldering Guide 
(including illustrations and Desoldering). 

Teach-In 2000 covers all the basic principles of elec-
tronics from Ohm's Law to Displays, including Op.Amps, 
Logic Gates etc. Each part has its own section on the inter-
active software where you can also change component 
values in the various on-screen demonstration circuits. 

The series gives a hands-on approach to electronics 
with numerous breadboard circuits to try out, plus a sim-
ple computer interlace (Win 95, 98, ME only) which 
allows a PC to be used as a basic oscilloscope. 

ONLY £12.45 including VAT and p&p 

Order code Teach-In CD-ROM 

BOOK SERVICE 
NOTE: ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE 

Ch)m,Lo D@dgm 
PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS 
R. A. Penfold 
Provides circuits and background information for a range 
of preamplifiers, plus tone controls, filters, mixers, etc. 
The use of modern low noise operational amplifiers and 
a specialist high performance audio preamplifier i.c. 
results in circuits that have excellent performance, but 
which are still quite simple. All the circuits featured can 
be built at quite low cost. The preamplifier circuits fea-
tured include: Microphone preamplifiers (low impedance, 
high impedance, and crystal). Magnetic cartridge pick-up 
preamplifiers with R.I.A.A. equalisation. Crystal/ceramic 
pick-up preamplifier. Guitar pick-up preamplifier. Tape 
head preamplifier. 
Other circuits include: Audio limiter. Passive tone con-
trols. Active tone controls. PA filters (highpass and low-
pass). Scratch and rumble filters. Loudness filter. Mixers. 
Volume and balance controls. 

92 pages Temporarily out of print 

MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK 
Mike James 
The practical solutions to real problems shown in this cook-
book provide the basis to make PIC and 8051 devices real-
ly work. Capabilities of the variants are examined, and ways 
to enhance these are shown. A survey of common interface 
devices, and a description of programming models, lead on 
to a section on development techniques. The cookbook 
offers an introduction that will allow any user, novice or expe-
rienced. to make the most of microcontrollers. 

240 pages Order code NE26 £23.99 

ampuUmg e EC)kAh. 
WINDOWS XP EXPLAINED 
N. Kantaris and P. R. M. Oliver 
If you want to know what to do next when confronted with 
Microsoft's Windows XP screen, then this book is for you. It 
applies to both the Professional and Home editions. 
The book was written with the non-expert, busy person in 
mind. It eaplains what hardware requirements you need in 
order to run Windows XP successfully, and gives an 
overview of the Windows XP environment. 
The book explains: How to manipulate Windows, and how to 
use the Control Panel to add or change your printer, and con-
trol your display; How to control information using WordPad, 
Notepad and Paint, and how to use the Clipboard facility to 
transfer information between Windows applications; How to 
be in control of your filing system using Windows Explorer 
and My Computer; How to control printers, fonts, characters, 
multimedia and images, and how to add hardware and soft-
ware to yam> system; How to configure your system to com-
municate with the outside world, and use Outlook Express 
for all your email requirements; How to use the Windows 
Media Player 8 to play your CDs, bum CDs with your 
favourite tracks, use the Radio Tuner, transfer your videos to 
your PC, and how to use the Sound Recorder and Movie 
Maker: How to use the System Tools to restore your system 
to a previously working state, using Microsoft's Website to 
update your Windows set-up, how to clean up, defragment 
and scan your hard disk, and now to backup and restore your 
data; How to successfully transfer text from those old but 
cherished MS-DOS programs. 

268 pages Order code BP514 £7.99 

INTRODUCING ROBOTICS WITH LEGO MINDSTORMS 
Robert Peefoid 
Shows the reader how to build a variety of increasingly 
sophisticated computer controlled robots using the bril-
liant Lego Mindstorms Robotic Invention System (RIS). 
Initially covers fundamental building techniques and 
mechanics needed to construct strong and efficient 
robots using the various click-together" components 
supplied in the basic RIS kit. Explains in simple terms 
how the "brain" of the robot may be programmed on 
screen using a PC and "zapped" to the robot over an 
infra-red link. Also, shows how a more sophisticated 
Windows programming language such as Visual BASIC 
may be used to control the robots. 

Detailed building and programming instructions pro-
vided, including numerous step-by-step photographs. 

288 pages - large format Order code BP901 

MORE ADVANCED ROBOTICS WITH LEGO 
MINDSTORMS - Robert Penfold 

£14.99 

Covers the Vision Command System 

Shows the reader how to extend the capabilities of the 
brilliant Lego Mindstorms Robotic Invention System 
(RIS) by using Legos own accessories and some simple 
home constructed units. You will be able to build robots 
that can provide you with 'waiter service' when you clap 
your hands, perform tricks, 'see' and avoid objects by 
using 'bats radar', or accurately follow a line marked on 

the floor. Learn to use additional types of sensors includ-
ing rotation, light, temperature, sound and ultrasonic and 
also explore the possibilities provided by using an addi-
tional (third) motor. For the less experienced, RCX code 
programs accompany most of the featured robots. 
However, the more adventurous reader is also shown 
how to write programs using Microsoft's VisualBASIC 
running with the ActiveX control (Spirit.00X) that is pro-
vided with the RIS kit. 

Detailed building instructions are provided for the fea-
tured robots, including numerous step-by-step pho-
tographs. The designs include rover vehicles, a virtual 
pet, a robot arm. an ' intelligent' sweet dispenser and a 
colour conscious robot that will try to grab objects of a 
specific colour. 

298 pages Order code BP902 £14.99 

PIC YOUR PERSONAL INTRODUCTORY COURSE 
SECOND EDMON John Morton 
Discover the potential of the PIC micro-
controller through graded projects - this book could 
revolutionise your electronics construction work! 
A uniquely concise and practical guide to getting up 

and running with the PIC Microcontroller. The PIC is 
one of the most popular of the microcontrollers that are 
transforming electronic project work and product 
design. 
Assuming no prior knowledge of microcontrollers and 

introducing the PICs capabilities through simple projects, 
this book is ideal for use in schools and colleges. It is the 
ideal introduction for students, teachers, technicians and 
electronics enthusiasts. The step-by-step explanations 
make it ideal for self-study too: this is not a reference book 
- you start work with the PIC straight away. 
The revised second edition covers the popular repro-

grammable EEPROM PICs: P16C84/16F84 as well as 
the P54 and P71 families. 

270 pages Order code NE36 £15.99 

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS 
John Crisp 
If you are, or soon will be, involved in the use of 
microprocessors, this practical introduction is essential 
reading. This book provides a thoroughly readable intro-
duction to microprocessors, assuming no previous 
knowledge of the subject, nor a technical or mathemat-
ical background. It is suitable for students, technicians, 
engineers and hobbyists, and covers the full range of 
modern microprocessors. 

After a thorough introduction to the subject, ideas are 
developed progressively in a well-structured format. All 
technical terms are carefully introduced and subjects 
which have proved difficult, for example 2's comple-
ment, are clearly explained. John Crisp covers the com-
plete range of microprocessors from the popular 4-bit 
and 8-bit designs to today's super-fast 32-bit and 64-bit 
versions that power PCs and engine management 
systems etc. 

222 pages Order code NE31 £21.99 

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TTL DIGITAL !Cs 
R. A. Penfold 
This book first covers the basics of simple logic circuits in 
general, and then progresses to specific TTL logic inte-
grated circuits. The devices covered include gates, oscilla-
tors, timers, flip/flops, dividers, and decoder circuits. Some 
practical circuits are used to illustrate the use of TTL 
devices in the "real world". 

142 pages Order code BP332 £5.45 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND 
FORMULAE 
F. A. Wilson, C.G.I.A., C.Eng., F.I.E.E., F.I.E.R.E., F.B.I.M. 
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory, 
and "cut-and-tried" methods which may bring success in 
design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A strong 
practical bias - tedious and higher mathematics have been 
avoided where possible and many tables have been 
included. 
The book is divided into six basic sections: Units and 

Constants, Direct-Current Circuits, Passive Components, 
Alternating-Current Circuits, Networks and Theorems, 
Measurements. 

256 pages Order code BP53 £5.49 

The books listed have 
been selected by Everyday 
Practical Electronics edi-
torial staff as being of 
special interest to every-
one involved in electronics 
and computing. They are 
supplied by mail order 
direct to your door. Full 
ordering details are given 
on the last book page. 

FOR A FURTHER 
SELECTION OF BOOKS 
SEE THE NEXT TWO 
ISSUES OF EPE 

All prices include UK 
postage 

NEWNES PC TROUBLESHOOTING 
POCKET BOOK - THIRD EDITION 
Howard Anderson, Mike Tooley 

All the essential data for PC fault-finding and upgrading. 
This book provides a concise and compact reference that 
describes, in a clear and straightforward manner, the prin-
ciples and practice of fault-finding and upgrading PCs and 
peripherals. The book is aimed at anyone who is involved 
with the installation, configuration, maintenance, upgrad-
ing, repair or support of PC systems. It also provides non-
technical users with sufficient background information, 
charts and checklists to enable the diagnosis of faults and 
help to carry out simple modifications and repairs. In order 
to reflect rapid changes in computer technology (both 
hardware and software) this new edition has been com-
pletely revised and rewritten. 

256 pages Order code NE41 £19.99 

NEWNES INTERFACING COMPANION 
Tony Fischer-Cripps 
A uniquely concise and practical guide to the hardware, 

applications and design issues involved in computer inter-
facing and the use of transducers and instrumentation. 
Newnes Interfacing Companion presents the essential 

information needed to design a PC-based interlacing sys-
tem from the selection of suitable transducers, to collection 
of data, and the appropriate signal processing and 
conditioning. 

Contents: Part 1 - Transducers; Measurement systems; 
Temperature; Light; Position and motion; Force, pressure 
and flow. Part 2 - Interfacing; Number systems; Computer 
architecture; Assembly language; Interfacing; A to D and D 
to A conversions; Data communications; Programmable 
logic controllers; Data acquisition project. Part 3 - Signal 
processing; Transfer function; Active filters; Instrumentation 
amplifier; Noise: Digital signal processing. 

320 pages Order code NE38 £26.99 
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THE AMATEUR SCIENTIST 
CD-ROM 
The complete collection of The Amateur 
Scientist articles from Scientific American 
magazine. Over 1,000 classic science pro-
jects from a renowned source of winning 
projects. All projects are rated for cost, dif-
ficulty and possible hazards. 
Plus over 1,000 pages of helpful science 
techniques that never appeared in 
Scientific American. 
Exciting science projects in: Astronomy; \ 
Earth Science; Biology; Physics; Chemistry; 
Weather .... and much more! The most complete 
resource ever assembled for hobbyists, and profes-
sionals looking for novel solutions to research problems. 
Includes extensive Science Software Library with even more science 
tools. 
Suitable for Mac, Windows, Linux or UNIX. 32MB RAM minimum, 
Netscape 4.0 or higher or Internet Explorer 4.0 or higher. 
Over 1,000 projects Order code AS1 CD-ROM 

BEBOP BYTES BACK (and the Beboputer Computer 
Simulator) CD-ROM 
Clive (Max) Maxfield and Alvin Brown 
This follow-on to Bebop to the Boolean Boogie is a 
multimedia extravaganza of information about how 
computers work. It picks up where "Bebop I" left 
off, guiding you through the fascinating worid of 
computer design . . . and you'll have a few 
chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In 
addition to over 200 megabytes of mega-cool 
multimedia, the CD-ROM contains a virtual 
microcomputer, simulating the motherboard 
and standard computer peripherals in an 
extremely realistic manner. In addition to a 
wealth of technical information, myriad nuggets of 
trivia, and hundreds of carefully drawn illustratons, 
the CD-ROM contains a set of lab experiments for the 
virtual microcomputer that let you recreate the experiences of early comput-
er pioneers. If you're the slightest bit interested in the inner workings of com-
puters, then don't dare to miss this! 
Over 800 pages in Adobe Acrobat format Order code BEB2 co-Ricim £21.95 

£19.95 

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS - A PRACTICAL APPROACH 
With FREE Software: Number One Systems - EASY-PC 
Professional XM and Pulsar (Limited Functionality) 
Richard Monk 
Covers binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combination logic, 
sequential logic including the design and construction of asynchronous and 
synchronous circuits and register circuits. Together with a considerable prac-
tical content plus the additional attraction of its close association with 
computer-aided design including the FREE software. 
There is a 'blow-by-blow' guide to the use of EASY-PC Professional XM (a 

schematic drawing and printed circuit board design computer package). The 
guide also conducts the reader through logic circuit simulation using Pulsar 
software. Chapters on p.c.b. physics and p.c.b. production techniques make the 
book unique, and with its host of project ideas make it an ideal companion for 
the integrative assignment and common skills components required by BTEC 
and the key skills demanded by GNVQ. The principal aim of the book is to pro-
vide a straightforward approach to the understanding of digital electronics. 
Those who prefer the 'Teach-In' approach or would rather experiment with 

some simple circuits should find the book's final chapters on printed circuit 
board production and project ideas especially useful. 
250 pages Temporarily out of print 

FREE 
SOFTWARE 

OSCILLOSCOPES - FIFTH EDITION 
Ian Hickman 
Oscilloscopes are essential tools for checking circuit operation and diagnos-
ing faults, and an enormous range of models are available. 
This handy guide to oscilloscopes is essential reading 'or anyone who has to 

use a 'scope for their work or hobby; elect-onics designers, echnicians, anyone 
in industry involved in test and measurement, electronics enthusiasts . . Ian 
Hickman's review of all the latest types of 'scope currently available will prove 
especially useful for anyone planning to buy - or even build- an oscilloscope. 
The contents include a description of the basic oscillscope; Advanced real-

time oscilloscope; Accessories; Using oscilloscopes; Sampling oscilloscopes; 
Digital storage oscilloscopes; Oscilloscopes for special purposes; How 
oscillocopes work ( 1): the CRT; How oscilloscopes work (2): circuitry; How 
oscilloscopes work (3): storage CRTs; plus a isting of Oscilloscope manufac-
turers and suppliers. 
288 pages Order code NE37 £22.99 

SCROGGIE'S FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS 
AND ELECTRONICS - ELEVENTH EDITION 
S. W. Amos and Roger Amos 
Scroggie's Foundations is a classic text for anyone wo-king with electron-
ics, who needs to know the art and craft of the subject. It covers both the 
theory and practical aspects of a huge range of topics tom valve and tube 
technology, and the application of cathode ray tubes to radar, to digital 
tape systems and optical recording techniques. 
Since Foundations of Wireless was ftrst published over 60 years ago, it 

has helped many thousands of readers to become familiar with the princi-
ples of radio and electronics. The original author Sowerby was succeeded 
by Scroggie in the 1940s, whose name became synonymous with this 
classic primer for practitioners and students alike. Stan Amos, one of the 
fathers of modern electronics and the author of many well-known books in 
the area, took over the revision of this booK in the 1980s and it is he, with 
his son, who have produced this latest version. 

400 pages Temporarily out of print 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND TROUBLESHOOTING 
Robin Pain 
To be a real fault finder, you must be able to get a feel for what is going on in 
the circuit you are examining. In this book Robin Pain explains the basic tech-
niques needed to be a fault finder. 
Simple circuit examples are used to illustrate principles and concepts fun-

damental to the process of fault finding. This is not a book of theory, it is a 
book of practical tips, hints and rules of thumb, all of which will equip the read-
er to tackle any job. You may be an engineer or technician in search of infor-
mation and guidance, a college student, a hobbyist building a project from a 
magazine, or simply a keen self-taught amateur who is interested in electron-
ic fault finding but finds books on the subject too mathematical or specialised. 
The fundamental principles of analogue and digital fault finding are 

described (although, of course, there is no such thing as a "digital fault - all 
faults are by nature analogue). This book is written entirely for a fault finder 
using only the basic fault-finding equipment: a digital multimeter and an oscil-
loscope. The treatment is non-mathematical (apart from Ohm's law) and all 
jargon is strictly avoided. 
274 pages Order code NE22 £25.99 

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK 
Steve Money 
In most applications of electronics, test instruments are essential for checking 
the performance of a system or for diagnosing faults in operation, and so it is 
important for engineers, technicians, students and hobbyists to understand 
how the basic test instruments work and how they can be used. 
The principles of operation of the various types of test instrument are 

explained in simple terms with a minimum of mathematical analysis. The book 
covers analogue and digital meters, bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators, 
counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practical uses of these 
instruments are also examined. 
206 pages Order code PC109 £9.95 

DIGITAL GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS 
Ian R. Sinclair 
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to estab-
lish a firm foundation in digital electronics by treating the topics of gates and 
flip-flops thoroughly and from the beginning. 
Topics such as Boolean algebra and Karnaugh mapping are explainend, 

demonstrated and used extensively, and more attention is paid to the subject 
of synchronous counters than to the simple but less important ripple counters. 
No background other than a basic knowledge of electronics is assumed, 

and the more theoretical topics are explained from the beginning, as also are 
many working practices. The book concludes with an explanation of micro-
processor techniques as applied to digital logic. 
200 pages Order code PC106 £9.95 

UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS 
Owen Bishop 
Owen Bishop has produced a concise, readable text to introduce a wide range 
of students, technicians and professionals to an important area of electronics. 
Control is a highly mathematical subject, but here maths is kept to a minimum, 
with flow charts to illustrate principles and techniques instead of equations. 
Cutting edge topics such as microcontrollers, neural networks and fuzzy 

control are all here, making this an ideal refresher course for those working in 
Industry. Basic principles, control algorithms and hardwired control systems 
are also fully covered so the resulting book is a comprehensive text and well 
suited to college courses or background reading for university students. 
The text is supported by questions under the headings Keeping Up and Test 

Your Knowledge so that the reader can develop a sound understanding and 
the ability to apply the techniques the are learnin 
228 pages Order code NE3: £20.99 

HOW ELECTRONIC THINGS WORK - AND WHAT TO DO WHEN THEY DON'T 
Robert Goodman 
You never again have to be flummoxed, flustered or taken for a ride by a piece 
of electronics equipment. With this fully illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you 
will get a grasp on the workings of the electronic world that surrounds you - 
and even learn to make your own repairs. 
You don't need any technical experience. This book gives you: Clear expla-

nations of how things work, written in everyday language. Easy-to-follow, illus-
trated instructions on using test equipment to diagnose problems. Guidelines 
to help you decide for or against professional repair. Tips on protecting your 
expensive equipment from lightning and other electrical damage. Lubrication 
and maintenance suggestions. 

Covers: colour TVs, VCRs, radios, PCs, CD players, printers, telephones, 
monitors, camcorders, satellite dishes, and much more! 
394 pages Order code MGH3 £21.99 

VINTAGE RADIOS - COLLECTING • SERVICING • RESTORING 
Tony Thompson 
The essential guide to collecting, repairing and restoring vintage valve radios. 
These receivers are becoming ever more popular as collectibles, this is a 
good thing because it means that a very large piece of technological history 
is being reclaimed when at one time many thought it lost forever. If you look 
around, you will find plenty of valve radio sets just waiting for a loving restora-
tion. They may not yet be the most highly prized, and they are unlikely to be 
in top condition, but they can be yours and, if you develop the skills outlined 
in this book, you will possess radio receivers to be proud of. 
The book covers radio history, styling, faultfinding, chassis and cabinet 

restoration, types of set. 
124 pages spiral bound Order code TT1 £13.50 

All prices include 
UK P&P 
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ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING 
FOR BEGINNERS 
R. A. Penfold 
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project 
building. It provides a complete introduction to the practical 
side of this fascinating hobby, including the following 
topics: 
Component identification, and buying the right parts; 

resistor colour codes, capacitor value markings, etc; advice 
on buying the right tools for the job; soldering; making easy 
work of the hard wiring; construction methods, including 
stripboard, custom printed circuit boards, plain matrix 
boards, surface mount boards and wire-wrapping; finishing 
off, and adding panel labels; getting "problem" projects to 
work, including simple methods of fault-finding. 

In fact everything you need to know in order to get start-
ed in this absorbing and creative hobby. 

/35 pages Temporarily out of print 

BUILDING VALVE AMPLIFIERS 
Morgan Jones 
The practical guide to building, modifying, fault-finding and 
repairing valve amplifiers. A hands-on approach to valve 
electronics - classic and modern - with a minimum of the-
ory. Planning, fault-finding, and testing are each illustrated 
by step-by-step examples. 
A unique hands-on guide for anyone working with valve 
(tube in USA) audio equipment - as an electronics experi-
menter, audiophile or audio engineer. 
Particular attention has been paid to answering questions 
commonly asked by newcomers to the world of the vacu-
um tube, whether audio enthusiasts tackling their first 
build, or more experienced amplifier designers seeking to 
learn the ropes of working with valves. The practical side of 
this book is reinforced by numerous clear illustrations 
throughout. 

368 pages Order code NE40 £21.99 
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%IV NEWNES DICTIONARY OF ELECTRONICS 
S.W. Amos, R.S. Amos 
A concise glossary for electronics, TV, radio and com-

puting, including a handy appendix of acronyms. The 
Newnes Dictionary of Electronics has become an 
essential item on the bookshelves of electronics engi-
neers, managers, technicians, students and enthusi-
asts. The book is in a convenient compact format that 
makes it an ideal working dictionary. The definitions are 
clear and concise, supported by numerous illustrations 
and circuit diagrams. 

389 pages Order code NE42 £13.99 

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER 
R. A. Penfold 
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of lim-
ited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the basics 
of analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the relative 
merits and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2 
various methods of component checking are described, 
including tests for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capaci-
tors and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in Chapter 3, 
with subjects such as voltage, current and continuity 
checks being discussed. 

In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience 
is assumed. Using these simple component and circuit 
testing techniques the reader should be able to confident-
ly tackle servicing of most electronic projects. 

96 pages Order code BP239 £.49 

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS 
Owen Bishop 
This book deals with the subject in a non-mathematical 
way. It reviews the main types of filter, explaining in simple 
terms how each type works and how it is used. 
The book also presents a dozen filter-based projects 

with applications in and around the home or in the 
constructor's workshop. These include a number of audio 
projects such as a rythm sequencer and a multi-voiced 
electronic organ. 
Concluding the book is a practical step-by-step guide to 

designing simple filters for a wide range of purposes, with 
circuit diagrams and worked examples. 

188 pages Order code BP299 £5.49 

ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR EXPERIMENTERS 
R. A. Penfold 
Many electronic hobbyists who have been pursuing their 
hobby for a number of years seem to suffer from the dread-
ed "seen it all before syndrome. This book is fairly and 
squarely aimed at sufferers of this complaint, plus any 
other electronics enthusiasts who yearn to try something a 
bit different. 

The subjects covered include:- Magnetic field detector, 
Basic Hall effect compass. Hall effect audio isolator, Voice 
scrambler/descrambler, Bat detector, Bat style echo loca-
tion, Noise cancelling, LED stroboscope, Infra-red lorch", 
Electronic breeze detector, Class D power amplifier, Strain 
gauge amplifier, Super hearing aid. 

138 pages Order code BP371 £5.45 

PRACTICAL FIBRE-OPTIC PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold 
While fibre-optic cables may have potential advantages 
over ordinary electric cables, for the electronics 
enthusiast it is probably their novelty value that makes 
them worthy of exploration. Fibre-optic cables provide an 
innovative interesting alternative to electric cables, but in 
most cases they also represent a practical approach to 
the problem. This book provides a number of tried and 
tested circuits for projects that utilize fibre-optic cables. 
The projects include:- Simple audio links, F.M. audio link, 

P.W.M. audio links, Simple d.c. links, P.W.M. d.c. link, 
PW.M. motor speed control, RS232C data links, MIDI link, 
Loop alarms, R.P.M. meter. 

All the components used in these designs are readily 
available, none of them require the constructor to take out 
a second mortgage. 

132 pages Order code BP374 £5.45 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND 
MIDI PROJECTS 
R. A. Penfold 
Whether you wish to save money, boldly go where no 
musician has gone before, rekindle the pioneering spirit, 

or simply have fun building some electronic music gad-
gets, the designs featured in this book should suit your 
needs. The projects are all easy to buiid, and some are so 
simple that even complete beginners at electronic project 
construction can tackle them with ease. Stripboard lay-
outs are provided for every project, together with a wiring 
diagram. The mechanical side of construction has largely 
been left to the individual constructors to sort out, simply 
because the vast majority of project builders prefer to do 
their own thing. 
None of the designs requires the use of any test 

equipment in order to get them set up properly. Where 
any setting up is required, the procedures are very 
straightforward, and they are described in detail. 

Projects covered: Simple MIDI testar, Message grab-
ber, Byte grabber, THRU box, MIDI auto switcher, 
Auto/manual switcher, Manual switchar, MIDI patchbay, 
MIDI controlled switcher, MIDI leao tester, Program 
change pedal, Improved program change pedal, Basic 
mixer, Stereo mixer, Electronic swell pedal, Metronome, 
Analogue echo unit. 

138 pages Order code PC116 £5A5 

VIDEO PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRONICS 
CONSTRUCTOR 
R. A. Pent old 
Written by highly respected author R. A. Penfold, this book 
contains a collection of electronic projects specially designed 
for video enthusiasts All the projects can be simply con-
structed, and most are suitable for the newcomer to project 
construction, as they are assembled on shipboard. 
There are faders, wipers and effects units which will add 

sparkle and originality to your video recordings, an audio 
mixer and noise reducer to enhance your soundtracks and 
a basic computer control interface. AISO, there's a useful 
selection on basic video production techniques to get you 
started. 

Circuits include: video enhancer. improved video enhancer, 
video fader, horizontal wiper, improved viceo wiper, negative 
video unit, fade to grey unit, black and white keyer, vertical 
wiper, audio mixer, stereo headphone amplifier, dynamic 
noise reducer, automatic fader, pushbutton fader, computer 
control interface, 12 volt mains power supply. 

124 pages Order code PC115 £5.45 

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS 
All prices Include UK postage. For postage to Europe (air) and the rest of the world (surface) 
please add £2 per book. For the rest of the world airmail add £3 per book. CD-ROM prices include 
VAT and/or postage to anywhere in the world. Send a PO, cheque, international money order 
(£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service or card details, Visa, Mastercard, Amex, 
Diners Club or Maestro to: 

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD., 
408 WIMBORNE ROAD EAST, FERN DOWN, DORSET BH22 9ND. 

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for deliv-
ery — more for overseas orders. Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday 
Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists. 

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE. 
Tel 01202 873872 Fax 01202 874562. Email: dbeewlmbome.co.uk 

Order from our online shop at: www.epemag.co.uk 

BOOK ORDER FORM 

Full name:   

Address:   

  Post code*  Telephone No:  

Signature:   

[7] I enclose cheque/PO payable to DIRECT BOOK SERVICE for £   

El Please charge my card £  Card expiry date  

Card Number   Switch/Maestro Issue No  

Card Security Code  (the last three digits on or just under the signature strip) 

Please send book order codes:  

Please continue on separate sheet of paper if necessary 
If you do not wish to cut your magazine, send a letter or copy of this form 
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ELECTRONICS MANUALS ON CD-ROM £29.95 EACH 

ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL 

E_SM 
ELECTRONIC, 
MIME MUM& 

A practical reference manual on 
electronics sinking teChnlqueS 

«MC iu 

Everything you need to know to get 
started in repairing electronic equipment 

• Around 900 pages • Fundamental principles • Troubleshooting 
techniques • Servicing techniques • Choosing and using test 
equipment • Reference data • Marufacturers' web links 
• Easy-to-use Adobe Acrobat format • Clear and simple layout 
• Vital safety precautions • Professionally written • Supplements 

SAFETY: Safety Regulations, Electrical Safety and First Aid. 
UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Electrical and Electronic Principles, 
Active and Passive Components, Circuit Diagrams, Circuit 
Measurements, Radio, Computers, Valves and Manufacturers' Data, 
etc. PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic 
Components, Avoid Static Hazards, Carry Out Soldering and Wiring, 
Remove and Replace Components. TEST EQUIPMENT: How to 
Choose and Use Test Equipment, Assemble a Toolkit, Set Up a 
Workshop, and Get the Most from Your Multimeter and Oscilloscope, 
etc. SERVICING TECHNIQUES: The Manual includes vital guidelines 
on how to Service Audio Amplifiers. The Supplements include similar 
guidelines for Radio Receivers, TV Receivers, Cassette Recorders, 
Video Recorders, Personal Computers, etc. TECHNICAL NOTES: 
Commencing with the IBM PC, this section and the Supplements deal 
with a very wide range of specific types of equipment — radios, TVs, 
cassette recorders, amplifiers, video recorders etc. REFERENCE 
DATA: Diodes, Small-Signal Trans.stors, Power Transistors, Thyristors, 
Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include Operational 
Amplifiers, Logic Circuits, Optoelectronic Devices, etc. 

THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL 

SPECIAL 
OFFER 

Order both Manuals 
together and 

SAVE £10 

The IIII«lern 

Electronics Manual 

A watch., reference manual on 
electrow, technology today 

•CII•11•••• 

b•oura.11.1.1» Y. /mew.. 

.1111, • • • • 1. 

• • 

The essential reference work for 
everyone studying electronics 

• Over 800 pages • In-depth theory • Projects to build • 
Detailed assembly instructions • Full components 
checklists • Extensive data tables • Manufacturers' web 
links • Easy-to-use Adobe Acrobat format • Clear and 
simple layout • Comprehensive subject range • 
Professionally written • Supplements 
BASIC PRINCIPLES: Electronic Components and their 
Characteristics; Circuits Using Passive Components; 
Power Supplies; The Amateur Electronics Workshop; The 
Uses ot Semiconductors; Digital Electronics; Operational 
Amplifiers; Introduction to Physics, including practical 
experiments; Semiconductors and Digital Instruments. 
CIRCUITS TO BUILD: The Base Manual describes 12 
projects including a Theremin and a Simple TENS 
Unit. 

ESSENTIAL DATA: Extensive tables on diodes, 
transistors, thyristors and triacs, digital and linear i.c.s. 
EXTENSIVE GLOSSARY: Should you come across a 
technical word, phrase or abbreviation you're not familiar 
with, simply look up the glossary and you'll find a 
comprehensive definition in plain English. 
The Manual also covers Safety and provides web links 
to component and equipment Manufacturers and 
Suppliers. 

Full contents list available online at: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

Supplements: Additional CD-ROMs each containing approximately 50C pages of additional information on specific areas of electronics are 
available for £ 19.95 each. Informaticn on the availability and content of each Supplemert CD-ROM will be sent to you. 
Presentation: CD-ROM suitable for any modern PC. Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader which is included on the CD-ROM. 

Wimborne Publishing Ltd., Dept Y06. 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND.Tel: 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562. 

r PLEASE send me VISA Maestro 

E THE MODERN ELECTRONICS MANUAL CD-ROM 

LII ELECTRONICS SERVICE MANUAL CD-ROM 
I enclose payment of £29.95 (for one Manual) or £49.90 for both Manuals (saving £10 by 
ordering both together). 

FULL NAME 
(PLEASE PRINT) 

ADDRESS   

 POSTCODE   

SIGNATURE   

El enclose cheque/PO in UK pounds payable to Wimborne Publishing Ltd. 
El Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Diners Club/Switch/Maestro 

Card No  Switch/Maestro Issue No   

Valid From  Expiry Date  

L  Card Security Code (The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip) 

ORDER FORM 
Simply complete and return the order 

form with your payment to the 
following address: 

Wimbome Publishing Ltd, 
Dept. Y06, 

408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, 
Dorset BH22 9ND 

Price includes postage to anywhere in 
the World 

We will happily exchange any faulty 
CD-ROMs but since the content can be printed 
out we do not offer a refund on these items. 

Your CD-ROM(s) will be 
posted to you by first class 
mail or airmail, normally 

within four working days of 
receipt of your order 
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EPE PIC PROJECTS 
VOLUME 1 

MINI CD-ROM 
A plethora of 20 "hand-PICked" PIC 
Projects from selected past issues of EPE 
Together with the PIC programming 
software for each project plus bonus articles 

The projects are: 

PIC-Based Ultrasonic Tape Measure 
You've got it taped if you PIC this ultrasonic distance measuring 
calculator 

EPE Mind PICkler 
Want seven ways to relax? Try our PIC-controlled mind machine! 

PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal 
Add sustain and glissando to your MIDI line-up with this 
inexpensive PIC-controlled effects unit 

PIC-based MIDI Handbells 
Ring out thy bells with merry tolling - plus a MIDI PIC-up, of 
course! 

EPE Mood PICker 
Oh for a good night's sleep! Insomniacs rejoice - your wakeful 
nights could soon be over with this mini-micro under the pillow! 

PIC Micro-Probe 
A hardware tool to help debug your PIC software 

PIC Video Cleaner 
Improving video viewing on poorly maintained TVs and VCRs 

PIC Graphics LCD Scope 
A PIC and graphics LCD signal monitor for your workshop 

PIC to Printer Interface 
How to use dot-matrix printers as data loggers with PIC 
microcontrollers 

PIC Polywhatsit 
A novel compendium of musical effects to delight the creative 
musician 
PIC Magick Musick 
Conjure music from thin air at the mere untouching gesture of a 
fingertip 

PIC Mini-Enigma 
Share encrypted messages with your friends — true spymaster 
entertainment 

PIC Virus Zapper 
Can disease be cured electronically? Investigate this 
controversial subject for yourself 

PIC Controlled Intruder Alarm 
A sophisticated multi-zone intruder detection system that offers a 
variety of monitoring facilities 

PIC Big-Digit Display 
Control the giant ex-British Rail platform clock 7-segment digits 
that are now available on the surplus market 

PIC Freezer Alarm 
How to prevent your food from defrosting unexpectedly 

PIC World Clock 
Graphically displays world map, calendar, clock and global 
time-zone data 

PICAXE Projects 
A 3-part series using PICAXE devices - PIC microcontrollers 
that do not need specialist knowledge or programming 
equipment 
PIC-based Tuning Fork and Metronome 
Thrill everyone by at long last getting your instrument properly 
tuned! 

Versatile PIC Flasher 
An attractive display to enhance your Christmas decorations or 
your child's ceiling 

ONL 

£14.45 
INCLUDING 
VAT and P&P 

EPE 11F6IC 
IPutoemorns 

10 1 MI • 2003 Twee». reweave Inc 

O Vdenbome Publeina LIO 

Order on-line from 
www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm 

or www.epemag.com (USA $ prices) 
or by Phone, Fax, Email or Post. 

NOTE: The PDF files on this CD-ROM are suitable to use on any PC with a 
CD-ROM drive. They require Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

EPE PIC PROJECTS CD-ROM 
ORDER FORM 

Please send me (quantity) EPE PIC PROJECTS VOL 1 CD-ROM 

I Price £14.45 each - includes postage to anywhere in the world. 

Name   

I Address   

  Post Code   
1 1 
I D I enclose cheque/P.O./bank draft to the value of £   1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 D Please charge my Visa/Mastercard/Amex/Diners Club/Switch 

Card No.   

Card Security Code (The last 3 digits on or just under 
the signature strip) 

I Start Date   Expiry Date   Switch Issue No.   

SEND TO: Everyday Practical Electronics, 
Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 

408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. 
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562. 
Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk 

Payments must be by card or in £ Sterling - cheque or bank draft 
drawn on a UK bank. 

Normally supplied within seven days of receipt of order. 
Send a copy of this form, or order by letter if you do not wish to cut your issue. 

BECOME A PIC PROJECT BUILDER WITH THE HELP OF EPE! 
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PCB SERVICE 
Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are available from 
the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and 
roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board for 
airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service, 
Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 408 Wimborne Road 
East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. Tel: 01202 873872; Fax 01202 874562; 
Email: orderseepemag.wimborne.co.uk. On-line Shop: www.epemag. 
wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm. Cheques shosild be crossed and made payable to 
Everyday Practical Electronics (Payment in £ sterling only). 
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within 
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery 
- overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail. 
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the Back 
Issues page for details. We do not supply kits or components for our projects. 

Please check price and availability in the latest issue. 
A large number of older boards are listed on our website. 

Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis. 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

Bedside Nightlight (Top Tenner) JAN 04 

Sound Trigger 417 £4.44 
Timing/Lamp 418 £4.60 

Radio Circuits-8 Dual Conversion SW Rec. - I.F. Amp 428 £5.71 
- Signal-Strength Meter 429 £4.45 
- B.F.O./Prod. Detector 430 £4.75 

*Car Computer (double-sided) 431 £7.61 
*PIC Watering Timer - Software only - - 
*GPS to PIC and PC Interface - Software onl - - 
Jazzy Necklace FEB 04 432 pair £5.40 
Sonic Ice Warning 433 £5.39 
*LCF Meter 434 £5.00 
*PIC Tug-of-War 435 £5.00 
Bat-Band Convertor MAR 04 436 £4.76 
*MIDI Health Check - Transmitter/Receiver 437 pair £7.61 
Emergency Stand-by Light 438 £5.55 
*PIC Mixer for RC Planes - Software only - - 
*Teach-1n '04 Part 5 - Software only - - 
I nf ra-Guard A 1,1 04 439 £5.07 
*Moon Clock 442 £5.71 
*Teach-In '04 Part 6 - Software only - - 
*EPE Seismograph Logger 
Control Board 
Sensor Amp. Board 

440 pair 

441 
£6.50 

In-Car Lap-Top PSU MAY 04 443 £4.60 
Beat Balance Metal Detector 444 £4.60 
Teach-1n '04 Part 7 - Transmitter 445 £4.91 

Receiver 446 £4.75 
Moisture 447 £4.44 

*PIC Quickstep JUNE 04 448 £5.71 
Body Detector Mk11 449 £4.91 
*Teach-In '04 Part 8 - Software only - - 
*MIDI Synchronome - Software only - - 
Hard Drive Warbler JULY 04 450 £4.60 
*Bongo Box 451 £6.02 
Portable Mini Alarm - Sensor 452 £5.23 

- Counter 453 £5.07 
*Teach-In '04 Part 9 

PIC Combination Lock Alarm Monitor 454 £5.07 
*EPE Magnetometry Logger 455 £5.71 
Keyring L.E.D. Torch AUG 04 456 £4.12 
*Teach-1n '04 Part 10 - PIC Curtain or Blind Winder 457 £5.39 
Simple F.M. Radio - F.M. Tuner 458 £5.07 

- Tone Control 459 £4.75 
- Audio Power Amp (TDA20031 347 £4.60 
- Power Supply 460 £5.39 

*EPE Scorer - Control Board 461 £6.66 
- Display Board 462 £7.93 
- Slave Board 463 £5.55 

*PIC to Mouse/Keyboard - Software only - - 
EPE Wart Zapper SEPT 04 464 £4.60 
*Radio Control Failsale 465 £4.76 
*AlphaMouse Game 466 £4.60 
*Rainbow Lighting Controller - Software onl - - 
*Moon and Tide Clock Calendar OCT .04 467 £5.55 
Volts Checker 468 £4.20 
*Smart Karts - Software only - 
Logic Probe 40V 04 469 £4.76 
Thunderstorm Monitor 470 £5.39 
MW Amplitude Modulator 
- V.F.0./Butfer 471 £4.76 
- Modulator/PA 472 £5.07 
- Power Supply 473 £4.76 

Super Vibration Switch DEC 04 474 £4.75 
Wind Direction Indicator 475 £6.18 

*PIC Flasher Mk2 
- Control Board 476 £4.75 
- Transmitter 477 £4.44 
- Multipurpose Board 478 £4.75 
- Simple Cycler 479 £4.44 
- Luxeon V Controller 480 £4.44 
- Power Supply 473 £4.76 

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost 

Light Detector JAN 05 481 £4.44 
*Camera Watch 482 £6.03 
Gate Alarm - Oscillator 483 £4.92 

- Delay/Timer 484 £4.92 
*Sneaky - Transmitter FEB 05 485 £4.60 

- Receiver 486 £4.91 
*PIC Electric Mk2 - Control 487 £5.87 

- Sensor 488 £5.71 
Sound Card Mixer 489 £7.29 
Headphone Monitor MAR 05 490 £5.71 
EPE Cat Flap 491 £6.02 
*Bingo Box - Main 492 £9.04 

- Big Digit Display 493 £10.31 
Spontaflex Radio- Tuner APR 05 494 £5.55 

- Coil Pack 495 £5.71 
- Audio Amplifier 496 £5.55 
- Tuning Capacitor Board 406 £4.28 

*Safety Interface 497 £6.18 
Back-To-Basics 1- Fridge/Freezer Door Alarm 498 £5.39 
*Crossword Solver MAY 05 499 £6.66 
20W Amplifier Module 500 £5.14 
Back-To-Logic Basics 2 
Water Level Alarm 501 £5.39 
Burglar Alarm 502 £5.87 

*PIC Ultrasonic Scanner JUN 05 503 £6.66 
*Radio Control Model Switcher 504 £5.87 
Back-To-Basics 3 
Scarecrow 505 £5.55 
Digital Lock 506 £6.66 

CompactFlash Interface Board 507 £6.66 

EPE • FINVARE 
Software programs for EPE projects marked with a single asterisk * are 
available on 3-5 inch PC-compatible disks or free from our Internet site. The 
following disks are available: PIC Tutorial V2 (Apr-June '03); EPE Disk 3 
(2000); EPE Disk 4 (2001 - excl. PIC Toolkit TK3); EPE Disk 5 (2002); EPE 
Disk 6 (2003 - excl. Earth Resistivity and Met Office); EPE Disk 7 (2004); 
EPE Disk 8 (Jan 2005 to current cover date); EPE Earth Resistivity 
Logger (Apr-May '03); EPE PIC Met Office (Aug-Sept '03); EPE 
Seismograph (Apr-May '04); EPE Magnetometry Logger (July-Aug '04); 
EPE Teach-In 2000; EPE Spectrum; EPE Interface Disk 1 (October '00 
issue to current cover date). EPE Toolkit TK3 software is available on the 
EPE PIC Resources CD-ROM, £14.45. Its p.c.b. is order code 319, £8.24. 
**The software for these projects is on its own CD-ROM. The 3-5 inch 
disks are £3.00 each (UK), the CD-ROMs are £6.95 ( UK). Add 50p each for 
overseas surface mail, and £1 each for airmail. All are available from the 
EPE PCB Service. All files can be downloaded free from our Internet FTP 
site, accessible via our home page at: www.epemag.co.uk. 

EPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD SERVICE 
Order Code Project Quantity Price 

Name  

Address  

Tel. No.   

I enclose payment of £ (cheque/PO in £ sterling only) to: 

MC" 
• c Card 

Everyday 
Practical Electronics 
MasterCard, Amex, Diners mg 

Club, Visa or Switch/Maestro MI 

11, 
'he 

b14,7•1. •Id 

Maestro 

Card No.   

Valid From   Expiry Date  

Card Security Code Switch/Maestro Issue No  
(The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip) 

Signature  

NOTE: You can also order p.c.b.s by phone, Fax, Email or via our 
Internet site on a secure server: 

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uleshopdoorhtm 
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CLASSIFIED Everyday Practical Electronics reaches twice as 
many UK readers as any other UK monthly hobby 
electronics magazine, our sales figures prove it. 
We have been the leading monthly magazine in 
this market for the last twenty years. 

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display pages 
offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £ 10 ( it-VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid rate 
for classified adverts is 40p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words). 

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together with 
remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. 
Phone: 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562. Email: epeads@wimborne.co.uk 

For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact us as above. 

TOTALROBOTS 
ROBOTICS, CONTROL & 

ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 

High quality robot kits and components 
UK distributor of the 00Pic microcontroller 

Secure on-line ordering 
Rapid delivery 

Highly competitive prices 

Visit www.totalrobots.com 

Tel: 0208 823 9220 

X- le Home Automation 
We put you in contror 

Why tolerate when you can automate? 

An extensive range of 230V X- I0 products 
and starter kits available. Uses proven Power 
Line Carrier technology, no wires required. 

Products Catalogue available Online. 

Worldwide delivery. 

Laser Business Systems Ltd. 
E-Mail: info@lasencom 

http://www.laser.com 

Tel: (020) 8441 9788 

Fax: (020) 8449 0430 

VISA 

TRANSFORMERS 
Transformers and Chokes for all types 

of circuits including specialist valve units 
Custom design or standard range 

High and low voltage 

Variable Voltage Technology Ltd 
Unit 3, Sheet Manor Farm, Chilierton, 
Newport, Isle of Wight, P030 31-IP 

Tel:0870 243 0414 Fax: 01983 721572 

email. sales@wt-cowes.freeserve.co.uk 

www.vvttransformers co uk 

SURVEILLANCE, SECURITY AND 
WIRELESS UNK TECHNOLOGY 

Professional 2 channel audio, video & audio links 
(1394MHz, 2.4GHz & 10GHz). 

Professional 2.4GHz fully synthesized tuning video and 
audio receivers. High gain directional antennas 

(dramatically increase range). 
Covert video and audio surveillance equipment. 

Concealed covert equipment (briefcases, calculators, 
soft toys etc.). Electronic design and custom made 
equipment. Coming soon: Latest technology, high 

quality digital spread spectrum surveillance equipment. 
Special battery power supplies & chargers 

(to increase run time). 

Contact: OTRONIX Tel: 0115 9522646 
Email: info.qtronix@ntlworld.com 

The Versatile, Programmable 
On Screen Display System 

www.STV5730A.co.uki 

• Fully programmable 
• PIC 16F628 microcontroller 
• Demo software code available 
obOSO IC 28 by 11 screen 
•I/0 lines free to connect sensors or buttons 
*Serial or PC keyboard interface versions 

Component Kits! 

CAP-CKII 93pcs Electrolytic 
apaulor Kit I - 2220tiF 16-63V I 

£4.99 
iaa 

AP I cs Po 
0061 K4 410 

Ster 

53V) 

Mail order P&P: f250 ( Free P&P orders over f 70) 

,p(s Metal Film 
1M 0_255V 1%) 

( AP-003 240pcs Ceramic 
apacitor Kit (22p1-100nF 50V) 

www.fastcomponents.co.uk 
Tel: 0870 750 4468 Fax: 0870 137 6005 

Winchester House. Winchester Rd, 
Walton-on-Thames, Surrey KT12 2RH 

PROSCHEMATIC 
A shareware schematic drawing tool. 

Draw in different styles, print, publish, netlist 
and generate a Bill of Materials. 

Visit: www.hobbyace.co.uk 

Free plugin modules available. 
from SATuRNSOFT LTD 

BTEC ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN TRAINING 

VCE ADVANCED ENGINEERING 

ELECTRONICS AND ICT 

HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS 

NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT 
PLEASE APPLY TO COLLEGE FOR 

NEXT COURSE DATE 

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM 

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE 
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD 
EARLS COURT. LONDON SW5 9SU 

TEL - ( 020) 7373 8721 

ByVac 

BOWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD 

29 Spnnigwood View, Perestone 
536 65X 

Microcontroller, no develop-
ment tools needed, runs 
BASIC will run stand alone 
KIT £ 14.95 + £ 1.81 P & P 

Suppliers of Electronic Components 
Place a secure order on our website or call our sales line 

All major credit cards accepted 

Web: wwwbowood-electronics4b.uk 

Unit I, McGregor's Way, lbrnoaks Business Park, 
Chesterfield, S40 2WB. Sales: 01246 200222 

Send 60p damp for catalogue 

Miscellaneous 

MICRO CHIP DEVICES for home and busi-
ness. Projects and Products on Microchip and 
1-wire technologies. Visit our WEB site at: 
www.microchipdevices.com 

VALVES AND ALLIED COMPONENTS IN 
STOCK. Phone for free list. Valves, books and 
magazines wanted. Geoff Davies (Radio), tel. 
01788 574774. 

FREE! PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT 
BOARDS! Free prototype p.c.b. with quantity 
orders. Call Patrick on 028 9073 8897 for 
details. Agar Circuits, Unit 5, East Belfast 
Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast 
BTS 4GX. 

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK 
SERVICE. Prototype and production artwork 
raised from magazines or draft designs at low 
cost. PCBs designed from schematics. 
Production assembly, wiring and software pro-
gramming. For details contact Patrick at Agar 
Circuits, Unit 5, East Belfast Enterprise Park, 
308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast BT5 4GX. 
Phone 028 9073 8897, Fax 028 9073 1802, 
Email agar@argonet.co.uk 

KITS, TOOLS, COMPONENTS. S.a.e. cata-
logue: Sir-Kit Electronics, 52 Severn Road, 
Clacton, C015 3RB. 
www. geocities.com/sirkituk. 

Computer Software 

FREE DOWNLOADABLE SOFTWARE: 
Electronics, Electrical and Computing V8.2. 
Computer Science V8.2 and GCSE Maths V8.2. 
Still selling at £ 120 each on CDROM is now 
available to download and fully install to your 
hard drive COMPLETELY FREE OF CHARGE. 
Latest update includes the new Web Links fea-
ture. Visit www.ept.coft.com for details. 
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N. R. BARDIIVELL LTD (Est. 1948) 
100 Signal Diodes 144148 £1  00 
75 Rectifier Diodes 104001 £1  00 
50 Red761), Diodes 104007  £1.00 
10 WO1 Bndge Rectifiers £1  00 
10 555 Trier Cs  £1.00 
4 741 Op Amps f 1  03 
50 Assorted Zane? Diodes 400mIN  £1.03 
12 Assorted 7-segment Displays  £1 00 
35 Asserted Lads. vat shapes. colours 8 sixes  0.00 
25 505n1.eds,l040egreenorye8ow  f 1 00 
25 3mm I e d.s. red or green or yelow £1  DO 
75 Mimi. Os, green. 6.5mm lectaciag.  £1.00 
50 Mean ed.s, 2mcd red Diode £1  00 
25 Asstd High Brightness 1.e.d.s. vat cob  £1.00 
20 BC1821 Transslors  £1.00 
25 8C2121. Transistors  £1.00 
30 8C237 Transistors  £1 00 
20 BC327 Transistors £  00 
30 8C328 Transistors  £1.00 
30 8C547 Transistors  £1.00 
20 BC5470 Transistor  £1.00 
33 8C548 Transistors £1  00 
33 8C549 Transistors  £1.00 
25 8C557 Transrstors  CO 
30 BC558 Transistors  f 1 00 
25 BC559 Transistors .  £1.00 
20 203004 Transistors ..  £1.00 
100 Ini 50V *kg Axel Capannoes £1  00 
80 Assid capacitors eiectrohnic. £1 00 

80 Asstd. capacitors 1nF to 14F  £1.00 
200 Mud disc ceramic capactors  £1.00 
50 Auld Sket Presets (sm. Or comet) £1  00 
50 Assn RF chokes (nductors) £1  00 
25 Mod gornrnets  80P 
8 Asstd. de watches £100 
8 held. push-button winches multi-bank, mulli-pole . 11.00 
30 Asstd. QS sockets up to 40 nay £1  00 
10 TV coax plugs. plastic £1  00 
40 metres wry Min connecting wire red f 1  00 
20 ln glass reed pentcnes £1  00 
100 My one value vW 5% cf resistors range 1R b 188 .£0.45 
10 7812 Voltage Reguiators£1  00 
300 Assid resistors '.WP,A.V. mostly on laces £1  00 

288 Abbeydale Road, Sheffield Si 1FL 
Phone (local rate): 0845 166 2329 

Fax: 0114 255 5039 
salesebardeells.co.uk 

web: www.barthrells.co.uk 
Prices Include VAT.Postage £1.85 

44p stamp for lists or disk 
POs, Cheques end Credit Cards accepted 

SEE OUR WEB PAGES FOR MORE 
COMPONENTS AND SPECIAL OFFERS 

e ite„, ,/ 
WWW.6/26177c7g.c 

Get your magazine "instantly" anywhere in the 
world — buy from the web. 

TAKE A LOOK, A FREE ISSUE 
IS AVAILABLE 

A one year subscription (12 issues) 
costs just $14.99 (US) 
www.epemag.com 

Europe's Largest 
Surplus Store 

20,000,000 Items on line NOW! 
New items added dail 

Established for over 25 years, UK company 
Display Electronics prides itself on offering a 
massive range of electronic and associated 
electro-mechanical equipment and parts to 
the Hobbyist, Educational and Industrial 
user. Many current and obsolete hard to get 
parts are available from our vast stocks, 
which include: 
• 6,000,000 Semiconductors 
• 5,000 Power Supplies 
• 25,000 Electric Motors 
• 10,000 Connectors 
• 100,000 Relays & Contactors 
• 2000 Rack Cabinets & Accessories 
• 4000 Items of Test Equipment 
• 5000 Hard Disk Drives 

www.distel.co.uk 
Display Electronics 
29 I 35 Osborne Road 
Thornton Heath 
Surrey UK CR7 8PD 

Telephone 

[44] 020 8653 3333 
Fax [44] 020 8653 8888 

EPE BINDERS 
KEEP YOUR MAGAZINES SAFE — 

RING US NOW! 
This ring binder uses a special system to allow the issues to be easily removed and re-
inserted without any damage. A nylon strip slips over each issue and this passes over 
the four rings in the binder, thus holding the magazine in place. 

The binders are finished in hard-wearing royal blue p.v.c. with the magazine logo in 
gold on the spine.They will keep your issues neat and tidy but allow you to remove them 
for use easily. 

The price is £6.95 plus £3.50 post and packing. If you order more than one binder 
add £1 postage for each binder after the initial £3.50 postage charge (overseas read-
ers the postage is £6.00 each to everywhere except Australia and Papua New Guinea 
which costs £10.50 each). 

Send your payment in £'s sterling cheque or PO (Overseas readers send £ ster-
ling bank draft, or cheque drawn on a UK bank or pay by card), to 
Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing Ltd, 408 Wimborne 
Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 ONO. Tel: 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 
874562. 

E-mail: editorialeepemag.wimbome.co.uk. Web site: http://www.epemeg.co.uk 
Order on-line from vwvw.epemag.co.uicishopdoothtrn 

We also accept card payments. Mastercard, Visa, Amex, Diners Club or Maestro. 
Send, fax or phone your card number, card 
expiry date and card security code (the last 
3 digits on or just under the signature strip), 
plus Maestro Issue No. with your order. 

VISA Maestro 

'Cali 

SQUIRES 
MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS 
A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF MINIATURE HAND AND 

POWER TOOLS AND AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF 

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 
FEATURED IN A FULLY ILLUSTRATED 

704 PAGE MAIL ORDER CATALOGUE 

2005 ISSUE 
SAME DAY DESPATCH 

FREE POST AND PACKAGING 
Catalogues: FREE OF CHARGE to addresses in the UK. 
Overseas: CATALOGUE FREE, postage at cost charged 

to credit card 

SHOP EXTENSION NOW OPEN 
Squires, 100 London Road, 

Bognor Regis, West Sussex, P021 IDO 
TEL: 01243 842424 
FAX: 01243 842525 VISA 
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Rechargeable Batteries With Solder Tags 

NIMH NICAD 

AA 2000mAh  £2.82 AA 650mAh  £1.41 
C 4Ah £4.70 C 2.5Ah £3.60 
D 9Ah £7.60 D 4Ah £4.95 
PP3 150mAh  £4.95 

Instrument case with edge connector and screw terminals 

Size 112mm x 52mm x 105mm tall 

This box consists of a cream base with a PCB slot, a cover plate to pro-
tect your circuit, a black lid with a 12 way edge connector and 12 screw 
terminals built in (8mm pitch) and 2 screws to hold the lid on. The cream 
bases have minor marks from dust and handling price £2.00 + 
VAT(.£2.35) for a sample or £44.00+VAT (=£51.70) for a box of 44. 

866 battery pack originally intended to be 
used with an orbitel mobile telephone it 
contains 10 1.6Ah sub C batteries (42 x 
22 dia. the size usually used in cordless 
screwdrivers etc.) the pack is new and 
unused and can be broken open quite 
easily £7.46 + VAT = £8.77 

Please add £1.66 + VAT = £1.95 postage & packing per order 

«IPG Electronics 
Shaws Row, Old Road, Chesterfield, S40 2RB. 

Tel 01246 211202 Fax 01246 550959 
www.JPGElectronics.com 
MastercardNisa/Switch 

Callers welcome 9.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. Monday to Saturday 

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS 
FREE COMPONENTS 

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE 

SPI 
SP2 
SP3 
SP5 
SP6 
SP7 
SP8 
SP9 
SP10 
SP11 
SP12 
SP18 
SP20 
SP23 
SP24 
SP25 
SP26 
SP28 
SP29 
SP33 
SP34 
SP36 
SP37 
SP38 
SP39 
SP40 
SP41 
SP42 
SP47 
SP49 
SP101 
SP102 
SP103 
SP104 
SP105 
SP109 
SP112 
SP115 
SP116 
SP118 
SP124 
SP126 

SP130 
SP131 
SP133 
SP134 

15 x 5mm Red LEDs 
12 x 5mm Green LEDs 
12 x 5mm Yellow LEDs 
25 a 5mm 1 part LED clips 
15 x 3mm Red LEDs 
12 x 3mm Green LEDs 
10 x 3mm Yellow LEDs 
25 x 3mm 1 part LED clips 
100 x 1N4148 diodes 
30 e 1N4001 diodes 
30 x 1N4002 diodes 
20 x BC182 transistors 
20 x BC184 transistors 
20 x B549 transistors 
4 x CMOS 4001 
4 x 555 timers 
4 x 741 Op.Amps 
4 x CMOS 4011 
3 x CMOS 4013 
4 x CMOS 4081 
20 x 1N914 diodes 
25 x 10/25V radial elect. caps. 
12 x 100/35V radial elect. caps. 
15 x 47/25V radial elect caps 
10 x 470/16V radial elect. caps. 
15 x BC237 transistors 
20 x Mixed transistors 
200 x Mixed 0.25W C.F. resistors 
5 x Min. PB switches 
4 x 5 metres stranded core wire 
8 Meters 22SWG solder 
20 x 8-pin OIL sockets 
15 x 14-pin DR. sockets 
15 x 16-pin DIL sockets 
4 x 741.SO° 
15 x BC557 transistors 
4 x CMOS 4093 
3 x 10mm Red LEDs 
3 x 10mm Green LEDs 
2 x CMOS 4047 
20 x Assorted ceramic disc caps 
6 y Battery clips - 3 ea. 

PP3 + PP9 
100 x Mixed 0-51N C.F. resistors 
2 x TL071 Op.Amps 
20 x 1N4004 diodes 
15 x 1N4007 diodes 

RESISTOR PACKS - C.Film 
RP3 5 each value - total 365 0.25W £3.30 
RP7 10 each value - total 730 0.25W £4.55 
APIO 1000 popular values 0.25W £645 
RP4 5 each value-total 345 0.5W £4.20 
RP8 10 each value-total 690 0.5W £6.85 
RP 11 1000 popular values 0.5W £8.70 

SP135 6 x Miniature slide switches 
SP136 3 x BFY50 transistors 
SP137 4 x W005 1.5A bridge rectifiers 
SP138 20 x 2.2/6311 radial elect. caps. 
SP140 3 x WO4 1-5A bridge rectifiers 
SP142 2 x CMOS 4017 
SP143 5 Pairs min. crocodile clips 

(Red 8. Black) 
5P144 5 Pairs min.crocodile clips 

(assorted colours) 
SP146 10 x 2133704 transistors 
SP147 5 x Stripboard 9 strips x 

25 holes 
SP151 4 x 8mm Red LEDs 
SP152 4 x 8mm Green LEDs 
SP153 4 x 8mm Yellow LEDs 
SP154 15 x BC548 transistors 
SP156 3 x Stripboard, 14 strips x 

27 holes 
SP160 10 x 2133904 transistors 
SP161 10 x 2N3906 transistors 
SP164 2 x C106D thyristors 
SP165 2 x LF351 Op.Amps 
SP166 20e 1N4003 diodes 
5P167 5 x BC107 transistors 
SP168 5 x BC108 transistors 
SP171 8 Meters 18SWG solder 
SP172 4 x Standard slide switches 
SP173 10 x 220/25V radial elect. caps 
SP174 20 x 22/25V radial elect. caps 
SP175 20 x 1/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP177 10 x 1A 20mm quick blow fuses 
SP178 10 x 2A 20mm quick blow fuses 
SP181 5 x Phono plugs - asstd colours 
SP182 20 x 4.7/63V radial elect. caps. 
SP183 20 x BC547 transistors 
SP187 15 x 13C239 transistors 
SP189 4 x 5 metres solid core wire 
SP192 3 x CMOS 4066 
SP195 3 x 10mm Yellow LEDs 
SP197 6n20 pin OIL sockets 
SP198 5024 pin DIL sockets 
SP199 5 x 2.5mm mono jack plugs 
SP200 5 x 2.5mm mono jack sockets 

2005 Catalogue now available £1 
inc. P&P or FREE with first order. 

P&P £ 1.50 per order. NO VAT 
Cheques and Postal Orders to: 
Sherwood Electronics, 

7 Williamson St., Mansfield, 
Notts. NG19 6TD. 
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PROTELI% 
The Confplete Electronics Design System 

Schematic & 

PCB Layout 

• Powerful & flexible schematic capture. 
• Auto-component placement and rip-up/retry PCB routing. 
• Polygonal gridless ground planes. 
• Libraries of over 8000 schematic and 1000 PCB parts. 
• Bill of materials, DRC reports and much more. 

Mixed Mode SPICE Circuit Simulation 

• Berkeley SPICE3F5 simulator with custom extensicns for 
true mixed mode and interactive simulation. 

• 6 virtual instruments and 14 graph based analysis types. 
• 6000 models including TTL, CMOS and PLO digital parts. 
• Fully compatible with manufacturers' SPICE models. 

Virtual System Modelling 

in Version 6 
• Drag and drop toolbars. 
• Visual PCB packaging tool. 
• Improved route editing. 
• Point and click DRC report. 
• Multiple design rules ( per net). 
• Multiple undo/redo. 

Call Now for Upgrade Pricing 

Proteus VSM - Co-simulation and debugging for popular Micro-controllers  

• Supports PIC, AVR, 8051, HC11 and ARM micro-controllers. 
• Co-simulate target firmware with your hardware design. 
• Includes interactive peripheral models for LED and LCD displays, 

switches, keypads, virtual terminal and much, much more. 
• Provides source level debugging for popular compilers and 

assemblers from Crownhill, IAR, Keil, and others. 

Electronic 
53-55 Main Street, Grassington. BD23 5AA 

Tel: 01756 753440 
Fax: 01756 752857 

Contact us for 

Free Demo CD 

Works with 

PIC Basic Plus 
from Crownhill 

Associates 



totraxTM 
Electronic Design Automation 

Schematic Capture 
SPICE Simulation 
PCB Layout 
Auto-Layout/Router 
3D PCB Visualization 
Database Support 

flj4fl n  »Jai , am 
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New 

ELECTRA 
Autorouter 

auodesk® 
authored developer 

P swer 
o 

VFtAM 
Switch 

e Drag and drop parts onto your schematic. 
Connect them together. 

• Add virtual instruments such as scopes and function 
generators. 

• Use the PCB design wizard to create your ?CB. 
• Autolayout and autoroute the board. 
e View the board in 3D. 
• Output to Gerber and AutoCAD/Solidworks. 

Over 45,000 users To finadutooutrtamxEorDeroto 
wwwrn 

AutoTRAX now now comes with 
the shape based autorouter. 
Super fast and not grid based. 
Saves you time and money by 
rapidly and accurately routing 
your PCB 

Connect 

Free version available for small scale projects. 
(only pin limited) 

Why wait? Download 4.00 AutoTRAX EDA NOW! 

www.autotraxEDA.com 

Coming soon, AutoTRAX on Apple OSX and Linux 




